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TOYNBEE AND THE UNIQUENESS
OF JEWRY
James Parkes

I

HAVE a very great admiration for the work of Arnold Toynbee.
E ven if all the criticisms of detail launched by professional historians
were true (though I doubt if they are), The Study of Histocv is a
masterpiece in which the imaginative genius of the author provides
even the critic with constant flashes of insight into the nature and
balance of human experience. What is more important is that its range
and comprehensiveness provide a standard and a basis by which any
subsequent attempt to portray even a part of his vast structure can see
a whole scaffolding in place, so that it canjudge what to strengthen, to
omit, or to change. All writing of history will for the foreseeable future
be influenced by what Toynbee tried to do and by what he did. Moreover to know him is to know someone who is incapable of insincerity
or deliberate prejudice; wherefor I have long been troubled by the
apparent exception to everything which I have said when I read his
writings or hear his speeches on the subjects of Jews, Judaism, and
Israel.
It is not that I am still open to be converted to his views on these
three topics. I know enough about the subject to make that impossible,
and I think I know enough about Toynbee to realize that whenever he
reaches this point in his progress, something extraneous comes in and
distorts his vision. That majestic tricycle (whose wheels are knowledge,
intuition, and integrity) on which he moves confidently through the
mazes of the whole human story and the .geography of all contitients
meets some stone in its path which causes it to wobble wildly, and ultimately throw its rider, once Jews, Judaism and Israel rise over the
horizon. If I have any complaint, it is that it is not until page 620 of
Volume 12 (Reconsideration.s, ig6i) that he tells us what that stone is;
and this is a little late to confess and expound so important a limitation.
We reach it at last in the heading of the First Sçction of the Fourth
Chapter (Effects of being what one is) of the Annex (Ad Hominem) to main
Chapter Two (The Relativity of a 'Human Observer's Approach to Human
Affairs) of main: Section A (Philosophical Considerations). The heading is:
IRREVERENCE TOWARDS PRETENSIONS TO UNIQUENESS. So there is
the nub of thejewish offence.
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But that is not all. Toynbee speaks very sincerely and wisely of the
inevitable bias of a personal background and of the tradition in which
a man is brought up. He is himself by birth a Protestant middle-class
Londoner. Although a traditional Christian he reacts as vigorously
against the claim of the Church that Jesus of Nazareth is 'unique'
as he does against the claim that the Jews are 'the chosen people'.
But his definition of what a 'higher religion' is, and his choice of the
characteristics which it should show, are, quite unconsciously, those
precisely of a Protestant middle-class Englishman. He omits the principal
characteristic ofJudaism by defining the purpose of all higher religions
as being to bring the individual into contact with Absolute Reality.
When further he defines the corporate expression of religion as being
by its nature separate from the natural community, he extrudsJudaism
still more firmly from any balanced consideration.
He first aroused a storm of criticism from Jewish quarters by his
description of Judaism as a 'fossil' of the Syriac civilization, and the
footnotes and references in his twelfth volume show that he has since
done a great deal of reading, and of reading the right books. George
Foot Moore and Travers Herford are quoted extensively, as well as the
American scholar and Conservative rabbi, Jacob B. Agus, with whom
he has evidently carried on quite a correspondence. Yet the two
fundamental matters of debate still remain untouched. Is a society or
system to be thrown out of court without further consideration the
moment it declares itself; or is declared, unique? and: Is the fact that
the natural community is fundamental to Jewish thinking about the
purpose of God automatically a blemish? These are the two issues
which Toynbee still leaves untouched; and they give rise to the further
question: Is Toynbee's substitute for the traditional values of Judaism,
that it is a universally significant means of preserving cultural autonomies in diaspora, meaningful and valid?
There is obviously a sense in which we must rightly say that no man
or society can claim to be unique in the universe. The extent of human
ignorance about the universe makes any such claim inherently absurd.
But is there no resting point between that extreme and the casual application of the word 'unique' to anything that is either excellent or unusual? There is a second question: Must we rule in advance that
Reality (in which Toynbee avows his belief) is prohibited by its universal responsibility from any action which is not immediately universally apprehended or apprehensible?
I would reject as fiercely as Toynbee that whole section of the traditional doctrines of the 'Judaic monotheisms' which condemns to a hell
the majority of created beings because they do not accept a particular—
let me use the word at the moment without explaining it—'revelation'.
I would equally condemn the belief that there is a 'unique' way from
man to God. But it is loose thinking to identify a demand for the inevi-
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table variety of universality with a refusal to accept to the full (Toynbee does somewhere give it a grudging admission) the idea that a divine
intention may be best communicated first in a single 'unique' event,
provided that the event is universally communicable. That is the rock
of stumbling. Historically the event of Sinai received an immensely
complex interpretation through the very peculiar tenets evolved to
meet the very peculiar situation of the Jewish community in the worlds
of paganism, Christendom, and Islam. Historically the event of the
Incarnation was interpreted through the medium of the Hellenistic
philosophy (with western and oriental variations) of the Church of the
first four centuries. If there is no other possible and right interpretation
of these two events, so that the experience of Reality in other parts of
the world is permanently excluded from understanding or accepting
them, then they are not universal or universally significant.
If, however, each event (though not its historic interpretation) can
be mediated through the diverse channels of the whole world's search
for ultimate truth, then there is nothing derogatory, or meriting contempt, in the event being first mediated in a unique manner.
It is true that such an idea is a novelty to most Christian thinkers, and
has not yet come into the purview of corresponding sdholars among
Jews. This has a very simple contemporary explanation. Christian
thinkers are at last being compelled to translate into ecclesiastical and
doctrinal terms the sudden collapse of the political hegemony of the
West. All through Asia and Africa there are coming to be Churches,
Roman, Anglican, or Protestant, which have become autonomous or
completely independent, whose hierarchy arises from the soil and is not
imported from abroad, and whose faith is judged and defined by synods
of believers who are looking at religious truths and doctrines directly
from their own standpoints, and not from the Hellenistic expressions of
the West. It will take some time before the consequent transformations
of accepted dogmas become stabilized, but I have no doubt that they
will present the older Christian Churches with many difficult and heartsearching problems. The Synagogue has not yet had to face this
situation for obvious historical reasons.
I must define more closely what I mean by the universal communicability of any divine communication (revelation) which was claimed
to be unique. And inevitably I must define it from the standpoint of one
who believes in the existence of Toynbee's Absolute Reality, and of
that 'personal aspect of It which we call God'. It is a reasonable assumption of those who believe in a Creator that this Creator is interested in
his creation, that he communicates with it, and that the purpose of that
communication is to give to the cre aturc both insight into how to live
conformably to the divine plan, and power to help him to do so. This
communication I call 'revelation'. The Jew believes that such a revelation took place at Sinai; the Christian in the Incarnation.
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Thejew has interpreted that revelation in all that he calls Torah, both
written and spoken; those who have accepted Jesus as Messiah first
put together a group of biographies, letters and history, which they
accepted as inspired, and then built on them the doctrines and dogmas
of the Christian Church. In both cases this is a description of what the
particular people who received the revelations made of it in their particular times and circumstances. Now if the revelations themselves
are both unique and universal, then they must be potentially the source
of both insight and power to those who are brought into contact with
them, even if they knew nothing of the events when they happened,
and do not understand or accept the original historic interpretations of
them. In other words, to put it rather crudely, they must be able, to
accept Sinai without interpreting it as involving the non-eating of
pork; and they must be able to accept the Incarnation without interpreting it in terms of 'Three persons in one God'. If one asks 'why should
one accept them?', then the answer would lie in the realm of a discussion of their influence on human life, not on their expression in a particular orthodoxy or orthopraxis. For undoubtedly Sinai did create a
remarkable human society, and Christianity has shown equally remarkable power to transform the life of individuals.
There remains the question: If this be so, then why did not the same
Divine Being repeat this essential revelation to all parts of his creation?
Why both in Judea? By these unique incursions into human affairs was
he not unnecessarily allowing a lot of other systems foolishly to emerge,
and was he not depriving most of his creation of the means of knowing
his purpose? (I apologize for this intrusion of theology, but it is only out
of Toynbee's suppositions that one can produce a counter-argument to
Toynbee's conclusions. There is no sociological need of, or interest in,
uniqueness.) There is a reasonable answer to the-question, based on the
suppositions of one who accepts the existence of a Reality 'which in Its
personal aspect we call God', and who believes that this Being communicates with the creatures for whose existence It is responsible. The
answer is that we believe God to be inevitably of such power that, if
events such as Sinai and the Incarnation were constantly repeated,
there would be a complete end to human free will and human responsibility. They would overwhelm the world. There is a phrase in Christian systematic theology which speaks of Deus absconditus, of a divine
self-veiling; and the idea is common to all the monotheisms, though
with different expression. It is an inevitable recognition that 'as the
heavens are above the earth so are my ways above your ways'.
It would not be by their only happening once that the revelations
of the monotheisms would stand condemned, but by their happening so
carelessly that they were, in fact, incommunicable. And this the thinkers
of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam would all claim to be a distortion
of the historical—and geographical—facts. They happened, each would
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claim, in a 'fullness of time'; and they happened geographically where
all the land-masses of the world meet (except for the Americs, and to
the issue involved in that I do not know the answer), and so in a place
where their communication to others could be prevented only by
deliberate human action. The two religions which spread, Christianity
and Islam, have reached global communication. That Judaism has not
done so is the result of such human action (primarily Christian and
Muslim, but Jewish as well), and cannot be blamed on God.
For the believer, then, there is no justification for 'irreverence
towards pretensions to uniqueness'. Any such claim is justified rather
in asking for serious and scholarly examination. After its credentials
have been studied its claim may be dismissed as untenable; but it is not
scholarly to dismiss any such claim in advance as impossible. Among
the credentials to be examined Toynbee could rightly ask that the first
place be given to the universal implications of the claim. Was it a
claim to privilege for a few or to service to the rest of the world? Was
there any basic exclusiveness which vitiated its claim to universal
sighificance? Therewould be many matters worthy of study. They would
automatically exclude claims to be an Herrenvolk; they would reveal in a
historic religion all the cross currents and contributing streams of an all
too human history. But at bottom Jews have a right to submit their
claim to think of themselves as a 'Chosen People',and Christians to
consider themselves 'the elect of every nation', because in their very
souls, in spite of all the cross-currents of history, the beliefs they profess,
and the standard of conduct they have desired to reach, both recognize
a universal responsibility, and accept a universal right of entry into the
fellowship of their spiritual resources.
It would be a new and rather frightening idea to most theologians
from any of the monotheisms that their theology, once it claimed to
be universal, must be willing to be subjected to a searching examination
by every religion. But it is the necessity for facing such a scrutiny that
Toynbee in his universalism could legitimately demand, and not the
rather perky (he himself compares his attitude in this matter to a
London sparrow or bus conductor), frivolous and unworthy denial
of any possibility of uniqueness. I am sure that the effects of such a
survey would be enormously salutary. A lot of most offensive and
odious doctrines would find themselves quite untenable, and would
need a Genizah whence not even a Schechter could possibly resurrect
them.
All that being said, what was the power or pattern communicated
which explains and asks justification for the Jewish claim to be a
'Chosn People?'
It was certainly not the merit of being a fossil survival of the Syriac
civilization. The Syriac civilization was undoubtedly great fun, for it
existed in such a nice dry climate that it can constantly be dug up; but
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it was not of universal significance, either in time or space. Toynbee's
comparisons, when he is trying to deny the uniqueness ofJewish history
and Jewish religion, ought (had not all his attention been concentrated
on his desperately wobbling tricycle) to have told him that something
was wrong in his method. Did he really want a comparison to the Samaritans, then Lady Drower could have supplied him with any amount
of parallels from the debris of the Middle East. But there was no real
parallel in the Samaritans to a people who, during the present century,
had produced a substantial proportion of the world's Nobel Prizemen
in quite a number of different subjects.
If the first Jewish offence in the eyes of Toynbee was that they were
seen as a Chosen People, the second was that they would not abandon
the paradox of particularism and universalism. As I said at the beginning, he has on various occasions demanded firmly that religions, to
enter the category of higher religions, must 'find their social expression
in organizations of their own' (p. 84, and compare P. 2 18 that such a
religion must not be an 'integral part of the structure of some civilization', but must be 'an independent society of a new kind'). Coming
from the general to the particular, he insists (p. 488, compare pp. 496
and 515) that the Jews must choose between 'two incompatible alternatives', and abandon either their concern with the preservation of a
natural community, or their pretension that their vision of Absolute
Reality is of a God who is of universal significance.
This is another perilous wobble of the tricycle. For it amounts to the
statement that the natural community is, as it were, an ovcrsight, or
matter of supreme unimportance, in the relations between Creator and
creation; and that a religion which gives it a central place forfeits
theitby the right to claim to be one of the higher religions of mankind.
This is a most extraordinary insistence that the sphere in which
Christianity has been a conspicuous failure (witness two world wars
arising within the area coloured on the map as Christendom, not to
mention a possible third) must not be touched by any other higher
religion! 0 Westerner! Westerner! What a fall is there, my Countryman!
The strength ofJudaism, yes, its uniqueness, consists just in the paradox of its universalism and its particularism. And its particularism
does not rest on a Jewish Church as an 'independent society', but on the
Jewish people as a whole. In considering this in the present context I
do not want to get involved in counter-argument based on the historic fact that Judaism, hemmed in on both sides by Christendom and
Islam, naturally sought to preserve the people who practised it. That is
of the accidents, not the essence of its history. It is the preservation of
the natural community as an essential that should be emphasized. There
are all kinds of curious and otherwise inexplicable contrasts between
Judaism and its daughter faith in the West which arise from this Jewish
8
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insistence. Christianity has stressed the unattainable, the vision beyond
man's grasp, the city not of this world; and Christians have been tempted
to look down on the rabbis as propagating an inferior religion in their
insistence on the attainable, on the great words in Deuteronomy xxx,
11-14:
For this commandment which I command you this day is not too hard for
you, neither is it far off. It is not in heaven, that you should say, 'Who will
go up for us to heaven, and bring it to us, that we may hear it and do it?'
Neither is it beyond the sea that you should say, 'Who will go over the sea
for us, and bring it to us, that we may hear it and do it?' But the word is
very near you; it is in your mouth and in your heart, so that you can do it.
Jews have always to think of their weaker brethren, of the men who are
neither pious nor intelligent nor given to good works, and remember
that they also are bound within the lulav of Israel. 'We do not lay on
the community burdens too heavy for them to bear,' said the rabbis.
And by this very tolerance of human weakness they did build up a
community which resisted for fifteen hundred years the temptations to
apostasy of all the world's higher religions, all its most seductive cultures, and (for those same weaker brethren) all the comfort of living
unpers&cuted and untrammelled.
Toynbee seems to believe that it is enough that the great prophets
proclaimed the need for national righteousness, for the supremacy of
justice, for the sanctification of mercy, in immortal generalizations.
But though it be rash to contradict an expert in his own field, the study
of history does not confirm this belief. The Christian Churches had all
these great generalizations in their Scriptures. Actually one could say
that they read and preached upon them more continuously than the
rabbis. But natural communities are not changed by the noblest
generalizations. European history has shown this to be true throughout;
and the men of the Great Synagogue, those anonymous leaders who
turned 'the Religion of Israel' into 'Judaism' not only realized that this
was so, but found means to act upon it. It is they who for the first time
made religion a discipline of the whole community by their insistence
on religious education, on knowledge of the Scriptures, and on weekly
congregational worship in every place where Jews lived. It is the
action which they initiated, and which generations of scholar-leaders
developed, that preserved the Jews, not as a church but asa people,
through the many centuries between the wars with Rome and partial
emancipation in the western world.
The Christian world shares to a large extent the universalism of the
prophets of Judaism. But surely for a historian the most interesting
and profitable field of study in Judaism is its combination of their
universalism with particularism, that is the unique power by which it
maintained a national community without any means of enforcing
9
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thembership. Rabbis had not even the threat of the pains of Hell to quell
the wicked and bring back the wanderers into the fold, for their emphasis on individual life beyond death is slight.
The Parsees, interesting though they are, are no parallel; but it is an
absurd reflection on the Toynbean comparative method that if somewhere, in some forgotten century or corner of the world, something
really parallel had existed, then the Jews would not have incurred
Toynbee's wrath and contempt. For their contribution to the total
human amalgam would have had exactly the same intellectual and
moral content, but would not have incurred the indelible stigma of
uniqueness, and Toynbee could have appraised it at its real interest
and worth.
But I fear that we have not yet come to the end ofJewish uniqueness.
We are concerned not only with the fact that Jews survived as a people
but with the moral and cultural content of that survival. For it is the
content, not the fact, of their survival which produced the qualities
which Toynbee admires, and which produced the stream of Nobel
Prizewinners already mentioned. And, horribile dictu, Jewry survived
not because of the nobility of the prophets, a nobility which all men
can perceive for themselves, but because of the Talmud, that strange,
incomprehensible, and (I believe) unique amalgam of laws, pithy
sayings, tedious lecture notes, half finished reports of discussions, and
what not, which formed the moral, recreational, and intellectual
pabulum of Jews for a millennium. It is no good the non-Jew digging
out its absurdities, blushing at its indelicacies, raging at its exclusiveness; for all that apparently justified contempt is shipwrecked on the
piain but mysterious fact that Jewry came into the nineteenth century
not a fossil but a ferment, not a solid phalanx of rigid and unadaptable
fundamentalists, but a lively and attractive section of the world's life
and leadership, and a willing body of followers of every reform and
good cause.
The fact which merits the study of psychologist, sociologist, and
theologian is that the Talmud did all this. Why it did it is certainly
not apparent on the surface. We can see that the rabbis left the mind
free where the other monotheisms bound it by the line between orthodoxy and heresy; we can see that they preserved the separation of the
Jews without enforcing their isolation; we can see, in fact, that somehow
their Talmud gave those services which Toynbee believes the Jewish
diaspora could give to the increasingly rootless non-Jewish world.
But the diaspora was preserved by the Talmud because within its
voluminous and confused pages was a root, a unity, an identity, which
made it a 'portable homeland'. There was no central authority, there was
no hierarchy of control, but Jews were identifiable as Jews from China
to the Atlantic. For their Jewishness had a common root.
Here is another rock of offence from the Toynbean point of view,
10
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though I do not believe that he would treat it with 'irreverence'. It is
indeed puzzling, but it is in no wise contemptible or superficial, for
one cannot despise that which comforts a fellow-creature in persecution and distress. That common root ofJewishness was acceptance that
they had only one homeland, and that was The Land of Israel, and only
one centre therein—Jerusalem. There is no trace of any thought of
another land or another city as a permancnt home. The head of the
great Babylonian community, richer and more extensive than anything the Land of Israel could offer from c.E. 70 onwards, was the
Exilarch, the Resh Galutlia. Every land save one was exile. Though the
passover greeting was, doubtless, often a mere formality, yet Next
Tear in Jerusalem reflected a perfectly genuine root. The choice of
words is deliberate. Jews, wherever they lived, felt that they were
rooted in Jerusalem, and it would be quite inadequate to say that they
'felt a longing for it' at some future date. Toynbee quotes with great
approval the universalism of Deutero-Isaiah. There are more than a
score of references to him listed in the Index. But the prophecies of
Deutero-Isaiah begin:
Comfort ye, comfort ye, my people, saith your God
Speak ye comfortably to Jerusalem.
0 thou that tellest good tidings to Jerusalem,
Lift up thy voice with strength, lift it up, be not afraid;
Say unto the cities ofJudah, Behold your God
Deutero-Isaiah reflects the paradox of Judaism in just the same way
as other Jewish prophets.
RabbinicJudaism turned away entirelyfrom the welter of apocalyptic
eschatology which was much beloved by the eastern Christian Churches.
In place of it was this insistence on roots in the Land of Israel, and
Jerusalem as a centre for the whole world. If I am right in my conviction on this subject, thenI do not think that the ability ofJews to remain
a cultural unity in diaspora really provides a key to modern urban
needs. They caxinot provide for others this sense of belonging which is
rooted in their corporate memory.
Without this clue to Jewish survival during the long centuries before
emancipation, it is impossible to understand the meaning of Zionism;
and it is in Toynbee's misrepresentation of Zionism, and of the significance of the state of Israel that the wobbles become such that he is
finally unseated. For it is completely misleading to explain Zionism
simply by the nationalisms of the nineteenth century, although those
nationalisms largely dictated the form it took for Jews, and in which it
was understood by others.
While Jews still lived in the world's ghettoes, one form of Judaism
prevailed with but the smallest modifications—though Sephardim
thought themselves superior to Ashkenazim, and both looked down on
II
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the Jews in Muslim lands, while Mithnagedim and Chassidim quarrelled and banned each other within the same dimensions of the Pale.
But with emancipation and citizenship, each Jew was free to decide in
what form he would practise or neglect to practise his Judaism. He
could remain a Jew and reject the contemporary expressions of his
traditional orthopraxis. The vivid reality of the old centre ceased to be
compelling; but the need which was supplied by the traditional centre
remained the same. So long as all Jews thought—broadly—alike, the
Promised Land existed, as it were, in each ghetto. When all Jews began
to think differently, the Promised Land had to be an actual centre to
exercise the same attraction.
It does not matter whether this attraction to an actual, area of
territory which has motivated two returns at an interval of over two
thousand years is unique or not. The esstntial point is that it is real, and
that it is ineradicable. In the intervening centuries there had never
been an abandonment of the relationship. There were times when perhaps not more than ten thousand Jews actually lived in Palestine; but
that was never because only ten thousand Jews could be found who
desired to live there; it was because the land could not support more
than ten thousand, or because not more than ten thousand could
penetrate through all the barriers that had to be overcome to reach it.
The new form of return which grew up under Zionism was merely a new
form, it was not a new return.
The tragedy of Palestine since 1917is that it is the fault neither of
the Jews nor of the Arabs that a romantic vision turned into a reality
resting on naked force. It was not because Zionism can be identified
with fascism, as Toynbee asserts, but because of much more deepseated and complex causes. The two groups were subjected to such
different pressures, they were aware of such different areas of tension—
Jews in eastern Europe, Palestinian Arabs in the Middle East—that it
was only too easy to overlook a basic compatibility of their ideals and
desires. Historically there has been no past in which the area of Palestine was exclusively inhabited by Jews; and there is no panache in the
Arab past save in the periods when they had lived in tolerant symbiosis
with other inhabitants of the Middle East,Jewish as well as Christian.
Perhaps the British ought to have tried to explain more why they had
issued the Balfour Declaration; perhaps it would have been different
if the Arabs of Palestine had not been subjected to pressures of a pathetically sterile nationalism elsewhere in the Arab world; surely it would
have been different if the Jewish return had been adjusted to the Arab
capacity to understand and absorb it, instead of to the growing terror
of life in Europe. But the point is that it is as totally unscholarly to lay
all the blame for the result on the Jews as it is to lay it all on the Arabs.
Jews have as much right to be in the country as Arabs. The question of
majority and minority is not in this case determinant on either side.
12
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The rights are equal. In all his treatment of Israel as a modern state
Toynbee shows a lack of historical perspective which only the wobbling
can explain, and which it certainly cannot excuse.
But there is, alas, for people like myself who hold him in good esteem
and affection, worse to come. There is the point at which he is totally
unseated, the point at which he identifies the living Arab refugees with
the dead millions in the anonymous gravcs of Hitler's Europe—identifies those who year by year live on the world's charity amounting
annually to millions of pounds with those who died without the world
lifting a finger to sa\'e them. Of course it is absurd for Israel to pretend
that she has no responsibility for any refugees; but it is equally absurd
to lay on her the whole blame. At a point of bitter contemporary tension,
at a point where the outsider has a particular responsibility for seeing
the whole field, Toynbee, our greatest philosopher of history, allows his
great reputation to be exploited by partisans, whether Arab or antiZionist Jew, in a manner which contradicts and defies the whole conception of reality on which his vast structure is reared. Oh! the pity of
it, the pity of it. He might have done so much to bring together two
ides, each with a just right to maintain to which only a historian could
do justice; and the whole weight of his learning has been thrown on the
side of division, of misrepresentation, and of falsehood. Oh! The pity
of it.
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ALIGNMENTS AND ALLEGIANCES IN
THE COMMUNITY OF SHAARAYIM
IN ISRAEL
Percy S. Cohen
INTRODUCTION

T

HEaim of this article' is to analyse the factors which promote
and disrupt social cohesion in a Yemeni community in Israel.
he problems raised are of more than mere specific interest.
The basic ideological goals of Israeli society are 'the ingathering of the
exiles' and the creation of a unified society and culture in which all
groups participate equally. This entails the partial breakdown of
ethnic and communal allegiances which might impede the formation
of national associations and interest-groups, or at least the formation
of strong, broad ties which cut across narrow ones.
In the light of this problem, Shaarayim presents a significant case
for analysis, because two opposing social forces are at work in it: forces
making for internal cohesion, the maintenance of a communal identity,
and the defence of communal interests; and forces which promote
allegiances and loyalties to the wider society or to associations and interest-groups which extend beyond the bounds of locality and ethnic
group. The struggle between these two sets of forces is not simply
manifest in conflict between the community and the wider society, but
is expressed also in opposition between factions within the community.
But even this factional opposition is not simple: it is not merely that one
faction is in favour of local and ethnic solidarity while others oppose it.
The conflict between narrower and wider loyalties penetrates and
therefore disrupts factional allegiance itself. The reason for this is
that each of the main factions must, to some extent, seek a compromise
between its own ideology and interests and those of its opponents.
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NATURE OF THE COMMUNITY AND ITS HISTORY

Shaarayim is the name of a Yemeni quarter of the town of Rehovoth.
It was once a separate political community, physically distinct and
ethnically homogeneous. It is now none of these things. Its physical
boundaries have disappeared, and it merges with the other parts of the
town of Rehovoth; it is now part of the municipal area of Rehovoth and
is administered by the Rehovoth municipal council. It contains about
one non-Yemeni in every three people in its present population of about
6,000.
It is a community in only one main sense; its members recognize certain common interests and a common identity, based on locality, ethnic
origin, and a social past. Most of the property in Shaarayim, in the
form of land and buildings, belongs to the Yemenis; most of the nonYemenis are tenants. Local associations and organizations exist for,
and are largely administered by, Yemenis. Leaders and those who
recognize them as such are members of the community. There are a
number of strong links—often cutting across one another—between
individuals, households, and groups, which give a social cohesion to the
Yemenis of Shaarayim and distinguish them markedly from both the
non-Yemenis of Shaarayim and other component groups which at
present constitute the political community of Rehovoth. Shaarayim is
therefore a community in a significant sociological sense, if not in any
official one.
The community was founded in igog by a group of Yemeni immigrants who had arrived destitute in the port of JafTa in the previous
year. The group had been invited by some of the farmers of the Moshavah (agricultural colony) of Rehovoth to come to work for them.
Shortly after, there arrived a second group from a neighbouring district
of northern Yemen. The immigrants lived at first in outhouses and
shacks on the lands of their Ashkenazi employers; but within a short
time they were given land—about one-fifth of an acre per household—
by one of the organizations of the Jewish community in Palestine. This
land lay alongside the Moshavah of Rehovoth, but was separated from
the original colony which had been established fifteen years earlier.
The Yemeni men and youthi over the age of 12 or 13 worked as labourers
for the farmers, while their womenfolk helped in the farmers' houses.
In the hours after work the Yemenis built themselves rough houses
on their land and set about cultivating their small plots. They were
joined, from time to time, by other small groups of immigrantswho
came to Rehovoth, as well as to other colonies in Palestine, seeking
work. In this way, and by natural increase, the community grew
from a mere 100 people in 1909 to about 3,000 in 1939, when immigration virtually ceased, and to 4,000 in 1955.
The first two groups came from northern Yemen, but later groups
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came from other parts as well, and in particular from southern Yemen,
the proportion from central Yemen being rather small. Each of these
groups was bound by a number of strong internal ties and common
custom which served to distinguish them. Thus, at the outset, Shaarayim really consisted of a number of sub-ethnic communities, each
forming an enclave in the wider Yemcni community. The internal
bonds of these groups were based on kinship and common ritual activities, largely centring around a common prayer-house attended by the
men. For a short while there was even a strong tendency to marry
within these groups, and there were few important tics binding the
various sub-ethnic groups together into a single community.
There was one communal headman ('Mukhtar') recognized by the
Ottoman authorities, and later, for a short period, by the British
Mandatory authorities, as well as by the representatives of the Yishuv,
the Jewish population of Palestine. The Mukhtar was responsible for
the community vis-â-vis the wider society, and administered matters
affecting the community as a whole—such as the water supply, burial
facilities, and the allocation of land. He was not elected but obtained
his position by virtue of his previous status in the Yemen. The first
Mukhtar had been a headman and rabbi of some prestige in northern
Yemen, and, having established his authority, retained his position
after the arrival of groups from southern and other parts. He was
succeeded on his death by another man from northern Yemen, who was
Mukhtar in more than name alone for only a short period.
Apart from the recognition of a single headman and of those few
major interests affecting the community as a whole, the only important
factor contributing to the formation of a sense of community was the
awareness of some common identity in relation to the wider society.
This was based on ethnic similarities—physical and cultural—overriding sub-ethnic differcnces, and on low social and economic status.
In fact, social status and ethnic distinctiveness tended to reinforce one
another and to become fused, so that after a short while the status
structure of Rehovoth was as much a matter of ethnic origin as of
occupation.
The recognition of a common identity was in fact the main unifying
influence in the community, since the few matters affecting the community as a whole were more likely to be divisive: while the provision
of burial facilities did not create or promote conflict, the sharing of
water and the allocation of land did.
However, Shaarayim did not persist as a simple agglomeration of
sub-communities. In the early twenties, as more immigrants settled, it
became increasingly difficult for them to obtain adjoining tracts of
land, and groups were broken up. Even more important were changes
in the form of immigration and settlement. Previously, immigration
and settlement had been carried out in units comprising a number of
16
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neighbouring households or groups of kin, but now they took the form
of smaller groups coming to join their kinsmen in Palestine. Though
they did in fact join them, in a literal sense, by living in their houses or
on their land, this was only a temporary measure. In most cases they
later obtained land in other parts of Shaarayim, and as this process
continued it had important consequences for the community. Gradually, ties of kinship and sub-ethnic grouping cut across those of present.
neighbourhood, thus countering the forces of fragmentation which
were always at work in the community.
In addition to this, other ties had become increasingly significant.
Those who had been longer in residence tended to recognize certain
interests in common, and this contributed to the formation of ties
amongst newcomers. The younger generation—and in particular those
who had been born in Shaarayim or who had come there in their
infancy—began to recognize certain common interests which divided
them from the older generation; the rebellion of youth, which had been
allowed little or no expression in the Yemen, soon emerged in Shaarayim, as in most other immigrant communities. During the late twenties
and early thirties yet another factor emerged: differentials in material
welfare and social status. These various ties and interests, based on
kinship, neighbourhood, length of residence, age, and social and
economic status, often cut across one another, facilitating the emergence
of communal solidarity and interests, particularly in relation to the
wider society.
With changes in the internal structure, size and composition of the
community, there occurred simultaneous changes in the relationship
between the community and the wider society. These resulted from
a number of influences: the arrival of non-Yemenis in Shaarayim;
economic development in the wider society; the organization of labour;
the organization of religion; the growth of the local administrative
organization; and the emergence of political parties.
Non-Yemenis first appeared in Shaarayim in the early and middle
twenties. They were Ashkenazi immigrants from eastern Europe who
differed somewhat from the earlier Ashkenazi residents of Rehovoth in
that they were imbued with the twin ideologies of Zionism and
socialism. They went to live as tenants in Shaarayim, working as agricultural labourers in the district. The arrival of tenants was highly
advantageous to the Yemenis, and gave rise to a spate of building and
land speculation. Large numbers of Yemeni householders built additional rooms on to their small houses, and some even built new houses;
a few profited sufficiently from these and other ventures to enable them
to acquire more land and to build houses and small blocks of flats. As a
result, there gradually emerged differences of wealth within the community.
The Ashkenazi workers competed with the Yemenis in the labour
B
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market, but not with great success. The Yemenis were prepared to work
for low wages, as they in turn competed with cheap Arab labour. Competition, however, fed fuel to the fire of social tensions which were produced by the landlord—tenant relationship.
Economic development in the wider society exerted significant
influences on the internal affairs of Shaarayim. The most important
developments were in the field of citrus packing and processing and the
building trade. With these developments, Yemenis were no longer completely dependent on the demand for agricultural and domestic labour
in the Moshavah. They became 'proletarianized'. Working as agricultural labourers they were limited in the skills which they could learn
and employ; they were also bound by personal, diffuse2 relationships
between themselves and their employers. But when they became employed in industry or building these conditions changed. Some of them
learned new skills in the course of their work and began to increase
their earnings. The more impersonal conditions of employment also
promoted the growth of working-class consciousness, which was fostered
and encouraged by labour organizers.
The Histadrut (Federation of Labour) was founded in Palestine in
the early rgQos; but its influence was first felt in Shaarayim nearly ten
years later. It was largely through the Ashkenazi workers and their
leaders that some of the Yemenis were encouraged to join labour
unions affiliated to the wider organization; but the response was largely
poor. Most of the Yemenis were still agricultural and casual labourers,
and the latter are, in most places, difficult to organize. The aims of the
unions were to prevent cheap labour practices, to improve working
conditions and conditions of payment and employment, and to provide
services for members of the Histadrut, such as unemployment and health
benefits, as well as educational facilities. An important function of the
Histadrut, if not an avowed aim, was also to promote working-class
solidarity and allegiance to leaders as part of the national struggle. But
it was soon apparent that membership and support of the unions did not
benefit all Yemeni workers, at least in the short run. Those who were
grossly inefficient, ineducable, or lacking in certain abilities were rendered unemployable (in the absence of conditions making for full
employment) at the higher rates of pay; consequently, they resisted the
appeal of the labour leaders and accepted lower rewards and inferior
conditions. This, after a while, created a division between two ranks of
working-class Yemenis in Shaarayim.
Another important consequence of labour organization was political.
Until this time leadership in Shaarayim had been relatively unified;
factional allegiances had been informal and rather weak. But the newly
introduced labour organization attracted some of the leaders, who, by
virtue of their new allegiance to an interest-group and association
which extended beyond the bounds of community and ethnic group,
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were brought gradually into conflict with their associates in local
leadership, most of whom ignored or opposed this new movement. The
split, though it was more marked and immediate amongst the leaders,
gradually penetrated into the lower ranks of the community.
The organization of religion was yet another development which
affected both internal and external relationships in Shaarayim. The
central rabbinical authority in Jerusalem gradually established religious courts in most districts of Palestine; these were concerned mostly
with marriage and divorce, granting exemption from the leviratic
obligation, and with the supervision of ritual slaughtering. The principal rabbi of Shaarayim was appointed to the rabbinical court of
Rehovoth, and was ultimately taken into the full employ of the rabbinate. This meant that he was no longer simply the appointed religious leader of the community, but was also an official in a bureaucratic
system.
The growth of the local administrative organization of Rehovoth
also had far-reaching effects. During the 1920S and 19305 Shaarayim
received increasing assistance, particularly in the form of welfare and
educational services, from the Moshavah and the various agencies of
the Yishuv. It had its own school for boys (the Moriah school) which
compared unfavourably with other primary schools in the area; the
curriculum gave marked priority to religious instruction in accordance
with Yemeni custom, and made scant provision for other areas of instruction. But, apart from this one service, little else was provided by the
local authority of Shaarayim: local taxes were low—the poorer residents, who were the majority, were unable to pay much, and the leaders
were reluctant to impose higher taxes on the better-off; and the leaders
of the community paid little attention to the provision of any services
other than the water-supply, education for boys, and burial. All the
roads in Shaarayim, except one—the main road which passed through
Rehovoth and Shaarayim—were little more than sand-tracks. In view
of the relative dependence of Shaarayim and other small local communities on the Moshavah, there was pressure from the leaders of Rehovoth
and of the Yishuv to form a local council which would represent a number of linked communities. This proposal was approved by the Mandatory government and took effect in 1939. Each of the constituent
communities was invited to send representatives to the council in proportion to its nuMbers. The more conservative leaders of Shaarayim and
their followers viewed this development with suspicion and hostility, but,
not wishing to be excluded from the deliberations of the council, cooperated.
This situation continued until 1948, when the State of Israel was
founded and Rehovoth became a municipality, an event which had
even more profound effects on political allegiances in Shaarayim than
previous developments; though it can be seen as a further step in a
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process which had been going on for some time. As long as Rehovoth had
been merely an agglomeration of communities participating in a single
local district council, each of the constituent units had been guaranteed
representation; but with total amalgamation this condition no longer
obtained. The national and local electoral system of Israel, one of pure
proportional representation, was responsible. Under this system there
are no constituencies or wards; only parties are represented in proportion to the number of votes which they obtain in the political community
as a whole, which is treated as a single constituency. In these circumstances a constituent community could only obtain representation by
forming itself into a party, and this is in fact what happened in Shaarayim, testifying to local-ethnic solidarity.
At first there was only a single party, though not all those eligible to
vote supported it; but later this party, which had contained two factions—the 'conservatives' and the supporters of the labour movement—
split into two. And these two were rivalled by other, national, parties.
Political parties had played no important role in Shaarayim before
1948, though there had been growing support for the labour federation
in a section of the community.
The 1940s saw the emergence of another quite different form of
political activity in Shaarayim: support for the terrorist organization
Irgun Zvai Leumi ('I.Z.L.'). In retrospect, it is not surprising that this
organization received considerable support, both moral and active,
from the Oriental Jewish communities in Palestine. Support. for a
terrorist movement served a number of functions, particularly for the
younger generation: it provided a means of identifying with a section
of the wider society; it simultaneously provided an avenue for expressing hostility to the leadership of the Yishuv on the part of a group which
strongly resented its inferior status in the wider social context; it furnished a means of dramatically affirming nationalist aspirations on the
part of those who were, to say the least, ambivalent in their attitude to
the Yishuv. All these factors were closely interconnected. After the
foundation of the State, support for I.Z.L. was replaced in Shaarayim,
as elsewhere, by support for the extreme right-wing party Heruth.
Party-political allegianëe was also affected, particularly after 1948, by
the emergence of religious parties. For a short while, these enjoyed considerable support in Shaarayim, partly because the official religious
leaders were employed by the rabbinate, and within this organization
there was strong pressure to support one or other of the parties.
Thus shortly after 1948, when Shaarayim was fully incorporated into
Rehovoth, there were several forms of political allegiance, based on a
number of different principles: local and ethnic solidarity; allegiance to
the labour movement; allegiance to organized religion in its struggle
with secularism; and right-wing extremism. Each one of these principles could have appealed to a large section, if not an overwhelming
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majority, of the population of Shaarayim. Most adults eligible to vote
were (and still are) strongly devout in religious ritual and belief; more
than 6o per cent of them were wage- or salary-earners, and could be
classed as workers; and some of the conditions which stimulated the
appeal of local-ethnic solidarity and right-wing extremism applied to a
large section of the community. Despite this, all forms of allegiance were
present; though in many cases, party-political allegiance differed as
between local and national elections. Some people expressed particular
preference in national elections by voting for, say, the religious parties,
while supporting the local-ethnic party in municipal elections. The
reasons why different groups preferred different forms of political alignment will be discussed later. But the existence of such differences
testifies to the conflict between parochial and extensive allegiances,
which accompanied the intrusion of wider organizations and associations into communal life and the absorption of the community into a
larger unit.
DEVELOPMENTS OF FORMS OF LEADERSHIP IN 5HAARAYIM

The conflict between two or more forms of political alignment in the
community can be seen as a reflex of the changing relations between it
and the wider society. In this process, local-ethnic solidarity constitutes
an attempt to arrest the breakdown of communal and group distinctiveness, to conserve group identity and to emphasize group interests.
These developments cannot be fully understood without our considering the more complex pattern of leadership which gradually
emerged. For leadership is seldom the mere product of social circumstances but is itself an agent in maintaining or transforming social
relationships.
At first the pattern of leadership in Shaarayim was simple or undifferentiated. There was a Mukhtar who mediated between the community and the outside world, and administered some of its internal
affairs; there were also religious leaders of each of the sub-groups,
though their duties were largely confined to matters of ritual. The next
change of any importance was the arrival of a rabbi, a Yemeni who had
been raised and educated in Jerusalem, which he left during the
1914-58 war, who was appointed religious leader, the Mukhtar confining himself to secular affairs. During the i 920S there was considerable agitation from the various sub-groups within the community for a
wider and more representative form of leadership. A committee was
formed—each group nominating a representative—together with a
number of sub-committees for the handling of specific problems: the
founding and administration of a school, the administration of a bank,
the water-supply, supervision of burial facilities, etc.
No other major changes occurred until a local branch of the labour
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federation was formed when one and then several members of the
community became officials representing the local branch. Later, some
of these officials were returned in elections to the local labour council
of Rehovoth, and so even more became agents of a wider organization
rather than simply local leaders. Roughly parallel to this development
—in form if not in time—was that of the official installation of the local
rabbi in the nation-wide rabbinical organization. And this process,
whereby local leadership roles became increasingly intermeshed with
wider administrative systems, was furthcr advanced by the participadon of leaders in local district and municipal councils. This latter
development was accompanied by representation of political parties
in the local community.
This outline of some aspects of the history of Shaarayim provides a
background for the analysis of cohesion and conflict in the present-day
community.
PRESENT FACTIONS IN 5HAARAYIM

There are three main ingredients of factional alignment in Shaarayim:3 loyalty to the community; loyalty to a wider interest-group; and
compromise loyalty. In a sense, the last is not a separate ingredient,
but a compound of the other two: but I mention it as it is an important
element in its own right.
'Pure' communal loyalty; in so far as it exists, is expressed in support
given to the local-ethnic party, Lemaan Shaarayim. This party, which
claims to represent the interests of the Yemenis of Shaarayim and, to
some lesser extent, other Yemenis of Rehovoth, is a purely local party,
in that it does not contest national elections. However, it is unofficially
associated4 with two national parties: Hitachduth HaTemanim, the
'Union of Yemenis' and the General Zionist Party. The first is a party
which largely contests national elections alone; the second is a national
moderate-right-wing party, which contests both national and municipal
elections. Both the leaders and the supporters of Lemaan Shaarayim
are members of the local community of Shaarayim.
'Compromise' loyalty, in its purest form—if I may be forgiven a
paradoxical expression—is expressed in support given to the party
known as Mapai-Shaarayim. This party is affiliated to the national
moderate labour party, Mapai; but it is more than just a local branch
of that party; it submits its own separate list in municipal elections;
however, it receives its funds from the parent party, and its list is
approved by the leaders of the local Rehovoth branch of Mapai.
(Mapai-Shaarayim was formed as a breakaway from the original
Shaarayim party which represented the community on the local district council and, later, in the first municipal elections. The Shaarayim
party had consisted of two factions, one of which expressed loyalty to
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the labour movement.) The party is also a purely local one, in that it
does not contest national elections; its leaders and supporters are drawn
almost entirely from Shaarayim.
Loyalty to a wider interest-group or party takes three main forms:
uncompromisiqg support for the labour movement—this in itself can
take the form of simple support for Mapai, or for one of the more cxtreme socialist parties; support for one or other of the right-wing parties
—this too can take the form of support for either the moderate General
Zionists or for the extreme Heruth party; or support for one or other of
the religious parties—this too can take the form of support for the
workers' faction of these parties or for the other faction; by and large
it is for the workers' faction, a party known as Pocl HaMizrahi.
Although there is only one true 'compromise' party, the ingredient or
element of compromise may in fact be present elsewhere. The reasons
for this are as follows: few of those who support Lcmaan Shaarayim
in municipal elections also support the national Yemeni party in
national elections; some support Mapai or the religious workers' party
but many support the right-wing parties, particularly Heruth; consequently, the readiness to distinguish separate areas of political activity
and to emphasize different allegiances in these areas is a form of compromise. Furthermore, some of those who support parties like Heruth
in municipal elections are strongly sympathetic towards the traditionalist 'conservative' leaders of Shaarayim; and they may even support another party simply because there is a Yemeni well placed on its
electoral list.
On the other hand, it should not be assumed that, because there is
only one true local-ethnic party, communal identification is not expressed in support for other parties. Theexistence of Mapai-Shaarayim
as a separate party from Mapai testifies to the strength of communal
loyalty among a large section of those supporting the labour movement;
and many of the supporters and some of the leaders of Mapai-Shaarayim
see it as a vehicle for the advancement of the community as a community. This is even true of some of the supporters and leaders of the
religious parties; they too sec their party as an instrument for the preservation of ethnic tradition through the defence of religion.
RELATIVE STRENGTH OF THE PARTIE5

The most important party in Shaarayim, at least at the local level,
is Lemaan Shaarayim, the pure local-ethnic party. It is supported by
about 35 per cent of all those eligible to vote. It is succeeded in importance by the parties of the right, Heruth and the General Zionists,
which, taken together, are supported by about 15 per cent. Next comes
Mapai-Shaarayim, with about 14 per cent, the other labour parties,
with about 13 per cent, and the religious parties, with about 7 per cent
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support. The political allegiances of the remaining 15 or 16 per cent
are either other than those mentioned or unknown.
By combining some of these figures in different ways we can show
that almost 50 per cent openly express some loyalty to the community,
while less than 35 per cent5 avow their solidarity with the working class
and only 7 per cent express their support for organized religion as a
supra-communal and supra-ethnic force—this, despite the fact that over
half of all the adults between the ages of 18 and 6o, both male and
female, can be classified as agricultural and industrial workers, and
even more are devoutly orthodox.
The important question to be tackled is this: what are the factors
which affect or determine the forms of political allegiance?

OWrERMINANTS

OF

POLITICAL ALLEGIANCE

The various factors which might help to explain different forms of
allegiance and support are as follows: occupation and other economic
factors; social and economic status; age; sex; kinship and sub-ethnic
grouping; length of residence; political consciousness; influence of
leadership; and relationships with the wider society. However, some of
these factors are less important than others, while some are of almost
no importance.
I.

Occupation

The adult residents of Shaarayim can be divided into four main
categories: those who are primarily salaried or wage-earning; those
who are self-employed or rentiers; those who are both self-employed
and salaried or wage-earning; and those who are, for the most part, unemployed and are dependent on public assistance or that of their
kinsmen.
The proportions of household heads in each category are as follows:
6 per cent are salaried or wage-earning; i 9 per cent are purely selfemployed or rentiers; 9 per cent are wage-earning and self-employed;
the remaining 16 per cent are virtually unemployed.
The occupations of those who are wage-earning (or salaried) are as
follows: agricultural labourers-14 per cent; citrus-packers etc.-12
per cent; building workers-9 per cent; menial workers-8 per cent;
factory-workers-5 per cent; drivers, mechanics, etc.-3 per cent;
clerical workers, civil servants, religious officials, labour officials, etc.3 per cent; others-2 per cent. The total is 56 per cent.
The occupations of those who are self-employed, etc., are as follows:
scribes, ritual slaughterers, makers of ritual objects, etc--5 per cent;
small shopkeepers, stall-keepers, etc.-4 per cent; drivers, mechanics,
etc.-3 per cent; rentiers-3 per cent; farmers, CtC.-2 per cent; arti24
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sans, etc.—i per cent; builders, etc.—z per cent. The total is ig per
cent.
The usual occupational pattern among those who are both selfemployed and wage-earning is either agricultural or industrial labour
combined with farming, or citrus-packing combined with skilled
artisanship.
The third group are not the only people who work at two or more
occupations; many people do. The reason is that some of the most
important occupations are seasonal.
Agricultural labour, citrus-packing, and building are all, to some
extent, seasonal occupations or subject to irregularity. This means that
nearly 35 per cent of all household heads in Shaarayim are subject to
seasonal or irregular employment.
Agricultural labourers in Shaarayim—though not necessarily elsewhere in Israel—may in fact be guaranteed a large number of workdays per year; but this will depend on the goodwill of their employers,
so that personal relationships between individual Yemenis or Yemeni
families and Ashkenazi farmers is of profound importance.
With regard to citrus-packing and building the situation is different.
Work here is obtained through the labour exchange, so that relations
with labour organizcrs, particularly in citrus-packing, are of major
importance.
Factory-workers, drivers (if they are not self-employed), clerical
workers, religious officials, and even menials (street-sweepers, for example) are brought, through the conditions of their work, into contact
with those major organizations and associations which emanate from
the wider society: with trade unions, government, and other bureaucratic organizations.
But the self-employed (with the possible exception of some stallkeepers, who obtain their licences through the social welfare department, if they are disabled or otherwise prevented from obtaining work
in the labour market) have little contact with these external organizations.
The influence of occupation on political allegiance takes several
forms. Success in some occupations is partly dependent upon relationships with agents of wider associations and organization. Those who
achieve success in these occupations (who get highly paid jobs and/or
relatively regular employment) will be more likely to express their
support for the labour movement; and those who do express such support are more likely to be favoured by local agents or others. On the
other hand, the less successful will exhibit less enthusiasm for the labour
movement, and vice versa. What the actual causal connexion is in both
cases is difficult to specify, but there is little doubt that one exists. The
correlation between success in employment among wage-earners with
support for the labour movement is quite high.6
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Agricultural labourers, because of the tie between employer and
employee which exists in most cases, are less prone to express loyalty
to the labour movement. On the other hand, they are aware of the
nature of the relationship—that is, of their dependence—and this
produces discontent, which is easily channelled into support for the
local-ethnic party.
The self-employed are least likely to express their support for the
labour movement. But their political attitudes, if one is considering the
effects of occupation alone, are not the same as those of the less successful wage-earners. The latter have reason to resent the labour movement,
while the self-employed merely ignore it. Whereas hostility drives people
into an opposing camp, apathy leaves them, more or less, free-floating
or tradition-bound. However, occupation is not the sole determinant
of political allegiance.
2. Income, Material Staidards, and Status
The community can be divided into roughly three categories with
respect to income-levels, living-standards, and status. These three
categories, known as the 'well-off', the 'poorly-off' and the 'social
cases', are recognized to some extent by the members of the community.
The. 'well-off' constitute about 28 per cent of the total number of households, the 'poorly-off' about 56 per cent and the 'social cases' about 16
per cent.
Of the first group, about half are salaried or wage-earning, about
one-third are self-employed, while the remainder are both self-employed
and wage-earning. People in this category are either regularly employed,
or else earn at relatively high rates during the employment seasons of
the year. Some constitute households where the ratio of breadwinners
to dependents is high.
Of the second group, about three-quarters are salaried or wageearning. In this category, most people receive low wage-rates, and in
some households the ratio of dependents to breadwinners is high. But
the main factor is a combination of low wage-rates and irregular employment; or infrequent employment at the higher wage-rates, which
drives people into the lowest-paid occupations, or to accept low pay in
certain occupations, such as agriculture.
The third group is made up of households where there is either no
breadwinner at all or where • the breadwinner(s) earn(s) insufficient
for the minimum needs of the household. In both cases, help is given
either by kinsmen or, more usually, by the welfare agency.
- Although these status levels can be characterized largely in terms of
income and material circumstances, they can also, as a rule, be characterized in terms of style of life, level of aspiration (particularly for
offspring), and social attitude. But status is also, in some cases, a function of age; a young married couple can be classified as 'poorly-off' even
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though their parents are not. When age is a factor, then level of aspiradons does not necessarily correspond to present status. Young people
who are 'poorly-off' might view this circumstance as temporary; while
older people are, understandably, less likely to do so.
Social and economic status affects political allegiance considerably.
This can be shown by comparing the party preferences of the three
groups.
Amongst the 'better-off', support for Lemaan Shaarayim (the pure
local-ethnic party), Mapai-Shaarayim (the compromise local-ethnic
party), the other labour parties, and the right-wing parties, is about
equal: roughly 20 per cent for each. Support for the combined 'parochial' parties amounts to about 40 per cent and support for the workers'
parties (i.e. Mapai-Shaarayim, the other labour parties, and the religious workers' party taken together) amounts to about 50 per cent.
Among the 'poorly-off' the pattern is rather different. Support for
Lemaan Shaarayim amounts to about 50 per cent of the group; support
for Mapai-Shaarayim amounts to only 13 per cent, for the other labour
parties only 9 per cent, and for the right-wing parties 12 per cent. Support for the 'parochial' parties amounts to 65 per cent, while support
for the workers' parties amounts to only 27 per cent.
Among the 'social cases' the pattern is hard to detect. Over a third
seem to have no political allegiances at all—or if they have I do not
know them—but in the remainder support seems to be roughly the same
for Lemaan Shaarayim, the other labour parties, the religious workers'
party, and the right-wing parties, with a slight preference in favour
of the latter. Only about 20, per cent support the two 'parochial'
parties.
The 'better-off' are, on the whole, more prone to align themselves
with outside interest-groups than with the community; the 'poorly-off'
are more prone to align themselves with the community than with
outside interest-groups.
The 'better-off' are much more in sympathy with the workers' parties than with right-wing parties, but they show more sympathy with
both right-wing and workers' parties than do the 'poorly-off'.
The explanation of these tendencies can be fully offered only when
further factors have been considered. But a partial explanation can be
suggested now. The 'better-off' are those who have achieved success
in one of two main ways: either through the labour movement or privately. The former tend to support the workers' parties, the latter the
right-wing parties. Success is both a means and a consequence of establishing wider sets of social relationships, for wage- and salary-earners,
so that it tends to undermine a sense of local and ethnic loyalty and to
promote wider loyalties; and most of the 'better-off' are wage- and
salary-earners. Lack of success among the 'poorly-off' wage-earners
can explain their relative lack of enthusiasm for parties other than the
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'parochial' ones; but it cannot of itself explain the existence of 'parochial' allegiance. It can explain a negative source of political disinterest;
but not a positive source of political support.

3. Property
The most important property in Shaarayim is in the form of houses.
There are about 750 Yemeni household heads in Shaarayim; of these,
some 650 own the houses in which they live; and, of these latter, about
i Go let rooms to tenants, some of whom are Yemenis, but most not.
Of those who own houses, both with tenants and without, about twothirds can be classed as 'poorly-off'. This means that the latter have a
relatively powerful vested interest in property. Of course, the 'better-off'
also share an interest in property; but most of them are as much if not
more affected by their vested interest in work, and by the fulfilment of
their growing occupational aspirations, which increase with added
success. Property, at least in the form of real estate, assumes a large
significance in the lives of those who are less successful in the labour
market.
However, the 'poorly-off' are not the only ones with a vested interest
in property. A small section of the 'better-off' share this dominant
interest; and most of the latter are the leaders of the 'conservative'
'parochial' party. These people, who are among the richest in the community, derive most of their income from land and houses. A vested
interest in property establishes a strong tie between a section of the
'better-off'—in fact a section of the 'élite'—and the majority of the
'póórly-off'.
Property is an important factor at the level of local politics. Local
rates and taxes, levied by the municipal council, are on property, not
income.
Thus, the ownership of property, which is in so many social situations
a divisive element, is, in this situation, a potentially unifying one.
4.Age
In situations of relative social stability age is not necessarily an important factor in the determination of political allegiance. The unity
and solidarity of the family tend to promote continuity in most social
relationship. In fact, such continuity can be said to be a defining quality
of social stability.
But Shaarayim is a community undergoing constant, disruptive
change, and change is often, if not always, connected with rivalries
between succeeding generations.
If we divide the adult section of the community (i.e. the section eligible
to vote in elections) into three age-groups, the differing patterns of
political allegiance can be observed. The first group consists of those
over the age of 4o; the second consists of those between the ages of 25
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and o; and the third consists of those between the ages of 18 and 25.
The oldest and the middle group each comprise about 40 per cent of the
total, while the youngest comprises about 20 per cent.
Among the oldest age-group the pattern of party allegiance is as
follows: about 40 per cent support Lemaan Shaarayim; about to per
cent support each of the following three parties: Mapai-Shaarayim, the
other labour parties, and the religious workers' party; while about i
per cent support the right-wing parties. The total support for the
'parochial' parties amounts to about 50 per cent; while the total support for workers' parties amounts to about 30 per cent.
Among the middle age-group the pattern is as follows: about 40 per
cent support Lemaan Shaarayim; about 20 per cent support MapaiShaarayim; about 15 per cent support the other labour parties; only s
per cent support the religious workers' party; and about in per cent
support the right-wing parties. The total support for 'parochial' parties amounts to about 6o per cent; while the total support for workers'
parties amounts to about 40 per cent.
Among the youngest age-group the pattern is rather different: about
15 per cent support each of the two 'parochial' parties; about 20 per
cent support the other labour parties; only s per cent support the religious workers' party; while nearly 30 per cent support the right-wing
parties. The total support for 'parochial' parties amounts to only 30
per cent; and the total support for workers' parties amounts to 40 per
cent.
It seems, then, that the main differences and similarities between the
three age-groups are as follows:
Among the oldest and middle age-groups there is roughly an equal
tendency to be influenced by 'parochial' sentiments or interests; whilst
in the youngest group there is a far weaker tendency to be so influenced.
Among the youngest age-group there is a greater tendency to express
a wider solidarity, and though this is strongest in relation to the workers'
parties, it is by no means insignificant in relation to the right-wing
parties.
The middle age-group is more prone to support the workers' parties
than is the oldest.
Support for 'parochial' parties can be seen as an expression of conformity to the values underlying communal, solidarity; support for the
workers' parties which, taken jointly, constitute the most powerful
political force in the wider society, can be seen as an expression of
conformity to the values of a broad section of the wider society. In view
of this, the oldest age-group exhibits the greatest degree of narrow conformity; the middle age-groups exhibit the greatest degree of compromise between narrow and wider expressions of conformity; and the
youngest age-group exhibits the greatest degree of opposition to both
types of conformity.
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This characteristic of the youngest age-group requires explanation.
I suggest that the younger people, of whom 75 per cent were born and
raised in Shaarayim, aspire most ardently to full acceptance in the
wider society, and that they are acutely aware of the disparity between
aspiration and achievement. Their partial failure to achieve full
acceptance is linked with the low social status of the group to which
they belong; they therefore rebel not only against their own group
membership,7 but against the authority of the wider society. This dual
rebellion is adequately expressed in support for at least one of the rightwing parties (Heruth) whose ideology of extreme nationalism and
opposition to the labour movement is aimed at every discontented and
frustrated group in the society. In view of the opposition to 'parochial'
allegiances which is found amongst the youngest age-group, it might be
_4....—suggested that this indicates a possible future trend. But younger
people often shed their rebelliousness as they get older and become
more successful, so that 'parochial' loyalty might well re-assert itself;
though it may take a different form.

. Sex
There is little or no connexion between sex and political allegiance.
In most cases women follow their husbands in these matters. This is not
the place for an analysis of family structures in Shaarayim, but the
following broad generalization can be made. In traditionalist families
women tend to accept the influence of their husbands; in the more
modern, 'democratic' family, there is a fair degree of consensus on
political and other matters; and in the mixed type of family, tensions
between spouses is not expressed in political terms.
Amongst the unmarried, generation differences and other factors
override considerations of sex.
This is not to say that there are no differences in opinion between
spouses in some families; but these differences tend to cancel each other
out.
6. Kinship and Sub-ethnic Grouping
Kinship is of no mean significance in Shaarayim. Almost every person is related, cognatically, affinally, and often agnatically, with a large
number of other people, who may live either in Shaarayim, or in another Yemehi quarter of Rehovoth. But there are no large factions based
on ties of kinship. The obligations of close kinship are expressed in many
forms of assistance; but those of more distant kinship are confined
largely to ritual matters.
The reasons for this are twofold. The Yemenis do not have a strong
tradition of factional cleavage based on broad ties of kinship;8 and
other factors, such as income, status, age, and occupation, are divisive
with respect to broad kinship ties.
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This does not mean that kinship plays no role in local politics. A
large number of the leaders are linked by kinship ties. But even amongst
the leaders, political allegiance cuts right across kinship ties.
Membership of a sub-ethnic group, like kinship, has, at present as
opposed to the past, little effect on political allegiance in Shaarayim.
Sub-ethnic ties are still important in ritual matters, at least among the
older generation; but they are of little importance among the younger
people.
Length of Residence
Of the adult population in Shaarayim (those over the age of iS)
about 65 per cent were born in Yemen and the remainder in Palestine.
About 25 per cent of these adults have lived in Shaarayim for thirty
years or more; about 50 per cent have lived there for twenty years or
more; and more than go per cent have lived there for ten years or
more.
Differences in length of residence affect political allegiance, but only
slightly. Indirectly, the effect is produced by its influence on occupational attainment and mobility. An effect is produced more directlS'
in so far as the more recent immigrants are less prone to accept the
authority of the older, 'conservative' leaders. But the direct influence is
very slight in that the more recent immigrants are represented, to some
extent, by 'conservative' leaders. Furthermore, the two sets of influences,
direct and indirect, tend to offset each other. In so far as more recent
immigrants find it more difficult to succeed in the occupational sphere,
they will tend to support 'parochial' leaders; in so far as they feel them
selves opposed to the interests of the older immigrants, they will tend to
support others. Consequently, length of residence cannot be considered
as a major determinant of political allegiance.
Political Consciousness
Political consciousness is not, in any positive sense, a major factor
contributing to the pattern of political allegiance; but -it is a factor in a
negative sense. In short, party-political apathy and ignorance are very
common in Shaarayim, and these conditions are well suited to the
maintenance of traditionalism and parochialism.
The pronounced state of apathy is due partly to the widely shared
view that the Yemenis are treated as inferiors, and that Shaarayim
is neglected by the authorities; it is also due to the suspicion that
Shaararyim was incorporated into Rehovoth in order to satisfy the
Machiavellian desires of the Ashkenazi leaders of Rehovoth; it is due
to the fact that party politics have only recently come to influence the
lives of people in Shaarayim; and it is due to the suspicion that parties
exist to benefit a few at the expense of others.9
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There is a small section of the community which exhibits some degree
of positive party-political consciousness; these are the leaders, particularly the leaders of the labour movement. Ajiart from them, some of the
supporters of the -labour movement, who, like their leaders, have
attended lectures and courses arranged by the local workers' council,
also display some degree of ideological commitment; some of the latter
have been members of the labour youth movement, which provides
some ideological training. Finally, there are the leaders and supporters
of Heruth and the religious parties, whose party-political enthusiasm
and ideological commitment are often very strong. But all these constitute a minority.
g. hilluence of Leaders
There are three main areas within which leadership is exercised:
nation-wide bureaucratic organizations and political parties; municipal administration; and internal communal associations and organizations.
Within the first area there are three types of leadership: labour
leadership, religious leadership, and political party leadership. Within
the second area, there are two forms of leadership: membership of the
municipal council and membership of a special committee in local
government. Within the third area, there are a large number of leadership roles: membership of local political party committees; membership
of the committees -of the local bank, the local burial and religious association, the local school, and the local football clubs; and finally, membership of the so-called 'municipal committee' of Shaarayim.
(a) Leadership within nation-wide organizations. Leaders of this type
exercise varying degrees and form of influence. Labour leaders have
a great deal of direct power: they can assist people to obtain work and
they can, through their status in the labour organization, assist people
who wish to obtain skilled training for themselves or their children.
Both these forms of assistance are of paramount importance; the first,
because of the relative scarcity of well-paid Or regular jobs; the second,
beèause of the relative lack of formal and technical education among
the Yemenis.
Labour leaders are agents of a wider organization and are therefore
spokesmen of its ideology. Though they are appointed to some of their
positions by the local workers' council—and do not, therefore, depend
for these on communal goodwill—they can only be democratically
elected to the workers' council itself. To achieve this, they are dependent on the goodwill of the local community who compose a large proportion of the electorate in Rehovoth. Thus, there is a duality in these
leadership roles. Even the labour leader, if he is to achieve high status
in the workers' organization, must compromise between loyalty to the
labour movement and loyalty to the community. As spokesman of a
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wider ideology, he must adapt it to the circumstances. Only in this way
can he exert influence through his powerful position.
Religious leaders are appointed to their positions by the rabbinate and
the ministry of religious affairs. They are spokesmen of the ideology of
religious parties, of which they are forced, by pressure, to be members.
Their actual party-political influence, regarding local polities, is
slight. There are several reasons for this: the religious parties can offer
few material rewards to supporters or potential supporters; there is
strong antagonism between Yemenis and the religiously orthodox section of the Ashkenazi population of Rehovoth; one of the religious
leaders, the rabbi, is unwilling to become involved in politics, for fear
of damaging his prestige and authority—in any case he avows strong
loyalty to ethnic traditionalism and so must compromise between wider and narrower loyalties. The few who do support the religious parties
are among those who, on other grounds, oppose the local leaders, other
than the religious leaders.
Party-political leaders, particularly those connected with the extreme
left-wing and right-wing parties, exert some influence: i.e. they stimulate the potential interest and sympathy of those who are opposed to
'parochial' loyalty and identification, but who wish to affirm their
opposition to the established powers of the wider society.
(b) Leadership within municipal administration. Shaarayim has three
Yemeni representatives on the municipal council, which has fifteen
members. Two represent Lemaan Shaarayim, while the third represents Mapai Shaarayim.
The majority coalition of the council is made up of eight members,
representing Mapai, Mapai-Shaarayim, other workers' parties, and the
religious workers' party. The representative of Mapai-Shaarayim
therefore supports the governing coalition, while his fellow-Yemenis
oppose it.
The main aims of all the three Yemeni representatives are: to secure
more and improved services, particularly the various forms of welfare
assistance, for the community; to obtain physical improvements in
Shaarayim, which is in many parts a slum; to seek a reduction in the
rating valuations placed on property in Shaarayim; and to protect the
interests of the Moriah school of Shaarayim, which is attended almost
entirely by the children of local Yemenis and is looked upon as a bastion
for the community's survival.
The representatives of Lemaan Shaarayim publicize their protestations and their activities in defence of the community, thus promoting
and stimulating the belief that Shaarayim is neglected and exploited by
the Moshavah. People are made constantly aware of the 'facts' that the
rates are inordinately high and that Shaarayim 'receives fewer services
than it pays for'. The representative of Mapai-Shaarayim cannot adopt the same
C
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methods, as he is a member of the coalition. He must seek to counter
these allegations, but at the same time pay lip-service to the ideas and
sentiments behind them. There are times, exceptional though they may
be, when he must even \'ote with the opposition against the rest of the
coalition; he once did this on a matter concerning the continued existence of the Moriah school in its present form; had he not, he would have
been considered a 'traitor' to the community. The duality and ambivalence inherent in his status is most pronounced.
The representative of Mapai-Shaarayim, being a member of the
coalition, is eligible for membership of the committees concerned with
specific areas of local administration. He is chairman of the social welfare committee. This puts him in a highly equivocal position: he as well
as the Moshavah can now be blamed for inadequate welfare provisions.
This tends to strengthen the sentiments of 'pure' local-ethnic solidarity;
but it does increase the prestige of those who seek a compromise. As a
consequence, the rift between the two factions is emphasized.
(c) Leadership within internal associations and organizations. Leaders of the
two local political parties, i.e. the members of the party committees,
exert their main influence at election times. They engage in many
forms of publicity: they hold meetings, put up posters, canvass, and
tour the area with loudspeakers. These activities are necessary: though
many people are disposed to support these parties, they have to be
reminded of the importance of, and of the reasons for doing so; widespread apathy would probably result in very low polls. It is largely at
election times that people are reminded that Yemenis 'suffer prejudice
and discrimination', and that 'Shaarayim is neglected'; though they are
also reminded of the need to support the workers' movements, if only
in compromise form.
Members of the committees of the local bank, burial and religious
association and school are all, with a few notable exceptions, supporters
and leaders of Lemaan Shaarayim. This tends to maintain or enhance
their prestige in the local community, which in turn enables them to
exert influence.
Leaders of the football clubs exert little or no direct influence in
political matters. However, the fact that these clubs exist to represent
Shaarayim does probably lend strength to, and expresses, a degree of
communal identity.
Members of the so-called Shaarayim municipal committee, which has
no official status whatsoever, try to maintain a semblance of local
autonomy in order, no doubt, to bolster their belief in themselves as
local leaders. This committee and the sentiments behind its existence
are reminiscent of a nativistic cult. It is a sign of a hankering for the
past. Possibly the existence of a committee with this name (which is
almost entirely concerned with the discussion of local affairs, and with
the tactics of opposition to the Moshavah) does influence a few of the
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older people into believing that their leaders do represent something
real.
In general, leadership in Shaarayim has two aspects: practical and
symbolic. The practical aspect largely emerges as a form of mediation
between the community and the organizations of the wider society; the
symbolic aspect emerges largely in the defence of communal interests,
or in the promotion of solidarity. Both areas of leadership have significant effects on the forms of allegiance.
to. Relations with the wider community
The final factor to be considered in analysing the determinants of
allegiance concerns the different relationships which exist between the
Yemenis of Shaarayim and other groups in Rehovoth.
The total population of Rehovoth is about 25,000; of these about
16,000 are Ashkenazim; about 2,500 are Sephardim or other Oriental
ethnic groups; and about 6,500 are Yemenis. At present these ethnic
groups are fairly distinct, as there has been little intermarriage either
between Ashkenazim and Yemenis or between Yemenis and other
Oriental or Sephardi groups. The inter-ethnic marriages that have
occurred have been, by and large, between Yemeni women of Rehovoth
(including Shaarayim) and men from outside Rehovoth.
Of the 6,00 Yemenis in Rehovoth, about 4,200 are in Shaarayim;
the remainder live in Kfar Marmorek, which was founded in 1935,
and which lies alongside Shaarayim, and in ShkhunathEphraim, which
borders on Marmorek.
Of the i 6,000 Ashkenazim, about 4,000 are recent immigrants—
people who came after i 948—while the remainder are established
residents. The latter are of two types: the founders of Rehovoth and
their descendants; and those who came after 1918.
The Yemenis of Rehovoth constitute a significant proportion (about
25 per cent) of the total population. In some respects the main factors
which affect relationships with Ashkenazim apply to all Yemenis in
Rehovoth. But in other respects the relationships are specific.
There are five main sets of relationships which need to be considered:
between Yemenis of Shaarayim and the original families of the Moshavah; the second group of Ashkenazi immigrants; the recent Ashkenazi immigrants; the Ashkenazi residents of Shaarayim; and the
other Yemenis of Rehovoth.
(a) Relations with the originalfamilies. These relations vary considerably.
It is common to find a strong bond between a particular pair of families,
where the Yemenis have been employed by the Ashkenazim. This
relationship is marked by great familiarity in work situations; but in
informal situations it is marked by a patronizing attitude on the part of
the Ashkenazim.
The attitude of most Yemenis is ambivalent: they will emphasize
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positive personal relationships, but also complain of 'exploitation' and
'inferiority' in the inter-group relationship. Yemenis combine cultural
and social admiration with resentment. Those who support the labour
movement will refer to the farmers as 'exploiters of cheap, black labour'.
(1,) Relations with later Ashkenazi arrivals. Relations with those Ashkenazim who came to Rehovoth after 1918, who lived as tenants in
Shaarayim, and many of whom are now settled in the Moshavah, are
complex. Some of these later arrivals now exercise considerable power
in the town, as political leaders, labour leaders, administrative officials,
etc.
They too tended to treat the Yemenis as inferiors in the past, and
were often unable to compete with their cheap labour. But their attitude was not softened by personal or family contact and patronage.
However, it was due to them that many of the Yemenis were organized
in the labour movement and able to improve their economic status.
Those Yemenis who have not benefited through the labour movement, together with those who have improved themselves as men of
property, tend to resent this section of the Ashkenazi population. Since
this section is also now largely in control of civil administration, it
can be blamed for the 'neglect of Shaarayim'.
Relations with the most recent Ashkenazi immigrants are almost entirely
those of mutual contempt. These people, who come mostly from Eastern
Europe, are all devoutly orthodox and constitute a tight-knit community. They live on a housing estate alongside of Shaarayim which
was founded by Poel HaMizrahi, the religious workers' party.
As recent immigrants, with an insecure status in the society, these
people consider the Yemenis as social and cultural inferiors, and their
assumption of superiority is coupled with hostility. They refer to the
Yemenis as 'blacks', to their rabbis as 'black rabbis', to their ritual
slaughterers as 'black shohtim', etc. They question the qualifications of
Yemeni religious officials, and so on. Furthermore, they strongly resent
any attempt to persuade or compel them to send their children to the
religious school of Shaarayim.
Most of the Yemenis return in the same coin, and some express strong
feelings of hatred against these Ashkenazim, a reaction which emerges
most clearly in the ease of certain Yemeni leaders. The latter exploit the
situation in order to persuade people not to support the religious
parties.
It is by no means certain that this hostility was originally due to the
Ashkenazim, though it seems likely. However, the Yemenis may well
have resented the arrival of a substantial group of devoutly orthodox
immigrants who are certainly more sophisticated in the interpretation
of doctrine and law.
Relations between Teinenis and the Ashkenazim of Shaarayim itself are
fairly characteristic of landlord—tenant relationships, which, in poor
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communities (to say nothing of rich), are often tense. Where quarrels
occur, they often lead to ethnic insults. But quarrels between Yemeni
neighbours are just as frequent, and lead to other forms of insult. To
some extent there is competition for work between the two groups. But
this is not a major factor. Very often the Ashkenazim seek work outside
of Rehovoth itself.
(e) Relations between Shaarayim and other Temenis of Rehovoth. For some
purposes the whole Yemeni population of Rehovoth can be considered
as a unity. The physical boundaries which once existed between them
have disappeared; and they share certain common interests. The
leaders of Shaarayim often claim to represent the interests of all
Yemenis. And there are kinship and sub-ethnic ties which cut across
those of locality.
Despite these facts, each community still has a separate identity.
Marmorek has often tried to return its own representatives to the municipal council and to the local workers' council, though with less success
than Shaarayim. The existence of a large number of diffuse crosscutting ties within each community tends to mark off one from the
other. in Shaarayim there is a stronger feeling of community, which
results partly from a longer period of existence.
cONCLUSIONS

The community of Shaarayim has developed through a series of
stages which have been marked by an increasing degree of absorption
in the wider community, and an increasing degree of intrusion of external organizations.
These processes, together with increase in size, have resulted in a
degree of internal differentiation which has been reflected in changes
in the number and types of leadership, role.
The community is divided along a number of different lines: occupation, status, economic interest, kinship, sub-ethnic grouping, and age.
These lines cut across one another, each one,, to some extent, off-setting
the other. Each segment of the community is drawn into different
degrees and types of relationship with sections of the wider community
and society.
To some extent, certain interests and a sense of identity unite the
community in opposition to the wider community and society. But
the unifying tie is strained by other ties which pull groups of people into
increasingly powerful relationships with interest-groups and associations extending beyond the bounds of community and ethnic, group.
These two opposing forces are reflected in the forms of political allegiance, which are in turn inter-related with the dominant forms of
leadership.
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N OTES
About 63 per cent of those who are
The material presented in this article
is based on research carried out in this successful in employment support the
community between 1955 and 1957. It labour movement.
It has been argued in a recent article
was conducted under the joint supervision of the Henrietta Szold Founda- that young Yemenis in this community
tion of Jerusalem and the Department do not exhibit marked opposition to the
of Sociology of the Hebrew University, older generation or to the community,
and was sponsored by the Israel Minis- but are surprisingly identified with it.
try of Social Welfare. I should like to (See Elihu Katz . and Awraham Zlocacknowledge my great debt to these zower, 'Ethnic Continuity in an Israeli
three organizations, and in particular to Town',FlumanRelations,Vol.14, no.4,1961,
Dr. J. Ben-David and Mr. A. Zloczower pp. 293-308). It would seem that there is
of the Hebrew University, to Dr. Miriam a fundamental inconsistency between
Hoffert of the Ministry of Social Welfare, these findings of Katz and Zloczower
and to Dr. M. Smilansky of the Szold and my own argument that the youngest
Foundation. I am also indebted to Dr. B. of the three age-groups is in rebellion,
Katz, of the University of Chicago, who both against the community and the
was visiting lecturer at the Hebrew wider society. But there is no inconsistency at all. Katz and Zloczower are
University between 1956 and 1958.
2 I use the term 'diffuse' to suggest
writing about 24-year-olds, whereas my
that there were several elements in the youngest age-group consists of those
relationship between farmer and lab- between the ages of 18 and 25. I sugourer. (See T. Parsons, The Social System, gest that the seeming inconsistency
pp. 6-6, where 'diffuseness' in social can be explained in the following way:
relationships is distinguished from 'speci- young Yemenis do rebel against the
older generation and against communal
ficity'.)
The description and analysis of con- identification; but much of the force
ditions in this community are presented of this rebellion is spent by the time
as I/tough they referred to the present. In they reach the age of 24 or 25, and
fact they refer to the period between possibly even a little earlier; this change
5955 and 5958. Since then a number of is associated with marriage or preparation for it. This argument is plausible
changes have occurred.
This unofficial association takes the on general sociological grounds; but
following forms. There are strong per- there is also some internal evidence for
sonal ties between some of the leaders of it. In the first place, my own findings
Lcmaan Shaarayim and those of Hit- confirm the view that rebelliousness is
achduth HaTemanim; consequently, the often a phase of development; secondly,
former do try to encourage their fol- the figures on political allegiance conlowers to support the latter in national firm this view; the degree of parochial
elections. The link with the General allegiance is higher in the middle ageZionist Partyis of more direct relevanceto group than in the youngest.
This has not altogether prevented
local affairs, where the leaders of Lemaan
Shaarayim support the General Zionist the emergence of kin-based factionalism
representatives on the municipal council in newer Yemeni communities, particularly in Moshavim. But there the cirin opposing the governing coalition.
Throughout this article figures re- cumstances are such as to strengthen
ferring to total support for parochial par- rather than weaken these ties, which are
ties are obtained by adding the figures mobilized when quarrels, which are very
of Lemaan Shaarayim to those of Mapai- frequent, occur.
'This view is not peculiar to the
Shaarayim; while those referring to total
support for workers' parties are obtained Yemenis of Shaarayim, but is very
by adding together those of Mapai- widespread in Israel—and, no doubt, in
Shaarayim, other labour parties, and the other countries also. What tends to lend
religious workers' party. Consequently, strength to it in Shaarayim is the senthe figures for Mapai-Shaarayim may timent, shared by older people in parappear twice in any one context. This is ticular, that political parties are assojustified on the grounds that Mapai- ciated with the wider society, and have
Shaarayim is both a workers' party and a little or nothing to do with the local
community.
parochial party.
1

SOME DEMOGRAPHIC ASPECTS OF
KIBBUTZ LIFE IN ISRAEL
Alexander Prag
LTHOUGH the agricultural settlers in Palestine were called
pon to make many sacrifices—to work hard in a difficult
Auclimate, to make do with little money, to face hostile forces
superior to them in numbers and resources—they were never left to
overcome their problems on their own. For they were the concern of the
organized Zionist movement, which sought the welfare of the pioneers.
And this not only for practical reasons. A new way of life was to be
created, of which the collective settlement was the highest expression.
Complete co-operation in production and consumption, independence
of the material return to be made by the collective from the individual's
contribution of work, constant joint endeavour to raise the level of
living for all members, general social insurance liberating the individual
settler from anxiety for his own and his children's future, the provision
of prolonged education for the young, inspired by collectivist ideals, complete sexual equality for the working woman, the freeing of the family
from dependence on economic conditions—these were the basic principles which were to provide an impetus to the establishment of a rich
and exciting form of social life.
The Israeli kibbutz, unlike many other communal experiments in
different parts of the world, has not sufibred from isolation from society
as a whole. It has been constantly exposed to the dangers of utopianism
—self-enclosure and estrangement from the wider society—but it would
have long since become an anachronism if it had not taken pains to
ensure that it remained closely connected with the activities and ideals
of the greater community.
For many decades the kibbutz movement represented Jewish pioneering par excellence. Kibbutzim reclaimed and settled whole areas which
could not have been exploited by other kinds of agricultural community because of the great difficulties in natural and security conditions. Moreover, the kibbutzim have formed an excellent base for the
development of new agricultural techniques.
But the collective settlement has also left its mark in other fields. It
facilitated recruitment to the Jewish fighting forces in Palestine and
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later to the Israel Defence Army. It helped 'illegal' immigration. It
took on so many public functions that it formed the backbone of Zionist
enterprise. Kibbutz membership has never exceeded 8 per cent of the
total Jewish population, yet the imprint of the collective settlements is
noticeable in virtually every aspect of the greater society.
At the same time, the kibbutz cannot rcmain oblivious of the fact that
its external social environment is in some respects hostile to it. Privatc
property and 'free' competition in economic life are antithetical to its
interests, however favourably people outside may view the kibbutz. It
is not to be wondered at that the movement has felt constrained to become more closely knit in the face of conditions that oppose it. It is
regrettable that this ideological integration has been accompanied by
a rift within the movement that prevents its total unity, but it is only
by insisting on the wholesale absorption of the individual that the collective way of life can make its contribution to solving the problems
faced by the Jewish people today.
The collective settlements have so much to offer and so much criticism to face that it is important for us to get a clear and unbiased view
of its present state and prospects. This paper, however, is not concerned
with every aspect of kibbutz life but only with certain sides of its social
and demographic character.
We may well begin by considering the size of the kibbutz population.
TABLE I

Kibbutz Population as compared with General Jewish
Population in Palestine and Israel at various Periods
(a)

(6)

Tear

KibbuIz
population

General
population

1914
1922

iSo
735
31909
4,391
76,4.4.4
27,738
47,408
67,618
81,946

7927
1 93'

1936
7941
1 947
1951
1 959

8,000
83,790
148,000
174,670

370,990
474,783
630,079
7,404,392
7,858,841

(a)
a, percentage
of (6)
02
09
26
25
44
585
75
47
44

It will be seen that the kibbutz percentage of the total population has
declined sharply during the years of mass inimigration. But this crude
fact does not tell the whole story. The direct influence of the kibbutzim
is much wider than these figures suggest, because numbers of people,
probably exceeding the total of the current adult kibbutz population,
consist of immigrants and others who once lived and were educated in
the collective settlements and now live elsewhere.
The kibbutz population forms 242 per cent of the rural population of
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the country, but, as Table
widely.

2

shows, the regional percentages vary
TABLE 2

Rural Population (in thousands)
(a)
Location

Kibbutz
population

(is)
Jewish
population

(a)
as percentage

816

512
203
115
97
90
205

Northern District
Haifa District
Central District
Tel Aviv District
Jerusalem District
Southern District

417
925
18
o
115

3 1
1505
562

Total

77.9

32115

of (is)

455
1197

.

242

Although these data are not detailed enough, they show that the ccl'
lectivc settlements were founded mainly in frontier districts, where conditions were generally very harsh, and that in the neighbourhood of the
large cities the kibbutzim comprise only io per cent and less of the rural
population.
Figures for recent years on the division of labour (excluding domestic
work) in kibbutzim are given in Table 3.
TABLE

3
Occupational Structure
Type of work

Agriculture
Industry
Construction
Electricity, water
Office work, commerce,
banking
Transport
Government, official
business
Education, health,
religion, social work
Entertainment and
recreation
Personal services
Total

I

Kibbutz %

Total Jewish
Population %

538
197
40
04

151
234

04
44

127
66

og

76

164

130

-

o6
94

'000 1

9.7
19

1000

Owing to their high rate of productiity the kibbutzim make an
economic contribution to the country which is far greater than their
strength in numbers would suggest, as Table 4. indicates.
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TABLE

4

Kibbutzim in the Israel Economy
Part of general Population
Part of Jewish Population
Agricultural and Industrial Production
Number of Earners
Part of net National Product
Part of National Investment
Agricultural Production
Industrial Production
.

in

40%
44%
121%
72%
6'4%
7%
280%
58%

The total kibbutz population consists of nearly 82,000 people living
223 settlements. A breakdown of this population is given in Table 5.
TABLE

5

Kibbutz Population, 1959
Members and Candidates
Temporary Residents

39,836
4,936

Total Workers

44,772

Kibbutz Children
Outside Children
Youth Aliyah
Israel Youth
Parents and Relatives of
Members

28,016
3,363
21723
581

Total Dependents

37,175

37,575

Grand Total

81,947

81,947

.44,772

2,492

Children make up a third of the kibbutz population. If we take into
account Youth Aliyah and outside children educated in the collective
settlements, the percentage of children in the kibbutzim roughly corresponds to the percentage of children in the Jewish population of Israel
as a whole.
Many changes have occurred in the compositionof the kibbutz population during the last thirty years. The majority of the members joined
the settlements when they were young and unmarried, very few families
becoming members in the early days, although a small number of them
joined later on as a result of the efforts on the part of the various
kibbutz organizations and the Jewish Agency to attract families among
both immigrants and the established urban population. In large part,
the collective settlements have depended for their growth on natural
increase and the intake, of young people.
Since 1937 the number of workers in the kibbutzim has increased four
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and a half times, the number of children tenfold, and the number of
members' parents and relatives fourfold.
The age structure of the kibbutz population is compared in Table 6
with that of the total population and of other kinds of agricultural
settlement.
TABLE

6

Age Structure
Moshiwim

Rural
Settlements

49
254
75
570
52

6'
297
iii
493
32

82
322
81
488
27

7 .3
309
87
490
41

1000

000

100•0

100.0

Kibbutz
Movement

All
Israel

Urban
Population

0-I
2-12
13-18
19-64
65 up

50
266
16-4
50•'
1.9

53
264
83
552
48

1000

1000

Total

.

Rural
Population

Age

As a result of the low average age in the kibbutzim their membership
differs from the general population in its marriage and divorce rates.
The marriage rates for the members of the collective settlements and
the general population are 126 and 83 respectively. The national
divorce rate is I2 per thousand; the corresponding rate for the kibbutzim is iI.
Again because of the low average age in the kibbutzim, the birth rate
is higher than average and the death rate lower, so that the rate of
natural increase is high. The rates per thousand for the year 1959 are
set out in Table 7.
TABLE

7
Birth and Death Rates
Natural Increase

Death Rate

Birth Rate
Kibbutz

Jewish Israel

Kibbutz

Jewish Israel

Kibbutz

252

243

3

58

222

Jewish Israel
18

It will be seen that the natural increase in the collective settlements
is about 20 per cent higher than in the general population.
Infant mortality in the kibbutzim is also unusually low as a result of
the high standards of infant care for which the settlements are renowned.
During the last two years the growth of the kibbutz population has
stopped. Indeed, the 1959 figures show a drop of' per cent (757 people).
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A trend to urbanization has set in in Israel, but it has infact affected
other kinds of agricultural settlement more than the kibbutzim, for in
1959 the mosliauim (settlements made up of individual farms) lost 3 per
cent of their population (3,791 people) and the mos/rnvim shitufim (cooperative settlements) 7 per cent (306 people). We should not bejustifled, therefore, in speaking of a crisis peculiar to the kibbutzim. We
should expect considerable fluctuation during a period of social
acclimatization.
For every 'oo people leaving the kibbutzim during the year 1957 the
percentage distribution of their duration of stay was as follows:
Upto2years
2-5 years
5-10 years
more than to years

31%
23%
37%
9%

The temporary stagnation is retrogressive, and everything retrogressive in the kibbutz movement tends to be exaggerated both in and
outside it. Overcritieal kibbutznikim discuss their problems publicly,
while everything concerning the collective settlements arouses a special
interest in the widest circles among friends and opponents alike. But
the vital statistics on kibbutz life, because they cover too short a span of
time, often mislead observers, and it would be rash to draw firm conclusions from data relating to a few years only.
Before the likely future development can be seen more clearly a good
deal of statistical investigation will need to be carried out. No exact
forecast can be made now, but certain possible changes may be reasonably predicted.
The prognosis is favourable in respect of economic viability. Despite
an increase in the number of persons per family, the number of work
days per family is on the increase. The general increase in labour
potential, though gradual, indicates a process of development calling
for long-term planning in investment, in outside employment, in
regional economic projects, in transport, in handicrafts, and in industry.
Table 8, based on an average of thirteen kibbutzim founded in the
years 1930-5, compares the demographic composition for 1957 with
that forecast for 1976. In the course of twenty years the number and
percentage of working settlers will have risen considerably, while the
burden of educating children will have become far less heavy.
Table g is based on a group of kibbutzim ten years older than those
used in the previous table.
Here again the burden of education will have considerably decreased, despite the greater natural increase, to which the second
generation is already contributing. The percentage of working settlers
will have fallen because of the increase in old people, but the productive
power of the collective economy is growing with the years. The statistics
do not take into account the fact that old and experienced people are
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8

TABLE

Population Growth in Thirteen Kibbutzim

1

1957
Average of 13 Kibbutzim

I

Settlers of working age
Children
Settlers over working age
Total

I

M,

%

223
233
-

49
51
-

I

456

TABLE

100

I

1976
No

I

364
238
78

I

0/
/0

535
35
I P5

I

68o

1000

9

Population Growth in Twelve Kibbutzim
1957
Average of 12 Kibbutzim

I

Settlers of working age
Children
Settlers over working age
Total

Ar..
267
239
-

I

506

I

1976

1
/0

I

52'5 .
475
-

1 1000 1

No
386
289
97
772

I
1

1

/0

50
37.5
125
100•0

economically useful; and in any case they do not require the care
needed for raising the children.
It may be useful to consider briefly the social consequences of such
demographic changes. The first question to raise is whether there is an
upper numerical limit for a viable kibbutz and, if so, whether that limit
is being approached. Experience suggests that no special difficulty will
be encountered in maintaining a population of 600 and more, provided
that collective democracy is preserved, the principles of the commune
are safeguarded, vital questions are openly discussed, and a healthy
public opinion is fostered by means of honest and well-organized information. The tables given above indicate that in twenty years even
the oldest of the kibbutzim (apart from such giants as Ein Harod, Aflkim,
Givat Brenner, and Yagur) will still be far short of populationi of
1,000, at which point signs of demographic saturation may appear,
although the corrective of a higher death rate will come into play.
The kibbutz is not dependent for its viability on any given size of
membership, although at various stages of its development it should not
exceed certain maxima. But within the given limits, which will ultimately be fairly extensive, growth in vitality is assured by the adding
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of layer upon layer of groups of members of similar age and background. As each new group comes in it widens and diversifies the
framework of the kibbutz and endows it with vitality. To this day the
kibbutz movement is largely composed of young people, for in the early
days it was unable to create normal villages in which the old and the
young, in reasonab!e proportions, might live together.
When a settlement is founded the membership is very young. After
some years, when the number of children increases and their education
calls upon an excessively large part of the available labour (and this at
a time when various agricultural branches of activity are undergoing
expansion), it is essential that the community be reinforced by new
members. And the need for reinforcement will recur from time to time.
We may well assume that in its final phase of development the kibbutz
will be several times its original size. Growth, to a considerable extent,
will be due to recruitment from outside. In order that its population
may attain a normal structure, the new members who join in groups
must be of suitable age. In other words, in general, the kibbutz must
admit progressively younger groups. But stability in social and economic
life can be achieved only when, after the passage of decades, three
generations live side by side to form a normal population. The ultimate
numerical shapc of the various settlements need not, of course, be
uniform, but it is beyond doubt that a kibbutz will complete its process
ofgrowth only after fifty to sixty years from the time of its establishment.
Many conclusions follow from these statements with respect to the
building of kibbutz society, the admission of reinfotcements, and the
development of different branches of the economy. An imniense burden
falls on the movement, but, when the kibbutzim have reached the final
phase of their demographic development, they have bright social and
economic prospects. The crucial question is how the kibbutz will make
use of its economic superiority, but this problem does not concern us
here. We shall content ourselves with the statement that the kibbutz will
ensure its existence if; in the austere conditions of today and the
affluence of tomorrow, it moves along the road prospected by the
pioneers of every generation.
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DUTCH JEWRY: A DEMOGRAPHIC
ANALYSIS
Part Two*
V. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE JEWISH POPULATION

1946 to 1953

5.1 Births
Before the war the birth rate among the Jews in the Netherlands was
relatively low and showed a downward trend.53 This can be shown from
the declining percentage of the whole of the group formed by young
persons. The phenomenon cannot be explained by migration, nor can
it be attributed to loss of cohesion within the Jewish community which,
although partly responsible, was a relatively unimportant factor in the
years before 1940.
TABLE 31. .Jv'umber of Ashkenazi Jews under the Age of to Tears5'

-

rear

i8gg
1909
1920
1930

Boys
Girls
I
Percentage of the total number of,
respectively, male and female .lshkenazim
221

201

9.5
171
144

j7•3
153
129

The corresponding percentages for the Sephardi Jews were generally
slightly lower, but this hardly affects the total figure.
The 1941 publication by Dr. A. Veffer55 indicates that the downward
trend continued through the following decade. His data demonstrate
that in 1940 the percentage of persons under the age of so years was
127 for men and i 1 6 for women. It is remarkable that the extensive
immigration of Jews from Germany after 1933 produced only temporarily an absolute rise in the birth rate, and even this was small.
It may therefore be concluded that the birth rate of the Jews before
the mass deportations had been considerably below the average birth
rate of the total population for several decades, and that the Jews had a
more than proportional share in the general decline of natality.
Part One appeared in Vol. III, no. 2, of the Journal.
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The numbers of births during the years 1946 to 1953 established by
the Committee's study are shown in Table 58 (not printed). Also listed,
for purposes of comparison, are the i 946-58 birth statistics for Jews
according to the N.C.B.S.t (based on data from the population
registers).
These figures indicate for the postwar years as well a continuing decline in the number of births.56 The N.C.B.S. data show, until about
1954, a similar pattern, although in this case the decline is of a lesser
magnitude and does not continue after 1954.
TABLE 32.

Births per ',000 Jewish Inhabitants,t 1946 to 1953

Teat

1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953

Births in Jewish
I Births in .Netherlands
population
1
population
Per ',000 mnnbers of the population
271
239
204
173
148
124
96
71

302
278
253
237
227
223
224
218

Average size of the population during the year

Table 32 compares the birth figures per i,000 members of the population for both the Jewish and general populations. Initially the figures
were of about the same order of magnitude, but in the cdurse of the years
the level ofJewish births lagged more and more behind that of the total
population. We may speak of a considerable and even spectacular
decline in Jewish natality.
This decline is in part related to changcs in the age structure of the
group of women responsible for these births. In this group—in the reproductive ages from 17 to 45 years—the older ages constituted an evergrowing element during the period under consideration. This is also
apparent from the age distribution for 1 January 1954 (Table 15). It
can be calculated that from 1946 to 1953 the number of women between
17 and 45 years declined by about 470 or g per cent (including the
balance of emigration), but that the number of women between 20 and
30 years declined by about 465 or 27 per cent. This must certainly have
affected the number of births in view of the fact that the latter group is
responsible for most of the births.57 As will be demonstrated later, it is
possible—starting from the age distribution established and on the
assumption that the rate of mortality byage and by sex as calculated for
the Netherlands population is also applicable to the Jewish group—to
National Central Bureau of Statistics.
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arrive at a 'forecast' of the figures in the years after 1953 of the female
age groups between 17 and 45 years. This 'forecast', in addition to what
has been said above, leads to the conclusion that the decline of the
number ofJewish women from 20 to 30 years came to a halt after 1953,
and in 196o gave way to a rise.
For this reason, a rise in the number of births might be expected to
take place in the near future. The fact that the number ofJewish births
after 1953 specified by the N.C.B.S. has been more or less stationary
could be a reflection of this situation.
There is yet another reason for not drawing any rash pessimistic conclusions for future years from the decline of Jewish natality during the
period investigated. As already mentioned, the registration by the Jewish communities, on which the Committee counts are based, shows important gaps. Now nothing would be more plausible than an underregistration of births: first, because of delay in registering births in
families of non-members or non-active members; second, because it is a
difficult and frequently impossible task to register the children of those
who, although formerly in contact with the Jewish community and
therefore in many cases knpwn to the local congregations, have eventually severed all relations with that community.
This is one of the reasons why we have not devoted a detailed discussion to marriage fertility in the Jewish group. The theoretical basis
for such a discussion would have been narrow because the main data at
our disposal consisted of figures describing a particular situation, and
the data availablç per family were not sufficient for more than a very
rough analysis. In addition, the reliability of the material at our disposal
was quite inadequate.
5.2

Mortality

The downward trend established for births in the years 1946 to 193
is not encountered in the mortality data for that period. On the contrary, there was an increase in the number of deaths among both men
and women. A comparison of the Committee figures with the N.C.B.S.
mortality figures (available only from 1948 on) indicates that this
increase is not evident in the latter.
The remarks in the introduction to this Report on the incompleteness
of data apply in large measure to mortality. The reason is that after the
war many Jewish communities only gradually brought their membership files up to date—if they were at all available—and clearly the odds
were that persons who died before that time were not entered, especially
in the case of those who were not members of a Jewish community.
This is also apparent from the fact that the N.C.B.S. figures, though
based on religious affiliation, are higher than those gathered by the
Committee. It can also be demonstrated from the Committee figures:
when we divide the number of members of Jewish communities alive
D
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at the end of 1953 by the number of persons dying from 1946 to 1 953
who had been members of a Jewish.community, we arrive at a percentage of 6-8. This corresponds to an average annual mortality of slightly
over 8 per cent, which is not incredible. However, the same calculation
for those for whom the question whether they were members ofajewish
community was answered by 'no' or 'unknowh' results in a percentage
which is hardly above 3. This clearly cannot reflect reality.
Such a great discrepancy can be explained only on the basis of incompleteness of data. This should make us particularly cautious in our
attempts to draw conclusions from the available material. It is, specifically, not possible to determine whether mortality amongJews is higher
than, equal to, or lower than that of the total population.
In Table 33, the mortality figures for the Jewish and general populations are juxtaposed; this has been done with all proper reserve; it lays
no claim to reliability. It can only be said that in the later years of the
period considered—when the under-estimation of mortality as mentioned above must have been relatively small—the Jewish and general
mortality figures, as they appear in the table, come very close to each
other.
It does appear from the figures that mortality among men reaches
higher values than that among women, although the oldest age groups
—responsible for a large part of the deaths—contain a high excess of
women (Table 15). In most years there were more deaths among men
than among women. It is indeed a general phenomenon that women
have lower death rates, age for age, than men.
To complete the picture, Table 34 shows the excess of births in the
Committee figures and in the Netherlands population according to the
N.C.B.S. data. In view of the inaccuracies inherent in the birth and
death data, the trend of these figures has only a very limited significance.
.3 Immigration and emigration
Both immigration and emigration by Jews have been particularly
extensive in postwar years.
Figures relating to immigration were not collected because it would
have been imjossible to extract them in a reliable manner from the
material Which was available. During the first years after the war,
immigration consisted mainly of displaced persons (of whom a few
hundrcd were admitted in 1947), a group of about 500 children, and a
few smaller groups (excluding those who in 1945 returned from concentration camps and those who before or during the war had fled to Allied
or neutral territory and then returned). In the later years we also find
among the immigrants many persons who emigrated in the years 1946
to 1949 and subsequently returned.
In studying the emigration figures we should bear in mind that among
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TABLE

33. Deal/is per ',000 Jewish In/zabitanls,* 1946 to 1953

-Tear

'946
1947
1948
1949
2950
'95'
1952
1953

Death rate of Jewish population
Death rate of
according to
according to
I .Wetherlands
Committee data I
.JSCC.B.S.t
I population
Per 1,000 members of the population
6
47
53
6
66
6
77
Ba

-

-

76
7•7
8-2
8-6

.8*5
8-1
7 .4
8-1
75
7.5
73
7*7

Avenge population.
t Annual number ofJewish deaths according to N.C.B.S. data per ',000 Jewish residents
at the beginning of the year in questicn according to Committee data.

TABLE

34. Excess of Births per ',000 Jewish Inhabitants," 1946 to 1953

ear

2946
2947
1948
1949
1950
951
1952
953

Excess of births in Jewish population
according to
births according to Excess of births
Committee data
ammittee data
in .Netherlands
deaths according to
population
X.C.B.S.t
Per ,,000 members of the population

-

235
292
15-I
ItO

8-2
59
1-9

128
96
74
50
7
--8

-

217
197
17.9
15 -6
152
148
15.'
141

Average population.
t Number ofJewish births minus Jewish deaths per year; births according to Committee
count, deaths according to N.C.B.S. data, per 1,000 Jewish residents at the beginning of the
year according to the Committee data.

the emigrants there were, apart from those who were to return (mainly
Dutch citizens), many ersons—especially aliens and stateless persons
—who during the first postwar years had entered the Netherlands and
left again, after a shorter or longer time, either for Israel or the United
States or Canada. This remark does not apply to the 500 children who
in 1948 left for Israel, because they are not included in the emigration
figures.
Figures.hare been collected about emigration (Table 37). They add
up to a total of 4,453 for the years 1946 to 1953. There are various
indications that this number is an underestimate, among other reasons
5'
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because of the incompleteness of the material in a large number of
smaller Jewish communities. It is in particular remarkable that 3,682
persons should have emigrated from Amsterdam during the period from
1945 to 1953 and only Bso persons from the remainder of the country,
so that So per cent of the total would be from Amsterdam, whereas less
than 6o per cent of the total Jewish population resides in that city (cf.
Section 42). Since in our opinion there is no indication whatever why
the number of emigrants from Amsterdam should have been so much
larger than from the remainder of the country, the inference would be
that outside Amsterdam the material, about those who permanently
left the Netherlands cannot have been complete.
Incompleteness in the figures is also apparent from the data on
emigration to Israel. According to the Committee count, 987 Jews emigrated to Israel in the years 1948 to 1953. However, according to the
Netherlands Bureau of the Jewish Agency for Palestine, 1,501 Jews
emigrated to Israel during that period, i.e. over 50 per cent more.
The latter figure is supported by the statistics of foreign migration of
the N.C.B.S. (Table 38): according to this source 1,272 persons (excluding alien emigrants in 1948 and 1949) emigrated to Israel in the
years 1948 to 1953; it may be assumed that this figure relates almost
exclusively to Jews; for the years 1948 and 1949 it may have been
influenced by delayed registration of the emigration of those who went
to Palestine under the so-called Aliya/z Beth (illegal immigration to
Palestine in the years of the British Mandate). The same statistics,
based on the principle of religious affiliation, give for the years 1952
and 1953 such a high number of Jewish emigrants that this is another
reason for concluding that the Committee figures are incomplete.
The N.C.B.S. immigration figures (Tables 37 and 38) .indicate that
immigration (frequently in the form of re-immigration) must have been
considerable in the years 1948 to 196. The absence of immigration data
in the Committee's study should therefore be considered a serious gap.
Probably the trend of the Committee emigration data gives a more
accurate picture of the trend of the balance of migration in those years
than of the development of emigration as such. This should be taken
into account in all further interpretations of this material.
The destination of the emigrants in the years 1945 to 1953 according
to the Committee study was as follows (cf. Table 39): United States
1399, Israel 1209, Canada 44o, Australia 286, South America 186,
Indonesia 128, Netherlands West Indies 74, South Africa 56, New
Zealand 31, other countries 648, and unknown 35 (total 4,492).
The high rate of emigration to the United States is remarkable. The
number ofJews who emigrated from the Netherlands to that country is
relatively considerably higher than that of the non-Jews. It is well known
that the regulations for immigration into the United States are rather
strict. The fact that they affected Jews to a lesser extent is in all.proba52
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bility to be attributed to the greater ease with which stateless and displaced persons were enabled to leave for America.
It is not surprising that aliyah (emigration to Israel) was considerable;
it was also relatively high in comparison with that from other Western
European countries.
It is interesting that the greatest emigration to the United States took
place in 1947- In 1949, the year after the Jewish State had been
established, Israel was the main country of destination, of emigrants.
Later the relative interest in Israel declined again and, especially in 1951
(owing to Korea?), Canada, Australia, and New Zealand began to play
a greater part as countries of immigration in addition to the United
TABLE

35. Excess of Women among Jewish Emigrants, 1945 to 1953
Age
up to 40 years over 40 years

Average age in years
All emigrants
Ditto, excluding
ages o-5 years

1,262
866

1 1450
914

2,128

2,364

1946

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

34

34

32

32

30

28

29

30

35

35

34

34

33

33

33

33

37. Jewish Emigration and Immigration, 1946 to 196
Emigration according
W Committee
investigation

Tear

1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956

Women

36. Average Age of Jewish Emigrants, 1946 to 1953

TABLE

TABLE

Men

.

338
676
471
602
474
796
522
509

. -

Migrations according to .MC.B.S.

I
Emigration Immigration

457
699
514
389
405
* Exclusive of aliens

53

-

271
331
318
353

I Bae of
I migration
428
183
71
52
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States. Other countries also began to attract immigrants, but this development did not reach its peak until 1952. It is clear that these shifts
were influenced both by current political problems and by changes in
the migration policies of the various countries. The enthusiasm for
Israel reached a peak in the years 1948 and igg; Israel opened its gates
and there were large groups of people who intended to emigrate there.
In later years the emigration policy of the Netherlands Government
became increasingly active. At first it was mainly directed towards the
newer countries of settlement, but later it looked for other outlets as
well.
The emigrants of the years 1915 to 1953 consisted of (Table 40) 2,128
men and 2,364 women. An excess of women of any significance among
the emigrants is present only in the years up to 1948 (this is true for
emigration to Israel as well as to other countries). Among the emigrants
to Israel, women continued to form a majority in later years as well,
although not nearly so great as in the years 1946 and 1947. (This is
confirmed by the N.C.B.S. emigration statistics; cf. Table 38.)
A closer analysis of these figures indicates that the excess of women
among emigrants occurs in all age groups. However, for persons over
40 years old the excess is considerably lower than among those under
that age, as shown in Table 35.
A more detailed analysis of the age of emigrants is possible from the
classification of the emigrants according to age and year of emigration.
It appears that in the course of the years the average age of emigrants
lowered somewhat (Table 36), but this is substantially due to a relative
increase of the number of very young children (o to 5 years old) among
the emigrants. In the years from igo on especially the number of emigrants aged between 20 and 44 years was large as compared to the age
structure of the total population (Table z), namely, about 3 per cent
TABLE

Tear

1946
1947
198
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
3954
1 955
1956

38. Migration from and to Israel, 1946 to 1956
Emigration according
to investigation
Committee

Total

Men

Women

68
142
159
297
164
171
75

23
51
72
141
73
80
31
53

45
91
87
16
91
91
44
47

100

- -- -

-

Emigration according
to P/
X.C.B.S.

Immigration
according to
.MC.B.S.

Total

Men

Women

-

-

-

-

237
167
25
386
242
215
1 75
18
i63

i08
73
13
184
104
104
82
8457

129
94*
13
202
138

68
31
12
91
132
134
167
151
177

* Exclusive of aliens.
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11,

93
99
io6
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TABLE .39.

Jewish Emigration to Principal Countries of Destination, 1946 to 1953
-

Tear

Total

Israel

U.S.A.

Canada

Australia
and
X Zealand

Remaining
coun tries

1946
2947
1948
1 949
1950
1951
1952
1953

338
676
47'
602
474
796
522
509

68
142
159
297
164
171
75

108
334
144
167
120
187
152
263

7
2
23
22
9
187
93
102

7
25
29
17
57
107
46
26

139
166
120
109
121
140
153
116

100

TABLE 40.

Unknown

9
7
6

3
4
3
2

Jewish Emigration by Sex, 1946 to 1953

Tear

Total

Men

Women

'946
'947
1948
949
1950
'95'
1952
1953

338
676
47'
602
474
796
522
509

139
277
205
297
243
403
262
256

199
399
266
305
231
393
260
253

per year. In the younger age groups the average emigration figure was
about 2 per cent; in the age groups over 44 years it amounted to
approximately i per cent.

VI. SOME DATA ON THE TIES WITHIN THE JEWISH POPULATION
IN THE NETHERLANDS

6.'

Membership of Jewish religious communities
The data collected on different aspects of Jewish orientation in the
Netherlands—i.e. the extent to which those who belong to the Jewish
group give evidence of their being Jews—make no claim to be exhaustive58 because of the great deficiency of the basic material. They do
not allow many conclusions, so that this chapter is largely confined to
a concise statement of such facts as became available.
The most obvious criterion ofJewish orientation is membership in one
of the Jewish religious communities. Although such membership says
little about the measure of religious interest, it does usually indicate that
people wish to maintain a tie with the Jewish group. Of the 23,723
persons counted by the Comthittee, 13,845 were members of the Ashkenazi and Sephardi Communities, 1,916 were not members, and of the
55
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remaining 7,962 persons the membership was not established. The last
group mainly covers persons who made no clear statement about their
membership; a number of them probably did not wish to consider
themselves members.
6.2 Solemniced marriages
The data on the percentage which religious marriages form of all
marriages are very incomplete. (In the Netherlands, only civil marriages are legal so that any religious ceremony must come after the civil
formalities.) In more than half the cases, no pertinent details were
available at the local Jewish communities (Table 41). This applies in
particular to those who had lost their husband or wife. For this group,
it was known in only about 25 per cent of the cases whether their
marriage had been religiously solemnized.
It is interesting to note that the number of times this question was
answered in the negative was practically the same as the number of
mixed marriages. It was established of only 186 persons who had not
married non-Jews that their marriage had not been solemnized according to the Jewish rite. Leaving the mixed marriages out, we find that,
of the total of 8,833 persons having ajewish spouse, 3,063 are known to
have had a religious marriage ceremony; 186 were not so married; and
for the remaining 5,584 persons no data are available. These data are so
incomplete as to make it impossible to draw many conclusions from
them.
Of the large group for whom the question on marriage solemnization
could not be answered it may be observed that it probably consists
largely of persons who were married before the war and persons who
were married at a place other than where they resided at the time of the
census. In this connexion it may be said that as late as the years 1931 to
1933 the proportion of solemnized Jewish marriages in Amsterdam
amounted to 92 per cent.50
TABLE

4 1 . Solernnication of Existing Jewish and Mixed Marriages, 1 January 1954
I
Type

of marriage

Number

of persons with

Told
Jewish spouse

Civil and religious
Civil only
Unknown
Total

3,063
3,063
3,296
'86
5,584 5,584

I

'''3

1

8,833

I
spouse
3,110
1

-

1

3,110

In conclusion, Table 42 lists the data of the Amsterdam Jewish
communities on marriages solemnized during the years 1945 to 1953.
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6.3 Circumcisions
The data obtained on the number of circumcisions are also so incomplete as to be useless. In the first place, the question related only to
the circumcision of children forming part of a household. But even this
information was received in a very incomplete manner: of the total of
3,654 male children (which included own children, stepchildren, and
TABLE

42. Marriage Solemnications in the Jewish Religious Communities in
Amsterdam, 1945 to 1953*
Marriages solemnized

Tear

'945
1946
1947
1948
1 949
1950
1951 *
1952
1 953
Total

Total

Ashicenat..

38
121

36
114
98
Og
52
4'
42
29
28

110

99
6o
45
52
34
33

I

592

I

529

Sep/wids

7
12
io
8
4

10

5

I.

6

* Source: Ashkenazi and Sephardi Communities.

foster children) 1,058 had been circumcised, 219 had not been circumcised, and for 2,377 the answer was 'unknown'.
The supposition is justified that a large proportion of the children
of whom it was not known whether or not they were circumcised actually
were, except in the case of sons of Jewish mothers and non-Jewish
fathers.
To this we may add that, according to Boekman,60 less than to per
cent of the Jewish boys had not been circumcised in 1934, the last prewar year for which figures are available.
6.4 BuriaLs in Jewish cemeteries
According to Boekman, 61 the great majority of Jews dying in
Amsterdam in the years 1929 to 1933 receivedJewish burial. The figures
which have now become available indicate that this has been the case
to a much smaller extent since the war, even though the figures are not
entirely comparable, since the Committee in its investigation used a
standard which was different from Boekman's.
It was known of 76 per cent of the total number of deceased counted
for the years 1945 to 1953 that they had been buried in Jewish cemeteries. The figure was 88 per cent for those who had been members of
a Jewish religious community (Table 43).
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It is striking that the question whether people had been buried in
Jewish cemeteries was answered in the negative in only iS cases and by
'unknown' in 281 cases. This is at variance with experience, so that there
is reason to believe that a large part of these 281 cases relates to persons
who either received a non-Jewish burial or were cremated.
TABLE

43. Jewish Deaths, 1945 to 1953, by Type of l3urial and Membership of a
Jewish Religious Community
Buried in a Jewish cemetery

Member of Jewish
ret rg Ions cominun

Yes
No
Unknown
Total

Yes
Men I Women

449
21
40

NO
Alen I Women

3906
'0
3
28
4

I 510 I 428 I 1 3 I

I

I

Men

Total
I Women

516 1 41
6i
49
14
51
26
27
81
78 - 52 122

2.
2

I
5

Unknown
Men I Women

1

166

1

115

1 689 I

548

ft is remarkable that of the 280 persons who were not members of a
Jewish religious community, or of whom this was unknown, as many as
99, or about 35 per cent, had been interred in a Jewish cemetery.
6.5 Destination of emigrants
In addition, Jewish orientation can also be inferred from the direction of emigration. This is especially true of a4yah, which; according to
our incomplete data, amounted to 1,209 peñons of the total of 4,492
emigrants during the period from 1946 to 1953. This accounts for well
over 25 per cent. Although nothing is known of the reasons which
motivated emigration, it is somewhat surprising that only a qñarter of
those who left the Netherlands went to Israel.
It is conceivable that among those who selected the United States
there were a number of persons who went there motivated by the
knowledge of finding a large Jewish community.
6.6

Gis to Jewish Institutions

Because the collection of funds for Jewish institutions is mainly
centralized in three organizations—the Centrale Financierings-Actie voor
Joods-Sociaal Werlc .(Cefina-J.M.W.), the Collectieve Israel-Actie (C.I.A.),
and the Joods .J'Iationaal Fonds (J.N.F.)—it is possible to obtain a general
idea of the course of the funds which have become available for Jewish
purposes in postwar years (Table ). For Cefina and C.I.A. the numbers of donations are known as well. The available data relating to the
years 1946 and 1947 are too incomplete to be included.
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It should be borne in mind that these details can convey only a
!imited picture of the willingness of Jews to make donations for Jewish
purposes, so that they also should be interpreted with caution as a
symbol of the cohesion of the Jewish population. Specifically, the available data do not cover the returns of taxes assessed by the Jewish religious communities; a few less important items of benefit to community life are also excluded; the amounts collected are not only the
tABLE 44. Donations to Jewish Institutions, 1948 to 1959
.Wun,ber of donations

Institution
Total

cejc;J.M.W.

Tear

c.1.A.t

_

In thousands of Dutch guilders
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
196
1957
1958
1959

1,711
1,211
11405
1,446
1,265
11093
13 129
1,261
1,213
1,418
1,412
11505

488
441
496
423
425
408
425
440
494
.537
579
545

955t
575
67'
646
460
473
482
585
483
525
517
748

268
195
238
317
38o
212
222
236
236
356
316
212

Cefina.
,7.M.W.

C.LA4

3,200
3,140
3,522
4,082
3,833
3,859
3,921
31904
3,872
41040
4,068
4,019

2,650
3,630
4,056
4,314
3,608
3,263
3,282
4,770
3,542
3,497
4,103
4,205

Source: Cefina-J.M.W.

t Source: Annual Reports Netherlands Zionist Association (N.Z.B.).

Hagana and Keren Hayesod (the then most important collection funds).
§ Jteren Hayesod.

result of campaigns directed at private persons but have been obtained
in part also by testamentary dispositions and from Jewish institutions
and communities in the Netherlands; relatively smaller amounts have
come from Jewish institutions and persons abroad as well as from nonJewish sources.
The year 1948 shows the largest total for the three institutions. The
foundation of the State of Israel and the war which followed apparently
served as strong incentives. After 1951 there was an overall downward
trend of income which reached its lowest point around 1953. Thereafter
the total of monies received has consistently increased, and the Cefina
results from 1956 on have clearly been.cven better than in 1948.
The number of gifts did not follow the pattern of amounts received.
Especially as far as Cefina is concerned, a stable level is observed from
1951 on. Any decrease in the number of Jews in the Netherlands therefore is not manifested in the number and amount of contributions to
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Jewish institutions. In view of the number of households and single
persons established, the number of donations per institution may be said
to be high.

VII. FORECASTS OF THE POPULATION FOR

'960, 1965,

AND

1970

7.1 Selection of the method followed
The choice of the method to be used for a population forecast depends on its purpose and the quality of the available data.
For the Committee, the chief interest of such a forecast lay in obtaining some insight into the needs to be expected in the foreseeable
future—until about 1970-with regard to the social care of children
and old people. In addition, it hoped to provide in a more general way
a picture of the future structure of the Jewish population in the
Netherlands.
It follows that it was not enough to carry out a simple extrapolation
from the development of the whole population as observed in the past
or to prognosticate the total of births, deaths, and migrations; it was
also necessary to aim at separate projections by age group because this
is the only possible method which permits an opinion on future population structure.
Apart from that, there is no basis for a direct extrapolation from the
growth of the population in the recent past. First of all, the enormous
disruption in structure caused by the deportations was followed until
1954 by a development which certainly cannot be considered 'normal';
furthermore, not enough reliable data on births and deaths are available
for the said period, which in addition is extremely slender as a basis for
extrapolation. The absence of a reliable starting point naturally applies
also to the more refined methods which, as far as natality data are concerned, are based on age-specific fertility figures and, with regard to
mortality, on age-specific death rates. It was therefore necessary to
introduce a number of radical assumptions.
The population trend after a given starting date (in our case, i
January 1954) can be considered the resultant of the following components:
(a) The distribution by age and sex on the starting date;
(1') The chances of survival by age and by sex;
The development of the birth rate;
The development of emigration and immigration;
The development of the number of mixed marriages.
Now we have attempted, by means of reasonable postulations as to
factors (b) and (c) and with the aid of the data mentioned under (a),
6o
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to arrive at a detailed forecast by age group and by sex. In addition,
we have tried to apply corrections to the total figures for factors (d)
and (e).
In the first place, it has been tentatively assumed that the number of
Jews counted by the Committee is correct. It has furthermore been
assumed that the chances of survival for the Jewish population in the
period from 1954 to 1970 by age and by sex are equal to those for the
general Netherlands population which arc specified in the mortality
tables for the Netherlands, 1947 to 1949, N.C.B.S., The Hague, 1950. 62
Although this is the only possible practical assumption, it is not quite
without drawbacks. In earlier years (cf. E. Boekman, op. cit., pp. io6 if.)
mortality among the Jews was indeed appreciably lower than in the
general population. This was no longer so after 1910, so that there is no
question of a general trend. The well-known deviation in urbanization
and occupational structure of the Jews might even now have entailed
differences in relative death rates per age group. Again, however, any
supposition other than that of equal chances of survival would have no
actual basis in fact.
In arriving at suppositions regarding the trend of births after i
January 1954 no use could be made of marriage-fertility figures simply
because they are not available. The pronounced downward trend of the
birth figures according to the Committee count for the years 1948 to
1953 would lead to the expectation of a continued decline in the birth
rate for subsequent years also. Such an expectation, however, would
conflict with the trend of Jewish births from 1954 to 198 according to
the N.C.B.S., which shows a more or less stable birth rate (an average
of 112 births per year). Although these figures are too low, because they
cover only the children ofJews who could be recognized as such in the
vital statistics by the mention of religious affiliation, their trend does
give an idea of the trend of the real birth figures. If we supposed that
natality actually declined constantly between 1953 and 198, this would
imply—because of the stable N.C.B.S. figure—that during this period
an increasing percentage of Jewish births had been reported as such.in
the population registers. This is unlikely because the percentage during
the period from 1948 to 1953 actually diminished continuously, according to thOJwish birth figures in the Committee count and N.C.B.S.
data.
In vie4Of these figures, the most likely supposition is that the actual
number ofjewish births between 1954 and 1970 will have been stable 63
and should be between 125 and 200, i.e. to per cent and 75 per cent
more than the N.C.B.S. average figure for the years 1954 to 1958. This
leads—together with the starting points referred to before and the
supposition that the ratio of births of boys and girls will be equal to that
of the boys and girls of o to 4. years old counted on i January 1954
(Table 15)—to a minimum and a maximum forecast (for 1960 an
6'
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Forecast of Jewish Population in the .jVetherlands, by Sex and
Age Group (excluding Balance of Migration), i January 1960,
z January 1965, and i January 1970

TABLE 45.

Alternative I (Minimum)
Absolute numbers
Age in years

Jan.
1960

r Jan.
1965

Percentages

i Jan.

i Jan.

1970

1960

i Jan.

, Jan.

1965

1970

AMen
0-

5
6-10
I 1I5
6-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
4549
50-54
55-59
60-64
6-69
70-74
75-79
8o and over
Total

400
69
980
553
761
551
556
698
749
970
995
969
764
6o6
410
2!

333
400
693
889
637
751
547
551
68
735
942
949
904
682
501
298
213

333
333
399
483
1,090
633
750
542

11,078

10,712

10,273

674
714
901
887
807
565
362
255

-

36
63
88
50
69
5•0
50
63
6-8
88
go
87
6-9
55
36
1 8
j

39
37

32
32

83
519
71
51
. 50
65
68
8.8
88
84
64
4.7
28
20

47
106
6-1
7•3
53
- 53
66
70
8-8
86
7-8
5_5
3.5
24

100

100

tOO

26
31
51 5
72
54
66
5•3
5•5
7•5
81

27
27
32
42
9•0
5-6
6
55
5•7
78
MISS

B. 14'omen
0- 5

6-to
11-15
20-24
25-29
30-34
3539
40-44
4549
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
7579
8o and over
Total

350
Gig
905
519
745
599
628
864
926
1,157
1,048
894
739
675
488

11,687

292
350
613
811
60 7
743
597
623
854
910
1,131
1,011

843
670
565
362
278
1 1,260

292
292
349
45'
966
604
738
592
6i6
840
890
1,089
953
763
563
332
10,747

M
.

3.0
52
7.7
44
64
5.1
5•4
7•4
7.9
9.9
9.0
77
6
8
42
-6
100

-

I0•0

9.0
75
6-0
50
32
25
100

89
72
S9
3-1

-

100
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46. Forecast of Jewish Population in the Netherlands, by Sex and
Age Group (excluding Balance of Migration), 1 January 1960,

TABLE

i January 1965, and i January 1970
Alternative 11 (Maximum)
Percentages

Absolute nwnbers
Age in years
1 Jan.

1960

'Jazz.
1965

I

i

I

Jan.
1960

i Jan.

z

1970

i Jan.

i Jan.

1965

1970

48
57
6-2
8-0
5.7
6-8

48
48
57
44

[

A. Men
0-

s

6-,0
I115
16-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
4549
50-54
55-59
60-64
65-69
70-74
75-79
8oandover
Total

635
69
980
553
76'
551
556
68
749
970
995
96
764
6o6
410

I-1,313

530
635
693
889
637
756
546
55'
687
735
942
949
904
682
501
298
213

530
530
633
483
1,090
633
730
542
545
674
714
90!
887
807
565
362
255

11,148

10,901

6
62
86
49
6-7

-

49
6-2
68-6
8-8
8
6-8

49
6'2
6- 5
8- 5
88-1
6-1
45
26

315
*

}3.7
100

101

58
6-8
5•1
5'
6-2
6-6

-

8'1
73
52
3'2
21

100

loo

40
48
53
6'9
53
6-3
5'2
5'4
72
78

42
42
5'0
39
8
5-3
6-6
52
54
75
7.9
96
86-9
49
3-6
2'8

B. Women
o- s
6-,o
11-15
16-ig
20-24
25-29
3034
3539
40-44
4549
50-54
55-59
60-64
6-69
70-74
7579
8o and Over
Total

}537

84
670
565
362
278

471
471
563
45'
966
6o4
738
592
616
840
8go
1,089
953
763
563
417
332

11,902

113 654

11,319

565
63
905
519
745
599
628
864
926
1,157
1,048
894
739
675
488

471
565
613
81r
60
743
597
623
854
910
1,131
1,011

63

47
5•I
75*

*

4'4
6-3
50
5.3
73
7.7
9.7
8-8
75
642
}4.6
'00

*

.

8-7
72
58
49
31
24
100

100
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estimate) for i January of the years ig6o, 1965, and 1976. Thesç are
shown in Tables 45 and 46 as 'Alternative I' and 'Alternative II'.
7.2 Results of the forecast
According to the forecasts specified in Tables 45 and 46, the number
of Jews in the Netherlands will have receded from 1954 to 1970 from
23,723 to between 21,020 and 22,220, i.e. by 1,500 to 2,700 persons. It
will be clear from what has been said in previous chapters that it is
necessary to apply a number of radical corrections to these estimates.
We shall return to this question in the course of the present section after
a discussion of some developmental trends which can be inferred from
Tables 45 and 46 and which are not affected by the said corrections.
The results of the forecasts indicate a very considerable ageing process during the years until 1970. The proportion of all age groups up to
6o years, both male and female, will show a downward trend. An exception is formed by the age groups 20 to 24 and 30 to 34 years (in the
case of women, also the group ss to 59 years), all of which show a rather
sharp increase. In the youngest age groups, up to 15 years, the number
in the period mentioned would drop from 4,965 to a number between
about 2,000 and 3,200, i.e. to about half its original value.
The number of persons aged 70 years and over, on the other hand,
would increase during the same period from about 1,400 to 2,500, i.e.
by about 75 per cent.
The number of women in the reproductive age groups, i.e. from 16
to 44 years, would decline somewhat, from about 4,200 to 4,000. The
number of women in the age groups 20 to 34 years, by whom the
majority of children are borne, would increase from 1,849 in 1954 to
about 2,300 in 1970, i.e. by about 25 per cent. This implies an appreciable rejuvenation within the group of fertile women, naturally entailing
a rise of the birth rate above the values assumed above."
As noted earlier, a number of corrections should be applied to the
above forecasts; however, since it is impossible to specify them by age
and by sex, they have not been processed in the detailed forecasts.
In the first place, it should be taken into account that, as demonstrated in Section 4.1, the number of Jews on i January 1954 was
higher than 23,723, possibly by as much as 6,000 to 7,000; the forecast
figures would then have to be increased proportionately. 65 Furthermore,
the increase of the birth rate which may be expected to take place in the
years immediately before 1970 would also lead to an increase in the
numbers of the younger age groups.
On the other hand, there are two other factors which would lead to
lower forecasts. The first is the balance of foreign migration. It is not
possible to make any sound or reasonable statement about its future
course. The N.C.B.S. has published figures relating toJewish emigration
and immigration for the years 1953 to 1956 only (Table 37). From them
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we might conclude that the balance has greatly receded, namely from
428 persons in 1953 to 52 persons in 196. Although the reliability and
the relevance of these data leave much to be desired, there is nevertheless
no reason to put the balance of migration for the years 1957 to 1970 at
less than an annual number of 50 to ioo persons. It can be calculated
that, with the births from emigrants taken ink account and the
N.C.B.S. data used as starting point, the forecasts for 1970 would have
to be reduced, by about 1,650 to 2,400 persons.
A rise in the number of mixed marriages would affect the forecasts in
a similar manner. It is well known (cf. Table 27) that the average
number of children of mixed marriages is lower that that of Jewish
marriages. There are reasons to expect such a rise for the period from
1954 to 1970, but no data are available from which its extent might be
reasonably inferred. It is furthermore to be expected (cf. Table 25) that
the relative number of Jewish women married to non-Jews will rise
more sharply than the relative number of Jewish men entering into
mixed marriages, a development which naturally would entail an increase in the number of Jewish births. In the circumstances, it seems
best to assume that the development of the number of mixed marriages
will not affect the Jewish birth rate.
On the basis of these assumptions—which are inherently very rough—
the number of Jews in the Netherlands by 1970 might be estimated at
25,000 to 28,000. As compared to 1954 (cf. Section 4.0, this would be
a decrease of about 2,000 to 5,000 persons, i.e. 7 to 17 per cent.
viii. SOME CONCLUSIONS
8.1

Characteristics of the Jewish population of the Netherlands
Despite the incompleteness of the material collected, it is possible to
draw some conclusions.
To begin with, jt is evident that the group ofJews who survived the
years of the occupation (about 30,000) is a mere fraction of the prewar
Jewish population (about 140,000); furthermore, it shows to an increased extent the trend of reduction which was apparent even before
the war; it is probable that the number ofJews in the Netherlands will
continue to decrease between 1945 and igo. According to the rough
estimating methods which have had to be used, the 1945 figure of over
30,000 may be expected to decline to between 25,000 and 28,000 by
1970. The prithary cause of this reduction is a relatively low rate of
birth, which showed a continuous decrease after 1946 and seems to have
become stabilized since 1954; a contributory factor has been the high
excess of emigration over immigration, especially in the years 1947 to
1954.
The structure of the Jewish population is furthermore characterized
by a relatively high proportion formed by the older age groups and by
E
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a relatively low number of women of reproductive ag. The population
pyramid (see Part One of this article) thus presents a highly abnormal
picture, with a constriction at the ages between 20 and 30 years. Moreover, the ageing process has been and will continue to be very considerable in the years after the census conducted by the Committee
(r January 1954), •all the more so because emigration quotas for
elderly persons will be small. The probability of an increase in the
number of old people therefore will have to be taken into account for a
number of years to come.
A sociological threat, with biological implications, lies in the marked
increase in the relative number of mixed marriages. This number is
much greater than it was before the war and applies both to those who
married for the first time' and to those who entered into a second or
subsequent marriage.
The growing number of mixed marriages is not necessarily a sign of
a conscious tendency towards assimilation. Additional contributory factors are that the annihilation of almost 8o per cent of the Jewish population has greatly impaired its internal structure; that many of the Jews
who returned found themselves in a predominantly non-Jewish environment; that the group which survived contains a relatively high percentage of persons belonging to the intellectually and economically
superior strata who even before the war established contacts with nonJews more easily than others; and thatJews who spent the war years in
hiding formed many new ties with non-Jews. It is not surprising, therefore, that there has been such an upsurge in the number of mixed
marriages.
Mixed marriages almost always entail for their issue a separation
from the Jewish community, and if no such separation occurs there is,
at best, a situation of conflict: for children of Jewish fathers because
they are no longer considered Jews even by theJewish community, and
for children ofJewish mothers because in their non-Jewish environment
they are not looked upon as Jewish.
Another—biological—consequence of mixed marriages is related to
the fact that men statistically contract more mixed marriages than do
women. Because of this, a relatively large number of Jewish women
have remained single or have not remarried after the war. This
phenomenon necessarily keeps the birth rate down. A decrease in the
birth rate is inherent in an increase in the number of mixed marriages
Historically, Jewish marriages have always had higher fertility rates
than mixed marriages.
In connexion with our remarks about mixed marriages, the Jewish
population contains a relatively high percentage of single persons and
childless couples or households.
Even before the war, the Jews were characterized by a relatively
high concentration in Amsterdam, where about 6o per cent of all Jews
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resided. The war has brought about no change in this situation; the
percentage of Jews residing in Amsterdam is about the same as it was
before. Despite the annihilation, the number of municipalities where
Jews live has undergone comparatively little change. Many rural municipalities, however, have no more than one or two Jewish families left,
or one or a few single Jewish persons not living with Jewish families, so
that there is no possibility of any Jewish communal activities in such
places. There is no doubt that this phenomenon is very much more
pronounced than it was before the war.
With regard to other characteristics which constitute a means of cohesion for the Jewish community—such as membership in Jewish congregations, religious marriage ceremonies, circumcisions, number of
burials in Jewish cemeteries, contributions and donations to Jewish
charities and institutions—the data available are very incomplete.
It is likely that a relatively large proportion of the Jewish population
(about one-third of those counted by the Committee) do not desire to
be considered members of a Jewish religious community. On the other
hand, at least 75 per cent of those who died in the period from 1946 to
1954, in so far as they are included in the Committee's census records,
received Jewish burial, while the number and the amount of donations
to Jewish institutions are relatively high, considering the number of
Jewish families and single persons.
Therefore, although the Jewish group has shown certain phenomena
of disintegration of a demographic as well as of a sociological nature
in postwar years, and will undoubtedly undergo a still further numerical
decline in the course of the present decade, there is no question of a
catastrophic process of deterioration. Certainly the numerical decline
is serious in itself and constitutes, at least outside the larger towns, a
real menace to the preservation of community life within the group, but
it is not certain that the social causes of this decline, of which mixed
marriages and emigration are manifestations, will assume the same
significance in the course of the next few years as they had in the period
from 1946 to 1954. Should these social causes lose some of their significance in the years ahead, it is even conceivable that the Jewish
population of the Netherlands may again increase somewhat. In iuch a
case, the greatly increased birth rate during the years 1946 and 1947
certainly would positively affect the reproduction rate of future years.
The Jewish community seems to have sufficient cohesive power to
absorb such an increase in the spiritual sense as well.
8.2

The sign fficance of the expected development of the population for future
welfare work

During the period from 1953 to 198, and certainly also in the years
after, the need for Jewish child welfare declined sharply. For example,
the number of children liviné in Jewish children's homes diminished
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from 93 on 31 December 1953, to 62 on 31 December 1958. The total
number of active contacts of the welfare department of the Gefusiont
eerde Joodse Instellingen voor Kinderbescherming (Joint Jewish Institutions for the Protection of Children) rose from 258 in 1953 to 291 in
i96, then dropped again to 224 in 198. This decrease is wholly a
consequence of the continuous reduction in the number of minors among
the war foster-children, namely from 1,219 at the end of 1953 to 803 on
31 December 1957. The data shown in Table 47 have been taken from
the Annual Reports of thejoint Jewish Institutions for the Protection of
Children.
TABLE

47. Resident Children in Jewish Homes, 1953 to 1958

Situation on

31 December

of the jear

War foster-children
in homes

Children, non.
Total children
orphans,
in homes
in homes

90
85
63
46
37
22

1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

3
3
27
8'
41
40

93
88
90
84
78
6

Minimum.

There has even been a constant increase in the number of nonorphaned children residing in homes and institutions. Table 48 reflects
the same trend.
TABLE

48. New or Renewed Contacts of Welfare Departmentt with Jewish
Foster-Children 'utside Homes and Institutions, 1952 to 1956
rear

War oslo-children

Xon-orphaned children

Total

1952
1953
1954
1955
196

35
34
21
17
54

50
6°
71
73
73

8
94
92
90
127

Annual Report for 1956 of the Joint Jewish Institutions for the Protection of Children.

The influence of the decreasing birth rate of the preceding years is
not shown in the figures for the number of non-orphaned children who
received welfare care. This is understandable, for the number of these
children is also conditioned by factors which were more than normally
active, during the period mentioned. Among these factors should be
counted the problems of mixed marriages and the numerous postwar
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marriages the basis of which proved unsteady. Owing to these circumstances, it is difficult to infer the future needs of Jewish child welfare
work from the present figures on child welfare and the probable trcnd
of the birth rate. Since the phenomenon of war foster-children will
definitely disappear and the number of other children requiring welfare
or protection is not likely to rise to a figure higher than that for the
years 1956 to 1958,06 there is the possibility that, in view of the above
figures, the requirements in this area, including spare capacity, may
drop to about 50 places at children's homes and the need to handle
approximately 8o newly active cases of child welfare per year.
A little more certainty can be obtained on the future need of old-age
assistance. It has been shown before (Tables i, 45, and 46) that the
number of Jews 70 years of age and over will probably increase from
1,417 on i January 1954 to approximately i ,86o by early i g6o, and to
about 2,500 by early 1970.
TABLE

49. Jiuinber of Residents and those on Waiting Lists of Old-Age Homes67
Mid.June of the year Resident,

1953
1 959

215
278

Waiting tie!s

Reed

132
190

281
373

As appears from information received from spokesmen for the Boards
of Jewish old-age homes, it may be assumed that roughly 6o per cent of
those on waiting lists may be regarded as actively interested applicants.
The last column of Table 49 has been computed accordingly. The
numbers therefore comprise the actual residents plus 6o per cent of
those on waiting lists.
In the middle of June 1953 this need appears to have amounted to
169 per cent of the number of persons aged 70 years and over counted
on i January 1954, and in the thiddle ofJune igg the need was 20• i per
cent of that category counted for i January ig6o. Using the mean of
both percentages as an estimate of the corresponding percentage for
January 1970, and taking into consideration the number of 2,500 old
persons for that date as estimated above, we arrive at a need of about
460 places in homes. This is naturally a very rough estimate.
8.3 Some suggestions for further study Attention has been repeatedly called to gaps in the data obtained by
the Committee in its census. These relate specifically to mixed marriages, the numbers of Jews residing outside the large cities, those who
moved to new industrial municipalities (like Eindhoven and Enschede),
immigration, mortality, marriage fertility, and the indices of Jewish
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community life (religious marriage celebrations, circumcisions, and
membership of the Jewish Communities).
Further investigation is therefore urgently needed. Such a study
would need to have a permanent basis and should be founded on a
continuous registration of the population so as to attain a reasonable
measure of reliability and completeness of the data as well as a sufficiently wide range of data, specifically with regard to births, deaths, and
migrations. Such vital statistics should include not only personal data,
but also such family relations as are required to make possible a study
of marriage fertility. This continuous registration could be supplemented
by decennial censuses, so as to make it possible to correct registration
errors and to collect data on such additional characteristics as occupation, education, and the spiritual and religious orientation of the
Jewish population.
However; thesc hopes can materialize only if it proves possible to
fulfil certain conditions. It would be necessary first of all to standardize
and co-ordinate to the greatest possible extent the registration systems
of the Jewish communities.
In addition, a small permanent body would have to be set up,
equipped to perform such demographic and sociological investigations
and authorized to make use of the population accounts created. This
body would also need to maintain contacts with other statistical and
social research institutes.

NOTES
"E. l3oekman, op. cit., p. 74, Table
27.
ME. Boekman, op. cit., p. 133.
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Statislise/ic gegevens van dc ,Jodcn in

Part I.
This phenomenon did not reduce
the proportion of the youngest age groups
in the Jewish population as compared
with 1930 (ci. Section 4.2), which is due
to the fact that the highly increased
birth rate of the years 1946 and 1947 has
also affected these youngest age groups.
" Cf. also the statistics of the coursc of
population from 1938 to 1954, Table 4,
p. 18, N.C.B.S., 195558 An exception is formed by the data
yielded by the 3947 Census for the Jewish
group. They, too, may be deemed to
supply, to some extent, a standard for
the measure of Jewish orientation if they
are relatçd to the Committee census data.
" E. Boekman, op. cit., p. 68, Table
25.
° E, BQckman, op. cit., pp. 104-5.

]'Iedertand,
56

65

E. Boekman, op. cit., pp. jig and

120.
02 Mortality tables have in the meantime
also been published for the periods from
1950 to 1952 and 1953 to 1955, but the
pertinent calculations had then already
been carried out. Recalculation of the
later chances of survival would theoretically have been more correct, but would
actually have constituted—in view of the
objections to the procedure as such—an
unwarranted refinement.
63 This supposition does not take into
account the fact that the female survivors of the high birth rate of the years
1946 and 1947 will continue to contribute to reproduction some years prior
to 1970, while the continuous increase
between 1954 and 1970 of the number of
women in the age groups from 20
to 34 years will naturally lead also
to a rising number of births. In reality,
the selection of various possible alternative suppositions has little influence
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upon the forecast for 1970 and earlier
years because the children born after
1954—the starting point for the forecasts
—form only a small portion of the total
Jewish population until that year. We
have also abstracted the consequences of
any possible changes in nuptial trends.
64 From the figures in Tables 45 and 46
it might also be inferred that the excess of
women over men would recede from
i,o64 in 1954 to between 5,024 and 1,046
in 5970. This, however, is exclusively a
consequence of the incompleteness of the
1954 figures (cf. Section 4.2).

"This proportionality naturallywould
ipply only in so far as it may be assumed
that the age structures of the registered
and non-registered portions of the population are identical.
50 In the case of a steady birth rate (cf.
Section 7.2) and the disappearance of
various postwar phenomena interfering
with family life.
67 Annual Reports of the 'Joodse Invalide' and communications from members of the Boards of the other homes and
institutipns in Amsterdam. The Hague,
Rotterdam, Enschede, and Arnhem.
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JEWISH MIGRATION IN THE
POST-WAR PERIOD*
lija M. Dijour

M

IGRATION has always been the decisive factor in the survival of the Jewish people, but never before had it reached
such a magnitude as during the lifetime of the last two generations. 5,450,000Jews have left their homes since i88o, which is half the
present world Jewish population. The tragic loss of six million victims
of Nazism during the war did not stop this movement. On the contrary,
the flow of Jewish immigration continued in greater measure than ever
after the Second World War.
The four million pre-war Jewish immigrants were responsible for the
creation of the dynamic Jewish communities of North and South
America, Australia and South Africa. One million of the 1,355,000 postwar Jewish immigrants were instrumental in the creation of the State of
Israel.
In round figures this entire movement can be summarized as follows:
Jewish Migration, 1881-1960
To all

To Palestine—
Israel

Per cent to
Palestine—
Israel

Period

Countries

1881-1914 (a)
1919-1939 (a)
1940-1944

2,750,000
1,200,000
145,000

501000
345,000
45,000 (b)

18
288
310

Total 1881-1944

4,095,000

440,000

207

1945-1960

11355,000

1,0

,000 (6)

(a) A. Tartakower, In Search of Home and Freedom, London, 19 8, p. 90
(6) Statistical Abstract of Israel 1959/60, No. i i,Jerusalem, 1960, p. 69.

The presentation which follows concerns only the post-war movement, namely the 1,055,000 immigrants to Israel and the 300,000 to
other countries.
The overwhelming majority of Jewish immigrants to Israel arrived
after the creation of the State on 15 May 1948-956,726 persons up to
* This paper was originally a document prepared for the World Conference on
Problems of International Migration, convened by the World Council of Churches,
in Leysin, Switzerland, June ig6z.
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the end of 1959. They arrived from all continents and from almost all
countries. It is significant, however, that the majority (56 per cent)
came from Asian and African countries, and the minority (44 per cent)
from Europe, the Americas, and Oceania.
The monumental task of transferring and integrating such a mass of
immigrants in so short a period of time was accomplished by thejewish
Agency and the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, in cooperation with the Israeli government. It became possible only with
the fundamental Law of Return which provided that 'every Jew has
the right to come to the country as an "Oleh"' (i.e. as an immigrant).
During the period from 1945 to 1953, the A.J.D.C. was responsible for
the transportation of 504,208 Jews to Israel, in co.operation with the
Jewish Agency, the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration, the International Refugee Orgathzation, and the Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration. This included the evacuation of the major portion of Jewish communities in countries such as
Yemen, Iraq, Libya, Bulgaria, and Yugoslavia. The most spectacular
movement was the 'Operation Magic Carpet', an airlift organized by
the A.J.D.C. which transported 46,243 Yemenite Jews to Israel during
the period from December 1948 to June 1950.1
Since '953 the Jewish Agency alone has been responsible for the
emigration to Israel from all countries, including North Africa, Egypt,
and Eastern Europe.
The absorption and initial resettlement of over a million newcomers
by 600,000 inhabitants in a new, undeveloped country represents an
unprecedented task. It required the pooling of all human and material
resources in the country, as well as vigorous financial support from
Jewish communities the world over. It is impossible to attempt to
describe this entire movement, but we may summarize the functioning
of the absorption process.
Upon arrival in Israel the immigrants received temporary shelter at
numerous reception centres, the largest and most important being
Sha'ar Aliyah at Haifa. There they were registered, underwent medical
examination, and were given a test of professional skill.
Then they were divided into the following categories:
(i) Immigrants not requiring assistance from the Jewish Agency (i.e.
those joining relatives or friends, those having their own means, and
holding a labour contract), were released from the reception centre
immediately.
(2) Young immigrants for whom the pre-migratiOn work had been
done by Youth Aliyah were dispatched to the kibbutzim or other
settlements directly upon arrival.
() Chronic invalids, unaccompanied immigrants over 55 years of
age and other social eases were cared for by M.A.L.B.E.N., a special
organization financed and administered by A.J.D.C.
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() Immigrants following a needed trade were admitted to Ulpanim,
schools for adults with intensive courses in Hebrew and general knowledge of Israel.
() All other immigrants were sent to the Ma'Abarot or transit
centres, from which they were transferred to planned viUages in townships in accordance with the over-all colonization programme.
This method of receiving and placing the newcomers was not rigid
and changed during the years. Greater emphasis was subsequently
placed upon a direct transfer from the boat or aeroplane to the homes
and jobs in rural and industrial areas. The balance of immigrants remaining in the Ma'Abarot was the index of the success or failure of the
integration effort in any period.
As immigrants to Israel have been admitted on anon-selective basis
with regard to occupational or educational background, the rapid
growth of the economy created a need for skilled workers and professionals. Therefore an important task of the Jewish Agency and the
Israeli government in regard to immigration is to attract such skilled
immigrants as are to be found mostly among the Jewish communities
in Europe and the Western Hemisphere.
A scholarly description of the extreme complexity of absorption and
integration problems in Israel is to be found in detail in the book by
Dr. Samuel Noah Eisenstadt, The Absorption of Immigrants, published in
London in 1954.
The assisted immigration ofJews to countries other than Israel is the
responsibility of United Hias Service and its predecessors, the Hebrew
Sheltering and Immigrant Aid Society (H.I.A.S.), United Service for
New Americans (U.S.N.A.), and the Migration Services of. AJ.D.C.
From the end of the Second World War up to 1954 these three organizations worked separately in the fields of emigration and immigration,
co-ordinating their efforts only in certain situations. In 1954 the three
organizations merged into United Hias Service, which has responsibility for.assisting Jewish emigration to countries other than Israel.
Approxiyiately 300,000 persons were assisted in their emigration and
initial resettlement during the period.from 1945 to 196o. (See Appendix
I.) The resettlement by main areas of destination was as follows:
Area of Immigralion

Number

United States
Latin America
Canada
Australia
Other (a)

16 ,000

36,000
24,000
16,000
45,000

Total 286,000 (b)
Mainly Western Europe.
In addition, we estimate that five per cent were assisted by other organizations, making
a total of approximately 300,000 assisted.
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United States

The estimated total of Jewish immigrants admitted into the United
States in the post-war period is close to sgo;000, which represents about
six per cent of the total immigrants admitted in this period. However,
the percentages differed from year to year depending on emergency
situations and resulting special legislation.
As recently as June ig6o the United States Senate issued a report
according to which a total of 711,212 displaced persons, refugees, and
parolees were admitted to the United States for the period from 1946
to 1959 under emergency legislation. Computing the corresponding
figures on Jewish immigrants admitted during the same period under
the various laws, we arrive at a higher percentage of Jewish participation in most of these refugee groups than in general immigration. The
average percentage of Jews among the admitted refugees was twelve
per cent, as against six per cent for general immigration (see Appendix
II).
The Jewish organizations in the United States and abroad adapted
quickly to the requirements of each emergency. They responded
vigorously to the innovation of the 'corporate affidavit' first introduced
in President Truman's Directive in 1946. The U.S.N.A., in co-operation with the A.J.D.C. Migration Services in Europe, under-wrote such
corporate affidavits for 7,792 Jewish inmates in the displaced persons
camps. H.I.A.S. did the same for 4,857 refugees. As a result, the number
of Jews admitted under the Truman Directive was about 32 per cent
of the total.2
With the D.P. Act of 1948 as amended in 195 z, the situation was more
complicated. It required an agreement between the U.S.N.A. and the
H.I.A.S. whereby the former handled mostly blanket assurances from
Jewish community gtoups, whereas the H.I.A.S. concentrated its
activities on individually-sponsored cases.
'Believing that the community-type sponsorship better served the
interests of the refugee, U.S.N.A. concentrated on the blanket type of
assurance. Jewish community groups provided these bJanket assurances
on the basis of estimates of the housing and job opportunities available
in the localities. Lists of skills available among the displaced persons
were in turn circulated about the communities. Actual matching of
assurances and jobs was done by A.J.D.C.—H.I.A.S. overseas.' Under
this arrangement the U.S.N.A. brought into the United States 38,327
persons and 197 orphans under the D.P. Act. H.I.A.S. was instrumental
in effecting the immigration of 20,788 D.P.s. Together with those sponsored by other agencies or directly by relatives the percentage of Jews
among the immigrants under the D.P. Act as amended reached 18.
Under the Refugee Relief Act 209,000 refugees were authorized and
188,90 were actually admitted. The majority of ,those admitted were
Italian relatives of United States citizens, Dutch, and Far Eastern and
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Chinese refugees. 3,701 Jewish refugees were actually admitted. As the
implementation of this Act started at the end of 1954, the sponsorship,
transportation, and initial resettlement of this entire group was organ-.
ized by United Hias Service in co-operation with the Intergovernmental
Committee for European Migration (I.C.E.M.), the United States
Escapee Program (U.S.E.P.) and the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (U.N.H.C.R.). With regard to resettlement in the
United States, United Hia.s Service continued the policy of co-operating
closely with community services throughout the country and the New
York Association for New Americans (N.Y.A.N.A.) in New York City.
The next two emergency groups admitted were the Hungarian
parolees in 1956 and 1957, and the Egyptian refugees under Section i
of Public Law 85-316, passed by Congress in 1957. In the table in
Appendix II we use figures only on those Hungarian parolees who adjusted their status, in order to follow the table published in the Senate
report. In reality, the total number of Hungarian escapees admitted to
31 December 1957 was 38,000 and the corresponding number ofJewish
Hungarian escapees was 5,069.
As is generally known, the procedures applied by the U.S. and othei
governments during the Hungarian emergency were a considerable departure from usual practices. The extreme speed and the availability of
immediate transportation, and governmental concern over reception
and initial resettlement, contributed to a rapid and effective handling
of this particular group. The 5,069 Jewish Hungarian escapees were
resettled in 31 states and the District of Columbia. The enthusiastic
support by the Jewish communities of this particular programme made
up for the almost complete absenceof the usual preparatory work which
was simply not possible just because of the speed of the operation.
Entirely different was the case of the Egyptian refugees. They could
be processed mainly under Section 15 of Public Law 85-3 i6, which
meant that in order to be eligible these refugees had to find a way to
leave Egypt to some country of first asylum. U.H.S. European Headquarters succeeded in making arrangements with the governments of
some Western European countries in order to facilitate this exodus. But,
in view of the extreme complexity of this entire procedure, out of a total
of 8,014 assisted Egyptian Jewish refugees, only 1,734 proceeded to the
United States. The resettlement of this group has not met with any
particular difficulties because of the relatively favourable occupational
composition of these refugees.
The 85,000Jewish refugees admitted under the emergency legislation
were recognized as refugees in terms of the respective laws. However, in
our estimation the overwhelming majority of the remaining 8o,000
assisted Jewish immigrants who entered under the regular quota laws,
mostly on the basis of family reunion, were actually refugees from all
types of oppression and persecution.4
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Latin America
The area next in importance for Jewish immigration in the post-war
period was Latin America. Here it is difficult to make a country-bycountry statistical comparison of general and Jewish immigration for
some twenty countries.
With regard to Latin America, the division of the post-war period into
two parts has particular significance. Although the majority of the
36,000 assisted immigrants—namely 28,000—arrived before the creation of United Hias Service in 1954, and only 8,000 since that date, the
difference is not so much in quantity as in the quality of services rendered. Whereas in the earlier period it was mainly a question of family
reunion, of war and Nazi victims and their kin who emigrated to
various Latin American countries before the Second World War, the
second group was composed mostly of refugees from Hungary, Egypt,
and other Middle Eastern countries, whether or not they had relatives
in Latin America. Out of the total of 8,300 in the period from I955on,
1,500 were Hungarians and 3,800 Egyptians. The overwhelming
majority of the immigrants (about seventy per cent) were received by
Brazil, and the remainder were dispersed in other countries. The reception and resettlement in Latin America were far more difficult than
in the United States or other English-speaking immigration countries.
The Jewish communities were not sufficiently organized and prepared
to integrate the newcomers. It was not enough for United Hias Service
to help the immigrants to reach their destination and then turn them
over to relatives or local communities. The community agencies themselves had to be strengthened both financially and organizationally. Professional workers were brought over from the United States and other
countries, or trained locally. Lay leaden of the communities were induced to accept social service and casework methods in handling
newcomers.
During the six-year period from 1955 to 196o the full success of
the new methods was registered: both major groups, the Hungarians
and the Egyptians, in Brazil and elsewhere in Latin America, became
self-sufficient in a period from three to six months, in most cases.
Relatively few needed supplementary assistance for a longer period
of time and even the number of 'hard-core' cases was reduced to a
minimum.
Special programmes for housing, vocational guidance and placement,
medical assistance, and the education of immigrant children were
undertaken in close co-operation with the respective Jewish community
services. In some of these programmes the cost was shared by United
Hias Latin American Headquarters with the communities.
With the help of A.J.D.C., the Jewish Colonization Association
(J.C.A.), and the Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany, special loan funds wereset up in Brazil, Chile, and Uruguay for
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the purpose of facilitating the integration through the establishing of
small businesses or acquiring tools for artisans or professionals.
All this could be achieved through the favourable attitude of Latin
American governments, especially that of Brazil. However, much more
remains to be accomplished in order to assist the existing Jewish communities in Latin America to absorb more newcomers from new areas
of distress.
Canada

Numerically the Jewish share in the over-all post-war immigration to
Canada was rather modest, roughly 6o,000 as against 2,000,000, or
three per cent. However, it represented a substantial increase in the
Jewish population of Canada, which is now a quarter of a million. The
Jewish immigration was organized and financed by the Canadian Jewish Congress, the representative body of CanadianJewry, together with
the Jewish Immigrant Aid Services (J.I.A.S.) of Canada. Both organic
zations frequently obtained from the Canadian government relaxation of
immigration regulations affecting the admission of certain categories of
immigrants and refugees such as orphans, close relatives, and workers
in certain trades. Thus in the early period, from 1947 to 1951, 1,041
Jewish war orphans were admitted under the sponsorship of the
Canadianjewish Congress and the United Jewish War Relief Agencies.
In subsequent years, 3,880 Jewish tailors, furriers and milliners and
their dependants were admitted following petitions made to the
government by the respective labour unions.
In the later period, from 1955 to i g6o, the largest single group was
Jewish escapees from Hungary, close to 4,000; next in number were
immigrants from North Africa (Morocco and Tunisia) with over 1,000,
and then Egyptian refugees numbering about 300. All these special
groups, as well as regular immigrants, were assisted in their reception
and integration byJ.I.A.S. during the first year after arrival, and when
necessary subsequently by the family, child care, and the vocational
agencies of the locai Jewish communities throughout Canada.
The 24,000 Jewish immigrants of the post-war period indicated in
Appendix I were assisted both on departure by United Hias Service
and its predecessors and by J.I.A.S. and the local Jewish communities
upon arrival.
Australia
The Australian Jewish community showed a spectacular increase in
its population during the post-war period. The census of 1947 indicated
a Jewish population of 32,019. The Jewish population in ig6o is estimated at 6,000. The major part of this increase came through immigration. Over i 6,000 immigrants of the post-war period, indicated in
Appendix I, were assisted both on departure, by United Hias Service,
and on arrival, by the Federation ofAustralianJewish Welfare Societies.
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The overss'helming majority ofJewish immigrants to Australia came
from Eastern Europe, joining relatives most of whom had arrived in
the period between the two world wars.
The Federation of Australian Jewish Welfare Societies carried the
burden of pre- and post-wigration assistance to the newcomers. This
included: intervention with governmental authorities for issuance of
immigration permits, both on individual and community assurances;
reception; temporary shelter; permanent housing; vocational, medical
and educational services; in addition, services of specially created loan
chests were used to lend money to newcomers out of a fund constituted
by contributions from American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee,
Jewish Colonization Association, and the Claims Conference. These
loans greatly facilitate the economic adjustment of the immigrants.
Europe and other Destinations

Close to 45,000 assisted migrants to Western Europe and other destinations includejews from Eastern Europe, North Africa, and Egypt who
managed to make their way to Western European countries and settled
there permanently. Those who came from the same areas to Western
Europe in transit to overseas destinations are not included in this total.
The integration of these migrants was greatly facilitated by the
welfare activities of A.J.D.C. throughout Europe and the constant
amelioration of economic conditions within the Jewish communities in
Western Europe. As a matter of policy, United Hias Service turns over
the responsibility for the reception and initial resettlement from its own
offices to such Western European Jewish communities as the British,
Dutch, Swedish, and Swiss, which are fully equipped to carry out these
functions.
CONCLUSION

In the summing up of this brief survey of the assisted post-warJewish
migration to countries other than Israel, it should be noted that United
Hias Service, as well as its predecessors, attempted to assist Jewish
migration, relying on the close co-operation of existing Jewish community organizations in the emigration and transmigration countries;
and especially in immigration areas.
On the other hand, all the activities described above on behalf of
the approximately 300,000 assisted Jewish migrants were greatly
facilitated, both operationally and financially, by the major intergovernmental agencies active in the field of migration in the post-war
period. The United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration
(U.N.R.R.A.), International Refugee Organization of the United
Nations (I.R.O.), and the Intergovernmental Committee on Refugees
of the United Nations, entered into contractual agreements with United
Hias Service predecessors A.J.D.C. and H.I.A.S. during the early part
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of the post-war period. The same close co-operation continued after
1954 with the Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration
(I.C.E.M.), the United States Escapee Program (U.S.E.P.), and the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (U.N.H.C.R.).
The close ties on the national level with the respective Jewish communities and voluntary agencies of other faiths, and on the international
level with governmental and intergovernmental agencies, made it
possible for United Hias Service to do its migration work on an international casework basis, and to develop the necessary flexibility to respond quickly to new and unexpected emergency situations. The latest
such areas of need are the Congo and Cuba where, despite the extreme
political complexity of the situation, United Hias Service has been able
to offer needed assistance to Jewish refugees.
APPENDIX I

Jewish Migrants assisted by United Hias Service
and its Predecessor Agencies, 1945-1960
Area of Destinajion
Europe
r4
other

Total

4,296
752
453
1,964
360
94
197

2,878
10,805
9,868
2,813
4,096
8,2'
213
1 93
228
313

7,776
26,494
47,049
37,587
52,688
26,094
25,048
9,886
5,723
3,933

16,541

10,273

39,654

242,278

272
559
3,982
1,69
95'
1,153

323
1,130
4,075
769
496
318

340
453
2,711
1,307
68
569

18
795
2,121
1 ,80
510
573

2,84'
7,275
17,794
6,979
42650
3,824

16,171

8,286

7, 11 '

6,o38

5,757

43,363

164,61'

35,656

23,652

16,311

45,411

285,641

Tear
Lajtn

U.S.A.

America

Canada

4,160
12,774
29,274
17,581
41,222
12,679
17,271
7,315
4,009
2,155

395
1,713
4,309
8,714
.4,515
3,052
2,108

343
563
2,080
4,183
2,103
1,663
3,492
,,018
742
354

148,4.40

27,370

1,728
4,338
41 905
1,954
2,035
1,211

Sub-Total
1955-1960
Grand Total
1945-1960

1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
195'
1952
1953
1954
Sub-Total
1945-1954
1 955
1956
1957
198
1959
1960

-

1,000

6o914

Australia

-

639

1 , 18

Figures for 1961: U.S.A.-3,725 (including 2,000 refugees from Cuba); Latin America-

gao; Canada-65; Australia-8o; Europe and other-1,365 (including emigrants from

'I'unisia to France); Totat-7,085.
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APPENDIX II

Immigration to U.S.A. on Basis of Emergency Legislation
(1946-1959)
Total
Emergency
Immigration (a)

Emergency Legislation
Type and Period

Truman Directive
1946-8
Displaced Persons Act
'949-52
German ethnics

Percentage
Jewish
to rotat
Emergency

JeWish
Emergency
Immigration

40,324

12,849 (6)

3 1 *9

352,260

63,407 (c)

18-0

53,766

-

-

406,026

Refugee Relief Act
19537
Act of September ii, 197 (85-316)
1 957-9
Act of September 2, 1958 (g)
ig8-g
1-lungarian parolees (adjusted status)
ig8-g (h)
1945-59

3,701 (d)

20

9,910 (e)
39,39'
1,187

1,455(f)

1 47

25,424

2,922

II

711,212

84,334

188,90

-

-

-

-

5

119

(a) Calendar No. I 714,86th Congress, 2nd Session, U.S. Senate, Report No. 161, 22 June
1960, p. s.
(I') The Refugee in the Post-War World,Jacques Vernant, London, 1953, p. 522. The chapters
on the United States and Canada were written by Jane Clark Carey and LIja M. Dijour.
(è) The D.P. Story—The Final Report of the U.S. Displaced Persons Commission, Washington,
D.C., 1952, pp. 248, 366.
United Hias Service Statistical Abstract, Fourth Quarter 1957, p. 5.
For admission of certain groups of refugees including Egyptians under Section i.
United }Iias Service data.
For admission of victims of Azores disaster and Dutch Indonesians.
Notification to United Hias Service from Immigration and Naturalization Service.
Only notifications of I.N.S. about changes of status from parolee to immigrant are counted.
The actual number of admitted Hungarian refugees was 38,000, of whom 5,000 were Jews.
NOTES
'J.D.C. Statistical Abstract 1953, pp.
12-13, '5.
The Refugee in the Post- War World,
edited by Jacques Vernant, P. 522.
5 See The D.P. Story—The Final Report
of the U.S. Displaced Persons Com,nission,
pp. 282, 284, and 248.
'Books on the integration of immigrants in the U.S. published by U.H.S.:

Visas to Freedom— The History of H.I.A.S.,
by Mark Wischaitzer, New York, 1956;
300,000 New Americans, by Lyman C.
White, New York, 1957; The Displaced
Person and the Social Agency, by David
Crystal, New York, 1958; and Adjustment
in Freedom, by Helen L. Glassman, New
York, 1956.
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OCCUPATION AND SOCIAL
ADVANCEMENT IN ANGLO-JEWRY
Ernest Krausz
HE object of this paper is twofold: first, to investigate the
occupational distribution of the Jews of this country, and in
particular to draw attention to the important changes of the
last hundred years and to observe the more recent trends; second, to
throw some light on the social consequences of these changes.
Peddling and hawking were the staple occupations of the Jewish
population until the middle of the nineteenth century. 'Peddling
[however] declined in London and later in the Provinces because the
retail network gradually covered the land.' ' Other outdoor occupations, such as glaziery, lingered on until the end of the century,2 while
street-trading has remained to the present day a calling in which many
Jews are engaged. The economic group above the outdoor traders was
composed mainly of shopkecpers. At the top was the small group of the
very rich, who as a rule were concerned with international trade and
banking.
The mass immigration which started in the i88os brought abotit
significant changes. The east European immigrant's staple occupation
was tailoring, and the setting for it was the notorious sweat-shbp. Other
typical immigrant trades were boot and shoe making and furniture
making.3 Whatever• their calling the great majority of immigrants
belonged to the working class. The proletarianization of the Jewish
community resulted in widespread trade union and socialist activity.
Lloyd Gartner gives a very useful account of the development of
Jewish 'movements of protest and improvement' in this country.4
Proletarianism, however, was short-lived. As the immigrants consolidated and improved their position, and particularly as the first generation born here became Anglicized, a diversification in occupations took
place. Large numbers opened their own businesses or workshops;
others entered the professions or became black-coated workers. With
the influx of refugees from Nazi Europe before the Second World War,
again new businesses and industries were established, as a result of which
openings in a great number of skilled and clerical occupations became
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available. The Jewish community was becoming increasingly middleclass.
What picture can we draw of the occupational pattern of AngloJewry in the post-war period? Despite the paucity of statistical data,
the few studies that have been carried out, such as those by Barou
and Neustatter, suggest the following salient features. First, the total
of gainfully occupied persons over the age of 15 is smaller in the Jewish
minority than in the general population-46 per cent for the former as
against 58 per cent for the latter 5 Second, the percentage of persons
working on their own account is far greater in the minority than in the
general population—the lowest estimatefor the minority is 15 per cent
compared with 6 per cent in the general population.° Third, although
there has been a diversification in occupations and a shift away from
the traditionally Jewish trades, it is still true to say that Jews concentrate in certain economic spheres, particularly those connected with
the manufacture and distribution of consumer goods. 7
The first two statements prompt us to ask whether a relatively
smaller working population and a larger percentage of self-employed are signs of generally greaterJewish wealth. The smaller working population among Jews appears to be due in large measure to the small
percentage of Jewish women who go out to work, particularly when
married—i i per cent as against 34 per cent in the general population.
This, it is suggested, is mainly the result of the traditional Jewish view,
still prevalent, that the woman's place is in the home. Thus, it is said
that 'Jewish working-class men tend to deprive themselves of luxuries
rather than allow their wives to share the wage-earning burden'. 9 To a
lesser extent, the smaller percentage of gainfully occupied Jewish persons is due to the relatively greater number of Jewish young people
staying on at school after the age of i, and subsequently entering
University.'° Thus, the J.U.J.F. Survey, 1954-5, estimated thatJewish
students made up 8 per cent of the total number of full-time University students in Britain, although the Jewish proportion in the general
population was only about i per cent.1' It is often maintained that this
is due to the traditional Jewish respect for learning and the sacrifices
Jewish parents are prepared to makc for their children. It would not be
unreasonable to suggest, however, that the factors we have mentioned
so far are not the only explanations for the disparities which exist between Jews and non-Jews in respect of the number of working women
on the one hand, and young people continuing with their studies on the
other. Without the greater affluence of the minority these differences
would of necessity be much smaller.
The large percentage of Jews who work on their own account is a
phenomenon which at least partly is a product of circumstances, such
as the obstacles the Jewish immigrant often encountered in his efforts
to obtain employment, or his religious requirements.12 These factors
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have, however, largely disappeared, for today's standard of religiosity
of the majority ofjews in this country is not such as to prevent them from
entering any occupation. Again, there is now no difficulty in finding
well-paid jobs. Yet the Loan Department of the Jewish Board of
Guardians had the following to report in 1955: 'The Committee continue to find that the high wages being offered do not seem to lessen the
number of prospective borrowers, who prefer being their own masters,
rather than take jobs which might give them more money.' " It may
be that this wish for economic independence, even when it does not
seem to offer better material prospects than employment, is really the
after-effect of historical conditioning. This may well mean that,
whereas in the past greater economic independence has invariably led
to greater wealth, today the small independent trader or artisan is often
merely exposing himself to the fierce competition of the vast commercial enterprises and industrial organizations, without attaining a standard of living higher than that of better-paid workers. Nevertheless, the
fact that the Jewish minority has a large percentage of people working
on their own account means in effect that it has a large trained reservoir of business men; and those who are likely to undertake big business ventures will be drawn from the ranks of this entrepreneurial class,
rather than from the employee group. In the professions the fields most
popular, such as medicine, law, and accountancy, are those where the
person can establish his own practice, and can expect a higher income
than that of the salaried professional man. In these ways it is undoubtedly true to say that the greater size of the self-employed group
has had the effect of enhancing the wealth of the community.
Let us now consider the statement dealing with the distribution of
Jews in various economic roles. If we first take people in the employee
group, we see that the earlier concentration in a few typically Jewish
crafts was followed by diversification, but the latter gave way, particularly in recent years, to a drift into the black-coated occupations. This
is evident from the post-war reports of the Jewish Board of Guardians
and the Sabbath Observance Employment Bureau, the two agencie
in London concerned with placing Jews in occupations. While these are
specialized bodies, the former dealing primarily with young people
and the latter being concerned with the provision of jobs where the
Sabbath can be observed, their experiences and observations are valu-able as indications of the recent trends in the choice of occupations."
Thus, thousands of workers are leaving annually the clothing and furniturc trades,'5 and they are not replaced by new Jewish entrants into
industry. Hairdressing, electrical engineering, and jewellery are popular occupations, but a very large proportion of Jews in them are becoming clerks, bookkeepers, secretaries, and salesmen.'° Perhaps even
more impressive is the considerable number entering the professions.
The girls have a great preference for office work and the showrooms.1 '
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One of the principal reasons for this new trend away from the traditional occupations is the fact that parents, who experienced long periods of slackness in the so-called Jewish trades, 'prefer their children to
enter business, offices, and the professions, and many are the sacrifices
they are prepared to make to achieve this end'.'8 Again, many of them
are better off materially than before the war, and they are more concerned about the choice of a good career for their children, often projecting on to the latter their own ambitions and ideas.19
Turning to the Jewish role in the business and manufacturing world,
we find that concentration in certain spheres stilt exists. Concentration
must not be regarded, however, as being synonymous with domination.
If we take finance, for example, while Jewish participation in merchant
banking is still important, Jews can hardly be found in commercial
banking. 20 Again, Jewish 'take-over' financiers are active mainly in the
fields of the manufacture and distribution of consumer goods, and in
the field of property. Israel Cohen in his book on Contemporary Jewry
goes in fact so far as to say that 'the part played by Jews in the financial
world of Great Britain is comparatively unimportant',2 ' a statement
that some may be reluctant to accept. On the other hand, it is generally
recognized that Jewish participation in heavy industry is rather insignificant.22 Moreover, even in the manufacture of consumer goods, only
certain lines, such as clothing, are to a large extent in Jewish hands,
while in such other fields as electrical goods, confectionery, not to mention for example the motor-car industry, Jews are of little importance.
Similarly, regarding departmental and chain stores, a wrong impression may be gained as a result of a few large and well-known Jewish
concerns.23 Although it is important to prevent grossly exaggerated
ideas of Jewish wealth, this is neither to deny the prominent part
played byJews in industry and commerce, where they have contributed
richly to advancing Britain's standards, 24 nor to deny the rapid rise of
many a pauper immigrant or his descendant to the rank of an economic
magnate.
Paul Emden enumerates the qualities that brought success to the
destitute immigrants. These newcomers were 'industrious, thrifty, of
intellectual keenness and an indomitable self-confidence. All their
energies were concentrated on two objects: to develop the industry with
which they were associated and to raise themselves in the social scale.' 25
As he gained economic independence the competitive spirit of the immigrant increased, and to achieve success he had to be more enterprising and less conservative. He was a self-made man whose motto
became the reverse of 'What was good enough for my father is good
enough for me'.26 In fact it is not only true to say with Emden that
'the Jews have succeeded in bettering their own status more rapidly
than any other group of immigrants', 27 but also that in a relatively
short period of time they have surpassed the general population in
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reaching upper- and middle-class standards, i.e. proportionately to their
numbers more of them will be found in the higher-income groups.
In seeking explanations for this rapid 'bourgeoisiflcation', we ought
to point to a few characteristic features of the Jewish population. First,
the higher proportion of self-employed persons and the stress on education proved definite advantages in enhancing the socio-economic rise.
Second, the fact that Jews were often pushed to the periphery of the
economy, i.e. into light industry and retail distribution, proved very
much of a blessing. For it was comparatively easy to expand quickly
and successfully in this type of business where little capital but a great
deal of enterprise was needed, qualifications often possessed by Jews.
Third, we find the Jewish population to be more thoroughly urbanized:
of the total Jewish population in the U.K., 62 per cent live in Greater
London, and 8o per cent live in the six largest cities; for the total general
population in the U.K., the figures are respectively 16 per cent and 24
per cent. 28 Greater urbanization was conducive to the increased number of business men, people in the professions, and those in blackcoated occupations, so swelling the ranks of Jews in the middle and
upper classes.29 Fourth, the minority status of the Jew gave a further
impetus to his aspiration to rise in the social scale. As a result of these
factors the Jewish community has had a higher degree of upward social
mobility than the rest of the population. Unfortunately, we have no
data which would enable us to analyse in a precise manner the differences in social mobility between Jews and non-Jews.
I shall now consider some of the consequences of the socio-economic
changes that have occurred in the community. The higher standard of
living and the movement towards the upper and middle classes have
produced the accepted outward expressions of higher status. These can
be observed in connexion with behaviour, dress, the ownership of certain objects which are symbols of high status, and the taking up of
appropriate recreational activities. Perhaps the most impressive external sign of upward social mobility has been the great population shift
from the older and poorer areas of settlement to the residential suburbs.
Jewish society is in fact fast becoming a 'green-belt society'.
The quest for material comforts on the part ofJews who have entered
the higher-income groups, and their efforts to lead a style of life associated with the upper classes, has exposed them to sharp and often
cynical criticism. It is true that, because of the apid rise in the social
scale, the individual may have lived much of his earlier life in circumstances typical of the lower-income groups; hence the lack of intimate
knowledge of the upper-class pattern of living would result in his 'efforts
of stylization becoming identified with consumption activities',30 which
assume far too grat an importance. Brian Glanville maintains that 'a
competitive anxiety to spend' is noticeable among Jews, and that
'keeping up with the Cohens is a more taxing business than keeping up
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with the Joneses'.31 But it is interesting that, as Howard Brotz points
out, 'among the mass ofJews there is a widespread phenomenon of one
Jew regarding the efforts of another Jew at stylization not as proper at
all but as "ostentation" 32 It must be emphasized, however, that the
existence of possession of wealth as a criterion in social stratification,
and the great demand for material comforts, are true of the general
society in which the Jews live. Furthermore, the stress on education and
the esteem in which the educated person is held continue to exist in
Jewish society, although it is true that the attribute of wealth has assumed an even greater importance. But the Jew in this sense is not
atypical of the environment in which he lives, for Western industrialized
society is pervaded with materialism and it encourages aggressive competition for status. In fact, because of his more thorough urbanization
and greater adaptability to the changing conditions of a fluid social and
economic system, the Jew approaches more nearly the 'ideal-type' individual of Western society, with its stress on achievement and the
possession of material wealth.
The high degree of social mobility has had its effects on leadership,
and has wrought changes in the pattern of social stratification. Brotz,
who maintains that Jewish society is still essentially itratified into two
social classes, the old-e1ite33 and the rest, admits that a process of
incipient differentiation is taking place among the newer immigrants
and their descendants.34 This is so in spite of the fact that the lowerincome groups, particularly the more refined and educated, do not
recognize the newly rich as their superiors, the latter being regarded as
lacking in refinement, culture, good taste, etc. Although there is still a
high degree of egalitarianism35 among those labelled by Brotz as 'the
rest', he discerns, nevertheless, an emergent stratification. It is particularly true that the issue of the newer immigrants, whohave acquired Wealth or education, have entered into the leadership of most
communal organizations.36 Whether it was because of the money of
the newly rich or the ability of the new professional man, the old elite
had to accept them as their colleagues, and the ordinary membership
had to recognize them as their leaders. The present trends in the stratification of the Jewish eommunit' seem to point to the merging of the
old-elite with the newer wealthy elements and the higher professional
men to form the upper class, the majority attaining middle-class
standards, and the working class all but disappearing.
There is yet another interesting aspect to the rise of the immigrant
in the social scale. This is the way such a rise has affected his relationships with the host society and consequently the attitudes of his own
group to this phenomenon. The success of the new immigrant in improving his living conditions often gave rise to antisemitism. As Robb
puts it: 'One of the most obvious features of the Jewish community
appears to have been the number of individuals who succeeded in
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rising from a position of abject poverty to a condition which, in the
East End, was regarded as tolerably comfortable, and this success was
resented by their Gentile neighbours'.37 The accusations most common
in the immediate years after the mass influx of immigrants, that they
pushed out the Gentile from his employment by accepting low wages, 38
was followed in later years by accusations of unfair methods of competition practised by Jewish business-men.39 This type of indictment was
taken up seriously by the Board of Deputies of British Jews and the
Trades Advisory Council. There has been a general tendency in the
community to think in terms of the existence of a corporate responsibility for deeds of individual Jews, and to stress the importance of safeguarding the good name of Anglo-Jewry.40 Divergent opinions have
been expressed, however, with regard to the more recent activities of
well-known Jewish tycoons. Thus, those who criticized the methods of
these tycoons have been accused of timidity by the leader of the Jewish
Defence Committee, who at a general meeting of the Trades Advisory
Council had this to say: 'When I read in the financial columns about
the sphere of influence commanded by [Jewish tycoons] I feel not fear
but a sense of warmth and identification with these men which makes
me proud.' 41 This attitude was severely attacked by some sections of
the community, and it was argued for example that 'the blazoning
headlines about enormous take-over bids ... do not really add anything
to the Jewish name',42 and that even when the Jew was strictly within
the law he ought to be moderate in his actions so as to safeguard the
welfare and good name of the community as a whole.43
From the above we can discern quite clearly the different reactions
aroused by the existence of prejudice against the minority, or the awareness of its possible occurrence. On the one hand there are those minority members who will openly fight any prejudices, and defend the
rights and privileges ofJews. To this category belong also the Jews who,
experiencing discrimination and non-acceptance by the host society,
will strive to outdo the non-Jews through achievement in the economic,
political, and cultural fields, and through ostentatious behaviour in the
realms of fashion, recreation, place of residence, etc. On the other hand
there are those who will advocate the necessity to treat the Gentile in a
manner so as to reduce his hostility, and to avoid, for example, eliciting
his prejudices by ostentation. Their aim is to eliminate prejudices or
situations that can bring them about.
Having sketched the major changes in the economic life of the Jewish
community, and having considered some of the social consequences,
what conclusions can we reach? There are two main aspects to the impressive success story of the once destitute immigrant group which are
of particular interest to the sociologist. First, although egalitarian
sentiments still linger on in the community, definite plutocratic tendencies have established themselves. This is seen in the manner in
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which the wealthy and the top professional people are to a very large
extent in the effective leadership of the community. It is also seen in the
way the upper strata set the standards of values, which those in the
income groups below them tend to emulate. Second 4 although there
persists a minority community with distinctive religious and cultural
values, and with the social distance from the host society largely maintained, its members have proved in the economic field to have the very
qualifications that are essential for successful living in the urban milieu
of industrialized society. The Jew in this sense has become the prototype
of the twentieth-century man in Western society.
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ORT is to step up sharply its vocational training and other economic assistance
services in France in the light of large-scale immigration ofJews from North Africa.
Professor William Haber, President of ORT, announced that his organization
would soon open a new technical training school in Marseilles, where the recent
influx from North Africa has increased the size of the Jewish population from 4,000
to 40,000 in the last seven years. Other ORT schools in Paris, Lyons, and Strasbourg
will also increase their activities.
The Jewish Agency Executive has announced a budget ofIL.371 million for 1962
and 1963, instead of IL.278 million adopted before the devaluation which raised the
exchange rate from IL.,.8o to IL.3 per dollar, and has pushed up the Agency's pound
income derived from funds received from abroad.
The Executive is to spend over IL.77 million on immigration, absorption, and
Youth Miyah, IL.6' million on immigration and housing, and IL.Ro million on
agricultural settlements.
A pamphlet by Hans Lamm, .'Der Eichmann Prozess in der Deutschen Oeffentlichen Meinung' (published by Net Tamid, Frankfurt/Main, 1961) contains several
interesting comparisons of the German reaction to the trial on the one hand, and
that in Great Britain, the United States, and Switzerland on the other.
A comparison of the results of the Gallup poll in the three last countries with that
of EMNID, the German public opinion poll, reveals the following percentage figures
on the question 'What would be the correct way to handle the trial?':
Trial by an Israel court
Trial by a German court
Trial by an international court
Lethimgofree
Noopinion

Ci. Britain U.S.A. Switzerland Cermany
44
3
32
4
17

44
6
31
I

tO

53
3
36
2
6

28
25
32
4
ii

On the question whether it was good or bad to remind the world about the terrors
of the concentration camps, the replies were as follows:
Ci. Britain U.S.A. Switzerland Germany
Good
Bad
Noopinion

56
29
15

go

62
18
20

70
19
II

34
45
21
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Thus it appears that both as regards Israel jurisdiction and, in particular, the
usefulness of the trial, German opinion is by far less favourable than that in the other
countries. The highest figures both in favour of the trial and of Israel jurisdiction
were in Switzerland.
The Jews had 'too much influence' in the Federal German Republic according to
8 per cent of a representative sample of the West German population questioned in
a sociological survey released by EMNJD. 75 per cent declared that the Jews had not
enough influence; 25 per cent said that the Jews had just the right amount of
influence; and 42 per cent had no opinion on the subject. In comparison, the survey
showed that 46 per cent of the population questioned felt that the Catholic clergy
had too great an influence; 8 per cent said the same about the -Protestant clergy;
37 per cent blamed the trade union leaders; and 59 per cent the banks and large
industries. According to statistics compiled by the Central Welfare Agency of the Jews in
Germany, the total membership of the Jewish communities in West Germany,
including West Berlin, as of i July ig6i, was 21,685: I r,690 men and 9,995 women.
The total of 21,685 was distributed by age groups as follows:
03
46
715
76-20
2130
3140
4150
5160
67-70
over 70
439 524 2,011 488 1,167 2,996
3,872
4,434 3,679 2,765
The total of 21,685 was distributed as follows by Laender or community associations:
Baden
Nordstein
682
- 2,020
Bavaria
Rhineland-Pfalz
61g
3,577
Berlin
Schleswig-Holstein
91
51937
Bremen
Westphalia
724
1,035
Hamburg 1 1393
Wurttemberg-Hohenzollern 698
Hessen
Saar
412
3,246
Cologne
1,153
Lower Saxony
figS
Besides Berlin, Hamburg, and Cologne, the larger communities were:
Munich
2,236
Hanover
439
Frankfurt
2,658
Dortmund
403
Düsseldorf
952
A survey of Arab education in Israel made by a Knesset committee found that
compulsory elementary education is observed by 95 per cent of boys and 75 per cent
of girls. Altogether 51,000 boys and girls attend classes at 167 elementary schools
and 141 kindergartens established in each of the 138 Arab villages in Israel. The
survey emphasizes the need for raising the level of Arab teachers and cites the fac(
that some 7 per cent of those employed are not fully qualified. It recommended an
increase in capacity among Arab teachers, and that the Minister of Education should
provide refresher courses for veteran teachers.
The level of secondary-school education was a cause for concern and the survey
urged the Minister of Education to effect special measures to raise standards. The
survey also recommended the increased publication of textbooks in all elementary
and high-school subjects.
Since 1948 some 70,000 Jews from Latin American countries have settled in Israel:
5,200 came from Argentina, r,5oo from Brazil, I,000 from Chile, 500 from Cuba,
30 from Mexico, and the rest from other Latin American countries. At the beginning
most of the newcomers came to work in the kibbutzim, though later the majority left
and settled in the towns. Among the recent arrivals there were a number of people
with academic training, mainly medical, and most of them are at present working
in the Negev district.
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THE JEWISH POPULAJION OF
GREAT BRITAIN'
Maurice Freedman
NE of the most significant things about Jews in Britain is that
we do not know how many there are. It is usually supposed
nowadays that they number something like 450,000 in a total
population of about 53 millions, but the ways in which estimates of
Anglo-Jewish numbers are arrived at involve a good deal of guesswork. (The Jewish Year Book gives figures for the Jewish population of
various centres and a number of partial surveys have been made.2)
Our ignorance of the precise dimensions of Anglo-Jewry springs from
the very nature of the society of which it is a part. Nobody has counted
the Jews in Britain because, neither as followers of a religion nor as
members of an ethnic group, have they any specific relationship to the
political system. I do not mean, of course, that the state does not recognize that Jews require special treatment in certain circumstances; the
courts of law may support the Jewish religious authorities in the performance of their duties vis-d-ois the Jewish public; Jewish dietary needs
were accommodated during food rationing; government offices may
sometimes make use of Jewish communal organizations; and so on.
But always in theory and largely in practice Jews in Britain are simply
citizens without any special status such as would call for their separate
enumeration. Nor, on the other hand, is there aJewry in Britain which
is so differentiated from the rest of society and so organized internally
S to make it possible for Jews to count themselves. The demography
of Anglo-Jewry is vague precisely because Anglo-Jewry as a structural
entity is vague.
In such social circumstances as are given in Britain one would expect
the rather tedious game of defining the Jew to flourish. And indeed it
flourishes, bringing out very clearly how Jews see the ambiguitycin a
term which can never embrace a discrete segment of the population of
Britain. Even if there were ritually and ideologically oneJewish 'church'
(which there is not), many people calling themselves Jews would slip
through the net of a definition of Jewry by religious criteria. Religion
apart, there is no such thing in Britain as a Jewish culture involving
the greater part of the 450,000 individuals commonly accepted as being
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Jews. There is no general Jewish language. Even among the immediate
descendants of the immigrants from Eastern Europe Yiddish has largely
disappeared as an unbroken language. Ladino speakers are numerically
negligible. Hebrew as a modern tongue is sparsely known and used.
Nor, except in a very limited sense, could one say that Jews have
developed their own brand of English. Jewish cultural habits there are
in plenty, but they are not integrated or widespread enough to constitute a specific way of life peculiar to all or most Jews.
I am not proposing here to play the game of defining the Jews. All
that can usefully be said in a short paper is that Anglo-Jewry is a category of people in which every individual shares some Jewish characteristics with many other individuals but which is not uniform in its
Jewish properties. In what follows I shall try to show very briefly how
this category of the British population is distributed geographically
and occupationally and how far its demographic and social circumstances are likely to ensure its survival.
Jews living in Britain are concentrated in the large urban centres.
All but about i 5 per cent of them are to be found in London, Manchester, Leeds, Glasgow, Liverpool, and Birmingham, Greater London
by itself accounting for about 65 per cent of Anglo-Jewry. Within the
cities they inhabit Jews tend to congregate in certain areas and to
create for themselves there conditions which are less than those of the
'ghetto' and more than those of the ordinary Gentile environment. The
synagogues, Jewish voluntary associations, k&zer butcher shops, and
Jewish groceries are not the centres of compactJewish sectors, but rather
the nuclei of Jewish populations which live interspersed with nonJewish neighbours. These areas of concentration may take on a decidedly Jewish flavour, but they are not large Jewish quarters in the
same way as the East End of London and some districts of the provincial
cities were once Jewish enclaves. The mass influx of Eastern European
Jews into Britain in the last decades of the nineteenth century set up
the East End and some provincial centres as replicas of the continental
compact settlements. At the height of the immigration East London
held about 90 per cent of metropolitan Jewry. But the English 'ghettoes'
were not to last. As far as London is concerned, early in this century
(and especially after the First World War) Jews flowed out of the East
End along a northern route which marked various stages in the process
of social as well as physical mobility. As they grew more prosperous
they moved further north, not, as Dr. H. M. Brotz has correctly argued,3
because they were running away from their fellow-Jews, but because
they were seeking a Jewish environment of a higher social standing. In
bur own day Golden Green, Hendon, and Edgware have marked terminal points of the migratory route from the East End.
If I may linger for a moment more on the general London movement
in search of a good address, I should like to stress that the northern
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route does not show a procession of 'ghettoes' but a line of Jewish areas
which are evaluated partly by their standing in the wider English
world. The status of an area depends in large measure on what nonJews think of it, and if an area becomes too wholly Jewish and loses
value in non-Jewish eyes then it ceases to be completely desirable to
Jews. One of Dr. Brotz's informants commented on Golders Green:
'Ha! This isn't such a marvellous place any more. You know what
they're calling it now? Goldstein Green.'4 This is one index of the essential character of Jewish life in Britain: Jess like to be among Jews but
not to the extent of cutting themselves off from the wider society, in
which they wish to circulate freely and equally.
When the East European Jews arrived in large numbers in the i 88os
they changed the complexion of the small Anglo-Jewry which had
evolved since the Resettlement in the latter part of the seventeenth
century. This long-established Jewry had become anglicized and made
for itself many comfortable niches in the economy of the country. The
new immigrants were not only exotic; they. furnished Anglo-Jewry with
a sizeable poor class.5 Yet within a couple of generations this poor
class had disintegrated along with the East End and provincial 'ghettoes'. Exploiting the business opportunities open to them and making
good use of the public education freely available, many Eastern EuropeanJews rose to middle-class status and moved to the newJewish areas.
I do not, of course, mean that no Jewish working class remains;
indeed it does; but Jewry in Britain has as a whole a decidedly middleclass complexion. Moreover, the occupations of working-class Jews
rarely fall within the range of those with the lowest income and prestige
in society at large. I cannot offer to present a clear picture of Anglo-..
Jewish occupational structure, because the data are quite inadequate.
But I can try to bring together a number of pointers which indicate
how the economic life of Jews differs considerably. from that of their
non-Jewish neighbours.
Jews in Britain are usually thought to be characteristically business
men of one sort and another. The popular notion is of course exaggerated, but business, especially on a small or medium scale, certainly
plays an important part in the economy of Anglo-Jewry. In the immediate post-War period there was some reason for thinking that between
15 and 20 per cent of gainfully occupied Jews were in trade and industry
on their own account,6 while another estimate of 'Britain's Jewish
traders and businessmen' made them account for about one-seventh of
the Jewish male population over the age of I5. It may well be that
these figures are considerable underestimates,8 and it is certain that in
the smaller Jewish settlements the business men play a prominent role.
Certainly, owing to the Jewish attachment to small-scale business, Jews
working on their own account are proportionally several times more
numerous than non-Jews working on their own account.
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Jewish economic life tends to be specialized, failing largely within the
field of the manufacturer and distribution of consumer goods. The role
of the Jews as entrepreneurs and workers in the clothing industry, for
example, is so well known as to need little stressing. In 1932 there were
some 40,000 Jewish workers in the industry,9 although this number has
declined in recent years.'°
Anglo-Jewry also reflects the tendency for Jews in the diaspora to
find their way into the professions when these occupations are open to
them and opportunities for training are available. There appears to be
a high proportion of Jews studying in the universities, and it is likely
that the professionalization of Anglo-Jewry has not yet reached its
peak. On the basis of an estimate made in 1954-5 it would seem that,
while Jews form less than one per cent of the total population there was
one Jew in about every thirty university students." Medicine, law, and
accountancy attract Jews in considerable numbers, but some also engage in research and teaching in the sciences and humanities. In a
paper published after the war, Redcliffe Salaman showed that Jews
had gradually increased their proportion of the Fellows of the Royal
Society until in 1948 five per cent of the Fellows were people of full
Jewish parentage.12
I turn now to the demographic aspects of my subject. Up to the
present the Jewish population has shown a steady rise in numbers
and has managed to increase its proportion of the total population.
During this century the percentage of Jews in the total population has
doubled. But of course the numerical progress of Anglo-Jewry has been
the product of immigration from Eastern and Central Europe. Now
Anglo-Jewry can no longer look to a great accession from abroad, and
even the few Jews who trickle in merely compensate for the few who
leave the country. As the Jews have become a stabilized population
without prospect of -large additions from abroad, people have begun
to wonder whether they can maintain their numbers by natural increase. In her survey of population questions Dr. Neustatter has argued
that at least during the last decades the natural increase of Jews has
been negligible, 'if in fact there has been any at all'.1' Jews in Britain
continue to set a high value on the married state (although they seem
to marry later than both their forebears and their non-Jewish compatriots in general), but they do not appear to bring up enough children
to ensure that the future Jewish population will be able to stand at the
same level. The pattern of fertility in Anglo-Jewry follows that prevalent in middle-class Britain in general, but it seems to exaggerate the
tendency towards the deliberate restriction of child-bearing. AngloJewry may be on the point of numerical decline. If this conclusion from
admittedly'imperfect data is correct, then clearly we need some careful
research to show us why Jews in Britain have become relatively infertile
parents. The reason cannot be simply thatJews are highly urbanized
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and middle class, because their urbanization is nothing new and it is
possible that they are less fertile than the Gentile middle class. I shall
merely mention, without implying that I have any supporting evidence,
the possibility that the low replacement rate may be connected in some
areas of Anglo-Jewry with a state of uncertainty and insecurity.
The threat of the low replacement rate is a demographer's preoccupation. From the public point of view the menace to Jewish numbers
comes from mixed marriages, and there is sometimes lamentation about
the extent to which Jews marry non-Jews in Britain. Owing to the
emotional implications of intermarriage, people characteristically often
confuse the issue of population loss which results, or may result; from
marriage out of the faith, with the breach of group integrity which
follows even from marriage with converts to Judaism. If intermarriage
regularly occurred with converts Jewry would not be likely to suffer a
loss. However, partly owing to the difficulties which are put in the way
of the Christian who wishes to be converted to Judaism (at least in the
orthodox congregations), mostJewish-Gentile marriages are outside the
faith as well as outside the group.
As in all numerical matters connected with Anglo-Jewry, we have
no exact material on intermarriage, but a number of estimates have
been made in recent times. At a conference of Anglo-Jewish preachers
in 1953 the percentage of marriages by Jews out of the faith was put
at jo and possibly 12'5- 14 It has been suggested that this proportion is
exceeded, sometimes considerably, in the smaller Jewish settlements. By
questioning fifty Jewish soldiers in hospital in ig-.5 about their marriages and those of their brothers and sisters, Dr. Eliot Slater found that
17.5 per cent of the unions were mixed.15 Dr. Neustatter, surveying the
thin data on the subject, concludes that 12 per cent is a plausible
figure for the proportion of out-marriages in all marriages by Jews in
present-day Britain.16
- In Dr. Slater's small sample more Jewesses married out than Jews,
but I think we are justified in believing that, in conformity with the
general world pattern, Jews in Britain marry out more frequently than
Jewesses." We have no studies of the religious and social alignment of
the children of mixed marriages, but it is possible that the offspring
of a Jewish mother and a non-Jewish father are more likely to identify
themselves as Jews than the children of the opposite kind of intermarriage. When these matters come to be properly investigated people
will have to ask themselves about the kinship structure among both
Jews and non-Jews to estimate the weight given to the tie between
mother and married daughter and the extent to which men are attached
to their wives rather than their parents. The children of a mixed marriage may perhaps more readily be thrown in the direction of their
mother's than their father's kin.
While mixed marriages apparently occur with some frequency, there
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seems to be little doubt that the sentiment against marriage-out in
Anglo-Jewry is general and, strong. This sentiment is matched by the
emotional resistance to converts which, while it may be given a purely
religiousjustification, is equally an aspect of group solidarity. Marriage
is an exchange. Groups may emerge in society which maintain their
identity by confining certain kinds of exchanges (especially those of a
highly intimate and emotionally charged nature) to their own ranks.
People who break the rules and marry out are guilty of allowing precious relations and symbols to leak, so to say, out of the group. For this
reason intermarriage is regarded as a threat to group integrity and a
cause of its decline. In reality, of course, it is more likely that intermarriage is the result of the decline in group solidarity rather than its
cause. Individuals doubtless marry out when their ties to their group
are already loosened.
But may we conclude that Anglo-Jewry is falling to pieces because of
mixed marriage? The general sentiment against it testifies to the existence of a 'community' feeling among Jews, even though, in the circumstances of British society, the Jewish community is difficult to define
and delimit. I fancy that, before we have material drawn from thorough
sociological study, we should be wary of reading too much into the
estimated statistics such as those I have cited. It seems to me that it
would be quite wrong to assume on the basis of our present knowledge
that intermarriage has opened a door through which Anglo-Jewry will
shortly pass into oblivion. Perhaps the situation really is that people
are dropping away from the margins of Anglo-Jewry through intermarriage, and it is likely that the erosion is heaviest in the smallest
settlements. It is important to remember that the admission of Jews
into positions of power and high status has not depended in modern
times on the relinquishment of their Jewishness, and that intermarriage
is not a condition of 'assimilation'. In earlier days a mixed marriage
might be a step in social advancement; at the present there is less need
for a Jew to mask his origin when he pursues high status in his society.
Indeed, it is even possible that today mixed marriages are more common
in the lower class levels of Anglo-Jewry; Jewish solidarity may be
stronger precisely among those Jews who have a wider command of
power and prestige in society at large.
Let us assume, however, for the sake of argument that both mixed
marriages and a low replacement rate are pushing Anglo-Jewry towards a decline. It does not follow that what is most characteristically
Jewish in Britain will diminish in the same degree, because it is possible
that the losses of population are taking place on the fringes of AngloJewry where Jewishness is least intense. But what doesJewishness mean
in the British context and how are we to assess the persistence ofJewish
institutions and ways of life?
Obviously we should look first at the survival ofJudaism. The figures
0
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for synagogue membership are by no means easy to compile and interpret, but perhaps some third or more of all Jewish adult men are
members of synagogues. (The proportion of Jews who make use of the
synagogues is of course much larger than this fraction.)'8 Although
the character of Judaism in Britain is generally of an orthodox cast,
synagogue membership is distributed over a range of congregations
which span the ritual and theological gap between extreme orthodoxy
and Liberal Judaism. There is some sort of connexion between the•
practice of the various forms of the religion and general class position,
while the shifts in ritual and theology made in the name of reform are
aspects of the process of anglicization. Now of course, from the point
of view of an orthodox Jew, the practice of less orthodox Judaism is a
mark of Jewish decline; from a sociological angle, however, attempts to
'modernize' Judaism and make its practice easier for Jews caught up
in a Gentile environment can be taken as evidence that the religion is
surviving by adapting. In Britain the process of adaptation has not
been taken as far as in some other parts of the diaspora where a good
deal of Jewish religious activity seems to have been emptied of much of
its Judaism. The situation in the United States, for example, appears
to show that Jewish solidarity can be made in large measure to turn
upon diluted forms of Judaism. It may be that in Britain as time goes
on we shall see a growing recourse to less rigorous forms of the religion,
but if this happens it will be as much a sign ofJewish entrenchment as
a decline in the purity of traditional orthodoxy. In Britain the choice
between being a practising Jew and a secularized Jew is not an easy
one to make, because to be a completely secularized Jew where Jewry
has no political significance is in a sense to be no Jew at all. There are
of course completely secularized Jews in Britain, but they are clearly
in an ambiguous position. Less orthodox versions of Judaism in the
diaspora are compromises in the cause of remaining Jewish.
There is another way in which aJew can bejewish without practising
Judaism. He may be a secular nationalist. Yet in Britain the purely
secular forms of Zionism are not very conspicuous. Support for Israel
from both religious and not very religious Jews there is in plenty, but
there is little evidence that secular Zionism furnishes on any considerable scale the basis for solidarity among Jews devoid of Judaism.
To an outside observer, especially one from Israel, the Jewishness of
Jews in Britain must often appear a rather queer amalgam of Judaism
and a number of Jewish cultural oddities. Some Jews are caught up in
the network of voluntary associations which variously serve the vague
thing called the community. The Jewishness of other Jews may seem
to rest on nothing more than a preference for spending their leisure
time in Jewish company and their holidays in certain hotels in seaside
resorts. Certainly, Anglo-Jewry is not remarkable for the intensity of
its Jewish life and culture. It is perhaps the very openness and free98
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dom of British society which, by taking the 4pressure oil Jews to be
consistently and continuously Jewish, is largely responsible for allowing
its Jewry to perpetuate itself with the minimum of Jewish culture. The
tolerance of British society both encourages Jews to stay Jewish and
allows them to be less Jewish than traditionalists would like them to
be. In an important sense Anglo-Jewry is the product of British society.
As it has developed within the framework of this society, Anglo-Jewry
has come to have little corporate existence, and its lack of cultural
vigour may well be the price it pays for its freedom from the external
pressure to constitute a political and legally defined body. In its organization and ideas Anglo-Jewry is very much the child of Britain .19
I should like to end this paper with a remark which no doubt will
have already suggested itself in every statement of fact I have made.
The demography and sociology of Anglo-Jewry have been so little
developed that the Jews in one of the most important settlements in
the diaspora are, from the point of view of these disciplines, virtually
unknown ground.20 The Jewish minority is well worth investigating as
part and parcel of British society; from the standpoint of the diaspora
the British variant bfJewry seems to offer some considerable interest;
seen from Israel, Anglo-Jewry excites a certain curiosity. It is time that
we found some way of getting the demographers and sociologists to
work on Britain's Jews.
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JACOB LESTSCHINSKY—ON HIS
EIGHTY-FIFTH BIRTHDAY
Alexander Manor

F

OR the past three years Jacob Lestschinsky, the social and
economic historian pf the Jewish people, has been living in Israel.
During this time he has continued to engage in research and has
further enriched our knowledge of Jewish sociological studies. Lestschinsky's voluminous work marks an important advance in Jewish
sociology. It embraces nearly all the fields ofJewish learning on Jewish
society during the last few generations: sociology, demography, statistics, economics, and historiography. Lestschinsky paved the way for the
study of Jewish demography and statistics and laid the foundations for
research into Jewish population growth and migration. As a sociologist,
he was one of the pioneers of research into the class and occupational
structure ofJewish society in the Diaspora. As an economist, he was one
of the most important scholars to found a new branch ofJewish learning
and put it on a firm basis: the study of the unique economic structure
of the Jewish people. Jewish statistics, demography, sociology, and
economics, at first studied independently, furnishcd Lestschinsky with a
basis for a new study of Jewish historiography, his unique economic
and social history of the Jewish people during the last century and a
half.
It is appropriate, therefore, to classify his pioneer scientific achievements into two principal categories, each organically connected with
the other:
(a)The scientific study of Jewish society in the Diaspora (statistics,
demography, sociology, and economics).
(b) The social and economic history of the Jewish people during the
past few generations.
The Sociologist
Lestschinsky was the first to make a thorough analysis of the social
and class structure of Diaspora Jewry. In his first work, Statistics of a
Township, he had already reachcd the conclusion that the social and
class structure of the Jewish people and its economic structure were
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nothing but two sides of the same coin. The occupational and the class
structure of the Jewish community stemmed from the unique character
of its economy. Thus, for instance, it is impossible to separate the study
of Jewish economy from that of the social position of the Jewish worker;
the vulnerable structure of the Jewish proletariat in the Diaspora
stemmed from the unique Jewish economy.
The first important surveys of the Jewish proletariat in the era of
rising capitalism, its birth, position, development, national characteristics, and desperate struggles—all are the fruits of Lestschinsky's pen.
He has given us the classic survey of the early period of the Jewish
worker in the Diaspora, and has taught us to identify and understand
the development of the Jewish workers' movement. He has surveyed the
budding of the Jewish proletariat during the latter part of the nineteenth century and the first part of this century in its true colours.
Similarly, he has described the character of the Jewish bourgeoisie and
its unique social position in a nation without autonomy. The study of
the social and occupational structure of the Jewish township with which
Lestschinsky began his scientific studies encouraged him to continue
and to examine social, class, and occupational differences in Jewries
throughout the world.
Statistician and Demographer

Lestschinsky was one of the founders of a comprehensive statistics and
demography of the Jewish people from a specifically independent
national point of view. Until his work the Jewish population had been
compared with 'the general population'. Lestschinsky, in his study of
Russian Jewry, for the first time broke down the conception of a
'general population' into its national components. Official statistics did
not usually take into account the fact that 'the general population' was
divided into different nationalities, one of them being thejewish people.
Thus Lestschinsky opened up new paths in statistical research as he
depicted Jewish life in the context of national differences. He painted
a picture against the background of complicated national relationships
that was altogether unlike what had hitherto emerged. We are suddenly
confronted with a living panorama of great clarity, in which Jewish life
can be discerned as part of bitter national struggle. This way of looking
at things explained many events which until then had appeared strange
and inexplicable. The yardstick which Lestschinsky employed was first
and foremost ethnic origin and national language.
He perceived that the decisive factor was not the overall figure of the
population of a given state, but the ethnic structure of each state: the
national composition of particular areas, zones, and places of settlement
(cities, towns, and villages). He used Russian statistical material in this
way for the first time in order to cover certain national zones and areas.
The statistical and demographic material on Jewish life which he col102
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lected, collated, organized, and sifted became the basis of the science of
Jewish statistics. Lestschinsky turned himself into a one-man research
institute, visiting numerousJewish communities, collecting the material
bit by bit, fact by fact.
Thus we can only wonder at the tremendous effort he invested in laying the foundations ofJewish demography. It is a miracle how the problems of birth and death rates, natural increase, and migration and all
problems connected with the growth of the Jewish people during the
past 150 years were clarified, and how it was possible to draw important
conclusions from demographic facts relating to the Jews in various
countries. No one who has no direct knowledge of Jewish demography
can imagine the difficulties he had to surmount and the bitter disappointmeu.ts lying in wait for the scholar wishing to draw a faithiul
and complete demographic picture of Jewish life.
Economist

Before Lestschinsky appeared on the scene Jewish statistics had not
dealt with Jewry as a whole, but with stray communities dispersed in
different countries. Common features which bound all these groups into
a single national-economic-social unit were untreated.
From the very beginning of his scientific work Lestschinsky assumed
that there existed a single and distinct Jewish people. He concluded
from his researches that Jewish people everywhere had a distinct
national cast which distinguished them from the surrounding population. There were differences in age and sex distribution, birth rate,
number of illegitimate children, number of still births, mortality rate,
marriage rate, number of mixed marriages and their ultimate influence
on the offspring of such marriages, the number of sick persons (according to types of illness), mental cases, number of criminals and type of
crimes committed, etc.
He began to examine the reasons for these differences more closely.
Others had previously sought to explain them as having their roots in
racial origin and in the spiritual teachings or moral outlook ofJudaism.
He, however, postulated neither racial nor spiritual causes to explain
the fundamental demographic, cultural, and moral differences to be
found. He began to look for economic and political reasons. He
examined the realities of the situation of the Jews in various countries.
It became clear to him that the unique economic and political structure of the Jewish population to a great extent explained the demographic differences between the Jews and the surrounding population,
and that the unique economic-occupational structure common to Jews
everywhere was the decisive factor in keeping them together as a
national unit, making it possible for the Jews to preserve their unity and
develop an independent cultural and spiritual life. It therefore seemed
essential to develop a new branch ofJewish learning, a special study of
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economics which would examine the Jewish situation and be concerned
with the study of the specific economic structure of the Jewish people.
The Jews were generally concentrated in cities and engaged in light
industry, trade, clerical occupations, and the free professions. What distinguished the Jewish people was first and foremost their det&chment
from the soil, their urbanization, their mono-occupational structure,
and their concentration into certain particular and specific economic
spheres.
In his many scientific works Lestschinsky argued that in all the East
European countries almost all the Jews had for centuries been engaged
in trade. In the nineteenth century artisan-type industry was intensively
developed by the Jews. This development became so pronounced that
in many towns and cities the great majority of workshops were owned
by Jews, particularly in those sectors of industry (generally termed
Jewish') such as tailoring, hat manufacture, carpentry, etc., which in
many cases were ioo per cent Jewish owned. The fact that a whole
sector of industry was in Jewish hands made Jewish life more selfsufficient and less dependent on the surrounding language and culture.
Thus the Jewish economy had a direct bearing upon the emergence of
social isolation and a national form of existence, and became a source
of national and social strength.
Agricultural ecGnomy came last in the Jewish economic pattern in
every country in the Diaspora, whether it was the most highly or the
least developed. Trade and industry (mainly the artisan type) accounted
for the highest proportion of Jews everywhere, even in the less developed countries, to the amount of 70 to 8o per cent.
In all sectors of the economy the proportion of independent owners
was found to be higher among Jews than among non-Jews. The inclination towards independence and the development of private enterprise and initiative were a phenomenon typical of Jews all over the
world. The result was that there were no Jews, or at least only a very
small number of them, to be found among the lowest strata of the proletariat, i.e. farm labourers or city manual workers. They took no part,
or only a very small part, in heavy industry. They were found to be
generally concentrated in small trade, light industry, or the artisan type
of industry, where their chances of independence were greater.
This phenomenon, which had a one-sided effect on the occupational
structure and the social grouping of the Jews, was the factor that underlay the economic character of the Jewish population in the Diaspora.
Historiographer

The study olJcwish history in the last 150 years was to a great extent
one-sided until the coming of Lestschinsky. In general it concentrated
upon the spiritual-cultural and legal-political aspects ofJewish life and
almost entirely ignored economic and social factors. This omission was
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remedied by Lestschinsky's work. He began to examine Jewish history
from the economic and class aspect and he interpreted each event that
took place in Jewish life on the basis of the social and economic facts.
Lestschinsky began his scientific work first and foremost by accumulating statistical and economic material at first hand. He laid emphasis
not on opening up new avenues of theory by facile conjecture or mere
generalization, but literally on the amassing of facts about the economic
and social life of the Jews country by country, on the accumulation of
the bricks with which he could construct a historical-social-economic
edifice of the Jewish people. Thus it is impossible to gain a proper
understanding of Jewish history during the past 150 years without
reference to Lestschinsky's scientific contribution. He recorded the
social and economic cataclysms which made their impact on the Jews
in the nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth century.
He excelled in the art of blending the facts accumulated from the
silent records of documents and the facts drawn from living material.
The man of science and historian of the social and economic history of
the Jewish people on the one side and the painter from real life on the
other combined in Lestschinsky in a single personality, whose heart was
touched by the sufferings of his people.
His works are historical documents which he assembled with his own
hands, by his own ears, and his own eyes. The most important aspect of
his surveys is the pictures of Jewish life they contain and, as he himself
points out, they are a slice of daily life: Jews in the market-place, in
workshops, in factories, in the street, in welfare institutions, Jews fighting over a crust of bread, Jews hounded by antiscmitism, organized and
unorganized.
In contrast to the scholar of the past immersed in archives and afraid
to descend into the vale of tears of the present, Lestschinsky took as the
subject of his study the livingJewish present, with its pain and turmoil,
and plunged himself into it to the bitter end.
His principal work as historiographer was his comprehensive study
covering the stages of the rise and decline of the Jews in Germany and
of the Jews in Russia and Poland.
On Lestschinsky's sixtieth birthday Professor Simon Dubnow congratulated him in the following words: 'I should like to congratulate
you on your birthday publicly, my dear friend, since all your works
have been made public for the past few decades, all your publications
so rich in content and your scientific economic and social studies. I
remember our walks together in Berlin and how we talked about our
literary plans. With what praiseworthy enthusiasm you explained to me
your ideas of writing a systematic economic history of the Jewish people
in the last few centuries. I encouraged you with some historical
examples. In my opinion you are the man to undertake this pioneer
work since to you has been granted the gift of being able to breathe life
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into history and to penetrate to its soul. We are listening to what you
have to say, we are studying your work.
'Guard your health and strength from the strains and stresses of this
wicked and ugly world' (Literarisehe Bitt/er, Warsaw, 27.1 i.ig6).
Dubnow saw Lestschinsky as his successor and one who would complete the study of the history of thejews.
In February 1959 Lestschinsky settled in Israel and continued his
literary and scientific work in his own country. He makes regular contributions to journals both in Israel and abroad. Before he came to
Israel Lestschinsky transferred to the Hebrew University his library
containing thousands of books and his archival material including rare
documents, which he had amassed for decades—a valuable store for the
study of the history of the Jewish communities in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.
We offer our congratulations to the social and economic historian of
the Jewish people on reaching his eighty-fifth birthday and hope that
he may have many years of life to come.
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JEWS IN THE SOVIET UNION:
A NOTE ON STUDENTS AND
GRADUATES
Alec Nove
UR knowledge of nationality statistics concerning Soviet students
has been greatly expanded by the publication in mid-rg6t of a new
statistical compendium, Vyssheye obrazovanie v -S.S.S.R. ('Higher
education in the U.S.S.R.'). It contains figures on a relatively recent year,
the academic year rgGo—r, and the following data are derived from. this
source--except that population statistics are derived from the 1959 census
returns.

Q

Total
students

which,
OfJews

Russian Federal Republic
Ukraine
Belorussia
Uzbekistan
Kazakhstan
Georgia
Azerbaidahan
Lithuania
Moldavia
Latvia
Kirghizia
Tadzhikistan
Armenia
Turkmenistan
Estorna

1,496,097
417,748
59,296
101,271
77,135
56,322
36,017
26,713
19,217
21,568
17,379
19,519
20,165
13,151
13,507

46,555
'8,673
3,020
21902
837
910
go6
413
11225
800
263
391
52
504
126

Total, U.S.S.R.

2,395,545

77,177

Republic

Percbitagc of
Jews in no. of

Percentage of
Jews in
popuAi ion

35
-44
51
29
16
25
16
64
3.7
16
20
02
o8
09

07
20
I9
52
na.
1-3
na.
09
33
5.7
na.
na.
na.
n.a.
05

32

II

-

1- 1

-

na. = not available
The six republics for which no Jewish population statistics are available contained a
total of g,000 Jews and 2,553 Jewish students, representing respectively 04 per cent of
the total population and 14 per cent of the students.

All these figures include evening and external students. The detailed data
show that the Jews tend, in some republics (for instance the Ukraine), to have
a below-average share in the number of day (i.e. full-time) students compared
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with the share in the less favoured other categories. In the Ukraine, of the
417,748 students, 198,992 were day students, or 475 per cent. The others
were evening or external students. For the Jews the total was 18,673, of
which 7,007 were day students, or 375 per cent. In the Russian republic,
however, there was no significant difference. About 40 per cent of all Jewish
students are women, which is close to the all-U.S.S.R. average among students in general.
It is interesting to note that the absolute number ofJewish students in the
Russian republic has fallen since 1956-7, when, as cited in my article in this
Journal (Vol. III, No. i), they amounted to 51,463. As already suggested
there, the Russian republic contains a quite disproportionate number of
Jewish students (about three-fifths of the total), no doubt because so many of
the Jewish population live in Moscow and Leningrad and are on a high
cultural level. In the Ukraine, things are much less satisfactory. But even
there, and also in other republics where Jews live in large numbers, their
share in the student population is well in excess of their share in the total
population—though obviously a numevus clausus can exist.
The above-cited figures may give an over-favourable impression because
the Jews live mostly in the large cities, whence a very large proportion of
the total bodycome; it is quite possible that the Jewish citizens of Kiev or
Kharkov find it much harder to get a university place than do other citizens
of these towns, even though a larger proportion of Jews than other inhabitants of the Ukraine receive higher education.
Another new table gives the total numbers of 'specialists with higher
education engaged in the national economy' on i December ig6o. The
words 'national economy' certainly include medicine, teaching, etc., and the
figures can be taken to equal the active population with higher education.
The figures are:

Total
Of which: Russians
Ukrainians
Jews

All specialists

Of which, women

3,545,234
2,070,333
517,729
290,707

1,864,644
1,190,250
259,146
141,847

The Jewish percentage of the total, about 8 per cent, is over seven times
their proportion in the total population. It represents nearly 13 percent of
the total Jewish population of all ages. The location of all nationalities by
republics is also given, which enables one to observe, inter alia, that 4,148
Jewish 'specialists' are in Kazakhstan, i,800 in Lithuania, and so on.
There is indirect evidence that the percentage ofJews in the total number
of specialists has rather substantially fallen. This can be deduced from the
omission of Jews from the table in the compendium (p. 69) comparing 1941
with 1960. True,most other smaller nationalities are omitted from this table
also; but their share probably rose in these twenty years, yet the nationalities
listed in this table accounted for 790 per cent of the total in 1941 and 872
per cent in 1960. In 1960 the Jews numbered 8 per cent of the total, leaving
only 48 per cent for all the minor nationalities. Suppose these accounted for
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4 per cent of the 1941 total, which is a reasonably generous assumption. Then

the Jews' share fell from 17 per cent to 8 per cent, and the entire object of
leaving them out of the table in question was to avoid having to show this
fact. If these figures are roughly correct, the absolute number of Jewish
'specialists' nonetheless increased, from 154,000 in 1941 to 290,707 in ig6o.
This follows from the very large rise (over 33-fold) in the total number of
'specialists with higher education' of all nationalities.
- In the same volume there are tables showing the national composition of
teaching and research staffs. These are confined to 'nationalities of the union
republics', and no information of relevance for our present purpose can be
gleaned from them.*
* Cf. 'Jews in the Soviet Union', Vol. III, No. i,and 'A Note on the Proportion of
Jews in Republican and Local Soviets, U.S.S.R.', Vol. III, No. 2 of thisJournal.
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THE NEW ORLEANS JEWISH
COMMUNITY
Leonard Reissman
HE Jewish community in New Orleans differs from most others
in the United States and especially those outside the South.' By
its variance, however, it exposes some interesting features of
community organization that are worth considering. For here is a
Jewish community that seems to stand so close to the larger community
in which it is located that there is the danger of its being overwhelmed.
More so perhaps than in most other American—Jewish communities,
New Orleans appears to give substance to the fears of benign assimilation that have always dominated Jewish history. Yet, in fact, the
community has survived and has flourished for well over two
centuries. 2
The impression of social fragility comes with the recognition that the
usual community supports are absent from New Orleans. For one thing,
there are no solidlyJewish neighbourhoods, no self-created ghettoes that
bolster community consciousness by the dense presence of Jews living
together. Although more than half of the io,000 Jews in New Orleans
live, in an area circumscribed by not more than a three-mile radius, so
do most other white, middle-class families. But -there is no appreciable
ecological massing of Jews within the area,
Neither is there a heavy proportion of Orthodox Jews to create a
sense of sharp separation by religious behaviour, language, and diet. On
the contrary, over half of the community belongs to the three Reform
temples in the city and only one-quarter to the three Orthodox synagogues. This prevailing Reform atmosphere, so different from other
American cities,2 reflects the history of the community that was settled
by Sephardic and then by German Jews. Here was the genesis of the
Reform tradition in the city, old and well established by the twentieth
century. Furthermore, the Eastern European immigration that overwhelmed most other cities early in this century had relatively little effect
on New Orleans. The unchallenged dominance of a Reform traditioti
means, in this context, the appearance of few uniquelyJewish practices
that would have separated the Jew from the rest of the New Orleans
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community. The practices of Orthodoxy, the secularJewish culture, the
political radicalism, and the culture of the shied that were the special
baggage of Eastern European immigrants made relatively little impact
on New Orleans.
Another feature that makes the Jewish community somewhat unique
among most American cities is its long continuity. Some 40 per cent of
the current population were born in New Orleans, with a large proporlion third and fourth generation of New Orleans families. This has
meant a significant time spread separating today's community from its
immigrant origins. American values in general, and those of New
Orleans in particular, are the accepted victors over the immigrant traditions for most of the population and the battle is long since over. The
Jewish community has had a long time, as these things go, to adjust
itself to New Orleans and to establish the grounds for its own acceptance
by the larger community.
The regional culture of the South is yet another unique feature of this
community. It has played some part in shaping the character of the
Jewish community but the effect is difficult to establish precisely. To be
sure, some typically Southern values have been assimilated by Jewish
families who have lived as Southerners for generations. It could not
really be otherwise. Hence, one encounters a loyalty to the city and the
region that is hardly the mark of a lujimensch. Or again, attitudes towards race are not unrestrainedly equalitarian but sometimes ate
hedged by some of the elaborate rationale that Southerners of conscience have evolved to justify segregation. Regional values, especially
those of a Southern aristocracy, have affected the Jew in his striving for
upward social mobility and in his stance towards a society divided by
race. But the Southern tradition has been tempered by a Jewish tradition which has prevented a complete acceptance of that strange orientation mystically called 'the Southern way of life'. The Jew is not an
average white Southerner in his general attitudes towards race, aristocracy, or the Civil War. It is difficult to disentangle the separate strands
involved herc, but I shall have more to say about it because the South
is a significant part of the texture of Jewish .life in New Orleans.
All in all, these brief clues document a different, perhaps a unique,
type among American—Jewish communities. Where others are now
moving painfully from an older Orthodoxy to a newer Conservatism,
New Orleans began virtually as Reform and stayed that way, thus
avoiding some of the turmoil involved in a religious transition.4 Where
other communities are seeking to expand religious identification, New
Orleans has a majority already affiliated with a synagogue as part of
its traditional pattern.5 Where other communities are feeling the reawakening ofJewish consciousness among the native-born, in line with
Herberg's well-known thesis that this is the first generation secure
enough in the American environment to do so, New Orleans has long
III
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since passed that generational bench-mark. Where other communities
are reforming their relationships to the larger community, New Orleans
has achieved a stable level of integration that only now is being
threatened, but in dimensions and with consequences quite different
from those encountered by other communities. Before moving on to that
part of the analysis, however, a brief sketch of the community's demography will help to provide perspective.
DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS

Differences though there are between the Jewish community in New
Orleans and in other cities, they are similar in at least the one major
respect of their middle-class character. On each of the usually accepted
indices the community emerges as strongly middle class. About 25 per
cent are in professional occupations, another 40 per cent in managerial
and proprietary, and iS per cent in clerical and sales. The rest hold
occupations lower in the prestige hierarchy. The median family income
in 1958 was over $10,000 a year, a figure twice that for the U.S. as a
whole. Over 6o per cent are home-owners. About half of the population
have been to college, and half of them either have graduated or gone
on for post-graduate study. These are striking accomplishments, and
the more so in a community in which wealth and opportunity have
never been or were expected to be distributed with equality. On each
of the above measures, the city's general population is dramatically below the level oftheJewish average. In tastes, consumption patterns, and
social orientation, the community resembles the general American
middle class even though here, as elsewhere, there are finer social
gradations within that stratum. Wealth, position, and the length of time
one's family has lived in New Orleans combine to develop significant
class worlds within this broadly middle-class Jewish community. From
the inside, the community is quite heterogeneous, and in its .own way
fragmented by its own criteria of acceptability.
The Jewish population numbered about 9,500 in 1958 and from
earlier data it was estimated to be growing at a rate of from one to
two per cent a year.6 Migration has been partly responsible for the
growth, but since 1953 there has also been an increase in the birthrate7 as in the U.S. generally. A rise in births and the immigration of
young families have loivered the median age of the community from
398 years in 1953 to 346 years in 1958. Jews comprised about 12 per
cent of the total estimated population for the New Orleans metropolitan area in 198 (800,000), and about 2 per cent of the white
population (466,000). This small proportion, even if only the white
population is considered, was among the very lowest reported for twelve
other American cities.8 It may well be that the relatively small proportion ofJews has eased the adjustment to the larger community, leaving
11.2
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aside for the moment the many other complex factors that are involved.
A group that constitutes little more than one per cent of the total
population is hardly large enough to cause discernible pressures, especially if it chooses to adjust as smoothly as possible.
Since 1947 the Jewish population has grown by immigration from
other states, within as well as outside the South. The university, particularly its medical school, and commercial opportunities have provided
the major attractions. In 1958 the population could be divided as
follows: 41 per cent born in the city, 24 per cent resident for 30 years
or more, 24 per cent resident from io to 30 years, and ii per cent less
than to years. The composition of the migration has been significant
for the Jewish community. It is my impression that this last group,
about i,000 persons, consists strongly of Northern-born, young, middleclass adults whose Jewish origins stem from Eastern Europe. This is a
sharp contrast to the existing tradition in New Orleans. There is some
indication that the two traditions make a difference for the membership
of organizations in the community and in its leadership, but I cannot
gauge how deeply these conflicting orientations go or, indeed, if they
are in fact a basis for conflict. At some points, it is true, the newer
leadership encounters the older and by now hereditary leadership, but
this has not produced any serious or lasting fisures. Whatever the community's composition may have been in the past, it is certainly no
longer homogeneous today;
These demographic facts invite a deeper analysis of the dynamic
social features that are, in effect, the real community. For that purpose
I have divided the features into two categories: the first, those which
pertain principally to the Jewish community itself, and the second, those
which originate from outside.
WITHIN THE JEWI5H COMMUNITY

The character of Jewish identification and the structure of Jewish
leadership have been selected as the best features to convey the social
dynamics at work within the community. Both of these are obviously
critical supports for the continuity of any community, perhaps even
more so for the Jewish community. In the casevf identification we must
consider a social psychological quality that is vital for community life,
ephemeral as it may appear to be. It is the willingness of the Jew to be
conscious of and to recognize himself as ajew amongJews. It is also the
intensity with which he holds that consciousness and how far he feels
bound to carry it in his behaviour and attitudes. Does he, in other
words, stop at the lowest minimal recognition of himself as a Jew, or
does he cultivate that sentiment to the point where it effectively directs
what he does and what he thinks? Obviously, these are enormously
complex dimensions andi do not claim to have probed them deeply
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in this study. Yet, the approach and the analysis that was followed have
a logic and plausibility that make the conclusions reasonable.
The people who were interviewed in this survey were asked the following question: 'If you .were able to emphasize just one thing as being
most important for the upbringing ofJewish children today, which one
of these would you say it would be?' 9 The alternatives from which they
could choose and the distribution of their responses were these:
0/
/0

Learning and becoming identified with the Jewish
religion
34- 2
Learning to appreciate the culture of the Jews such
as literature, etc.
150
Learning an appreciation of the State of Jsrael
0- 4
Learning an appreciation for the civic activities,
welfare concerns, and social justice of Jewish
people
ii -8
() Not emphasizing Jewishness so much as teaching
him to get along with other people in the cornmunity
301
(6) No answer or other answer given
8-

(i)

Because such 'cafeteria-type' questions can be ambiguously interpreted by the respondent as well as by the analyst if taken just as they
are, our respondents were also asked to give the reasons for their choice.
The added comment provided the means for checking the alternative
that had been selected and, it is presumed, for reducing a good deal of
the possible ambiguity. Perhaps an illustrative verbatim comment for
each of the four most popular alternatives would serve the same purpose here. A most typical comment for choosing religion, the first
alternative above, was given by a young woman:
'Religion is the most important because it's easy to lose the sense ofJewishness in a community like this; and not to know the religion will eventually
be very unsatisfactory for the individual.'
The second alternative, Jewish secular culture, has much less meaning in New Orleans than, I suspect, it now has elsewhere. Against
New Orleans tradition, it is a somewhat alien concept. This choice
represents one significant focus for identification, meant to include
the products of Jewish culture as that term is popularly understood,
such as literature, history, Yiddish and Hebrew, and the fine arts. Within
this more restricted meaning, religion would not be included, or at most
only as subject matter for what is essentially a secular endeavour. It
was not possible to determine just how broadly this conception of
secular culture was understood, but those who did select it as the most
important thing a Jewish child should learn also seemed to understand
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the secular emphasis that was intended. For example, a relatively
indicative response was this one:
'Jewish people are born Jewish. They can't avoid it and they should learn
about their culture to appreciate it. But, they must also know how to live
in a world with all people.'
Or, as another respondent put it:
'Because there is so much to be proud of and if you learned about the
culture no one could make you ashamed of what you are.'
Civic and welfare activities were considered as cohesive forces in the
community and a basis upon which Jewish identification could be
developed in the young, as this somewhat syllogistic response indicates:
'There's a place in any community for Jewish civic activities. They would
fit in more with theJewish people. JfJewish people fit in with their community
and civic activities, they will gain more respect from other religions.'
Finally, the fifth alternative in the above list which can be called
'social adjustment', seemed to be most clearly intended in the meaning
that one respondent expressed:
'Over-identification brings the Jew his own ghetto. I appreciate my country. Judaism is my religion, but first and foremost I am an American.'
Those who selected this alternative intended the same thing as the
sample comment just quoted, stressing the need to 'get along with
people', to 'learn to live with non-Jews', and to recognize that 'we are
Americans and must live like Americans'.
The next step was to discover what kinds of people chose which alternatives, and the subsequent analysis revealed some interesting and
understandable relationships that pointed up the patterns of Jewish
identification in the city. In a real sense the alternatives contain the
spectrum of Jewish identification, and the alternative chosen reflects a
valid disposition related to the individual's background. Let us consider
only the three most popular responses in order to simplify the presentation: religion, social, adjustment, and secular culture.
As might perhaps have been expected, Orthodox Jews chose religion
predominantly (41.9 per cent) over any other single alternative. Reform Jews, however, divided almost equally between religion (32.9 per
cent) and social adjustment (35-1 per cent) as the most important thing
fora child to learn. In fact, the reaction by Reform Jews was quite
similar to that by persons without any denominational affiliation
(269 per cent and 385 per cent respectively). Culture was most often
(192 per cent) chosen by the last group although even for them it was
third in preference.
Cutting the analysis from another direction, we find that the age of
the respondent made a difference for his choice.'° Older people believed
''5
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religion was the most important thing for a child to learn (48 per cent)
and the proportion progressively decreased with each younger age
group. Younger people, on the contrary, gave first priority to social
adjustment (341 per cent), second to religion (257 per cent) and third
to culture (19.5 per cent). Those in the middle age group generally
expressed a scale of preferences between the old and the young, giving
religion the strongest emphasis (34.9 per cent) and secondary emphasis
to social adjustment (245 per cent).
The educational background of respondents in relation to their
choice of what is important is given below. It will be seen that those
who had never been to high school, generally the older persons, ovetwhelmingly chose religion above all other alternatives presented to
them. College graduates, at the other extreme, divided almost evenly
between all the alternatives, but with slightly more stress on the importance of social adjustment. Generally, the higher the individual's educational attainment the less he emphasized religion as the focus for his
identification and the more likely he was to choose social adjustment
or Jewish culture instead.
'Most Important Thing for a Child to Learn', by Education

of Respondent

Educational Level
Respomse Given

I

I

678
9•7
32

Religion
Culture
Civic activitieS
Social adjustment
Other answer
No answer
Totals

Xv formal or
grammar school

I

338
39
128
23
23

32

I

woo

I

Some
College

I

-

I

woo

College
Graduate
203
188
4.5
290
116
5.8

33.3
'58
105
3P6
88

i&t

-

I

I

High
school

I

,000

Occupation and income were both related to the choices made.
Those in high-prestige occupations tended to give less stress to religion
than did other occupational groups. Hence, professionals thought religion was important (311 per cent), but not quite to the same extent
as those in clerical or sales occupations (386 per cent). Among professionals, Jewish culture was considered more important (246 per
cent) than in any other occupational group; 144 per cent of the
managerial and 114 per cent of the clerical occupations gave it first
priority. Social adjustment, on the contrary, was least important to professionals (197 per cent), yet much more so to proprietors (322 per
cent) and clerical people (364 per cent). Analysis by income, shown in
the table below, showed a similar pattern, in large measure because of
the correlation between occupation and income. The greater his inii6
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come, the more likely was a person's choice to be social adjustment or
culture rather than religion. Religion was much more frequently chosen
by those with lower incomes.
'Most Important Thing for a Child to Learn', by Annual Income of Respondent
Income Level
Response Given

Religion
Culture
Civic activities
Social adjustment
Other answer
No answer
Totals

Under

5000-

$5000

10,999

552
69
10-3
207
G-g
--

453
133
67
267
67
13

1

11,000241999

25,000 and
00Cr

203
1 86
203
323
68
17

189
243
8-1
352
8-i
54

I woo I woo I woo I woo

A final dimension of this analysis can be mentioned. The level of the
person's activity in Jewish as compared with non-Jewish organizations
was related to his choice. Those who said they were more active in
Jewish organizations most frequently selected religion (40- 0 per cent)
as the principal focus for their identification. Those more active in nonJewish organizations, on the other hand, emphasized social adjustment
(42-8 per cent) most of all.
In summary then, the young, the economically successful, and the
educated segments of the community generally phrased their identification around the need to adjust to the larger community as much as
around a special Jewish feature, such as religion or secular culture.
Their view expressed itself in the fact that they were as much or more
active in non-Jewish organizations, in their emphasis upon social adjustment, and in their generally Reform affiliation. At times, the recognition ofaJewish secular culture also played some part in their identification. Religion as a focus for identification found its greatest acceptance among the older and less successful people in the community.
Separateness, not adjustment, lay at the core of their sentiments expressed in their greater activity in Jewish rather than non-Jewish
organizations, and in their Orthodox affiliation.
A second perspective from which to assess the dynamics within the
Jewish community is its structure of leadership." Perhaps the most significant feature of that structure is its primary division into those who
are recognized only within the Jewish community and those whose
recognition extends more generally into the New Orleans community.
One cannot help but consider this division as one more facet of the
bifurcation that characterizes this community as I have described it in
other contexts above. The division is one between the orientation that
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sees the Jewish community as a separate entity and the orientation that
places the Jewish community always within the larger social context of
the surrounding community.
Four groups of leaders were identified, two basing their support on
the New Orleans community and two more evidently located within the
Jewish community alone. Within the first was one group consisting predominantly of older, usually wealthy, but all long-time residents. These
leaders once controlled the high-prestige Jewish organizations in the
city by their positions on their boards. With age, however, they have
become less active and their positions have been taken by a younger
generation within the same elite level. It was from this older group that
persons were picked by non-Jews for boards and committees that required community-wide representation. In some cases the reputation
earned by individuals within this group was national, as evidenced by
entries in Who's Who or in similar compendia.
A younger generation, but generally from the same background,
formed a second leadership group. Some had already succeeded to the
leadership posts left vacant by the retirement of an older leader, but at
the least all members of this group were being prepared for succession.
This process of succession seemed to be orderly and institutionalized
as it is in a well-managed elite situation. Although there is something
of the aristocratic and hereditary element at work here, it should not
be considered as rigid and final for there is the possibility of deviation
from the principle as I have described it.
Both old and young leaders tended to consider themselves as living
in both the Jewish and the non-Jewish communities. They certainly did
not aim at assimilating the Jewish community into the larger community, but neither did they build barriers to separate the two.
The other two groups of leaders were divided from those just described on two counts. First, there was the difference in their relative
newness to the city. Second, there was the difference in orientation
towards the Jewish community itself. Faced with a somewhat aristocratic
barrier, one segment of this group has turned entirely inward towards
the Jewish community and has sought its legitimation from within that
social boundary. The other segment appeared to be in an-ambivalent
situation; these people desire the wider recognition of the New Orleans
community but at present must be content with a more narrow recognition. Whether or not they will be able to translate their reputation in
the Jewish community into one more generally recognized will depend
as much on getting accepted in the Jewish elite group as on anything
else.
The division of leadership into these multiple groups has not created
any serious tears in the fabric of the community. On the contrary, it
might even be presumed to function beneficially for the Jewish community as a whole by making a variety of opportunities available.
i'S
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There is room to support and to satisfy the differing orientations that
are present in the community. For leadership, like identification, needs
several alternative choices if there is, as in New Orleans, more than one
kind of Jewish consciousness and orientation present.
JEWS AND THE NEW ORLEANS COMMUNITY

There is no doubt that the Jewish community has made a successful
adjustment within the institutional structure of New Orleans. Its members generally have achieved a striking degree of upward mobility that
has rewarded them with relatively high levels of material goods and
satisfactions. Although there is ground for dissatisfaction, the community has maintained its Jewish identity and has functioned as a
coherent and cohesive social entity. In large measure, these attainments,
economic and social, have been effected by a successful community and
its leadership. Yet in some ways the Southern setting has had its effect,
too, and it is this aspect that now needs discussion.
The sociologically relevant facts about New Orleans can be very
briefly given, but the consequences they contain strike deeply into the
city's structure and into the Jewish community. The population of New
Orleans is about one-half Catholic, about one-third Negro, and constantly alive to its Southern aristocratic traditions. What probably saves
the city from the social stagnation and decay to which some of its history might condemn it is its place as the third largest port in the U.S.
I do not mean that the economic ties with Central and South America
automatically confer a cosmopolitan character upon the city, although
they certainly help. Rather, the recognition of the world beyond the city
limits that is forced by such trade does help to shape the orientation of
the population. The Mississippi River and the Gulf of Mexico are
seen by most people in the city as gateways rather than as barriers, and
this impression is reinforced again and again by the mass media. It is
the conception that New Orleans wants very much to have of itself. This
self-image helps to give New Orleans an economic and social, if not a
political, vitality that saves it from the possible erosion of ante-bellum
Southern romanticism.
Yet the tradition of a Southern aristocracy dies hard. It has been
curiously heightened in the hundred years since the Civil War and continues to play a significant role in the social structure of the city. The
provincialism of that tradition becomes intermingled with the cosmopolitanism that the city's economy demands. The Jewish community
shares .in the latter, but the consequences of provincialism have had
significant effect as well. In effect, Jews have encountered a status ceiling preventing them from full public acceptance into the social elite
because they cannot share in the aristocratic tradition. On all other
grounds they possess the necessary qualifications. There are wealthy
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Jewish families in New Orleans that possess a measure of economic
power that is commensurate with their economic position. Similarly,
some Jews are active in both local and national politics and no doubt
they exert a significant political influence in the city. Some families can
also trace their New Orleans ancestry back a respectable distance into
the past. In spite of these economic, political, and genealogical qualifications, however, full membership in the status and ruling elite is not
open to them.
The barrier is raised by the Catholic character of the city, reaching
its clearest expression in the organization of Mardi Gras and the 'krewes'
or associations that stage the festival. Mardi Gras was intended to be
the last day of revelry before the solemnity of Lent. I am not concerned
here that the festival has become commercialized as a major tourist
attraction or that its original religious function has by now been rather
generally shunted aside. Mardi Gras involves the entire city in festivities
and its importance for the city stems from reasons other than income
alone. Mardi Gras marks the peak of the social season for the status
Clite and for the status pretenders. In the weeks between Twelfth Night
and Ash Wednesday those groups organize a costly and almost continuous series of social occasions for the debut of their daughters and for
defining Clite participation. These functions and their timing are
organized according to a tight status hierarchy, generally recognized in
the city. For example, many krewes parade once during this period and
end the parade in an elaborately staged and expensive ball held in the
city's only auditorium adequate for the event. The closer a krewe can
arrange its celebration to Mardi Gras, the higher is its standing. But the
dates are allocated in strict accordance to the status of the krewe, at
least in the last days before Mardi Gras. Without any doubt, membership of one of the top three krewes is at once a prerequisite for entry
into the elite as well as a recognition of one's elite status.
There is no question that some Jews belong to Mardi Gras krewes,
although there is ground to question whether they belong to those with
highest status. Whether they do or not, the Catholic complexion of
Mardi Gras prevents a Jewish member from making his claim. The
Jewish family of means, therefore, generally is disqualified from translating its class position into a commensurate status position. Some
families, it is said, leave the city during Mardi Gras, perhaps td avoid
what may seem to them an unpleasant confrontation.
The same kind of barrier or ceiling also exists for membership in the
Clite clubs, which intermesh with the status structure of the krewes. One
of the two highest-ranking clubs, it has been said, has claimed that no
Jew has ever got beyond the foyer in the building it occupies. Whether
apocryphal or true, the statement is indicative of a generally accepted
point of view. Given these characteristics about both krewes and clubs,
the Jew gains but little status honour even if he does manage to gain
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membership, for it brings him doubtful honour in his own community
and no publicity in the larger community. If he wishes to maintain his
Jewish identification, therefore, he must also come to accept the status
ceiling.
I do not wish to give the impression that this situation produces intolerable frustration in the Jewish community, because I believe that
it does not really affect the large majority. If anything, the ceiling has
worked to set minimum limits for Jewish identification.
Another effect that can be traced to Southern aristocratic traditions,
if not perhaps to the status ceiling as well, is the status stratification
within the Jewish community itself. As with other minority groups in
other places, the Jews in New Orleans have tended to adopt the criteria
accepted by the larger community as their own. Hence, one's genealogy tends to be as important as the usual criteria of wealth and position
in determining the composition of the Jewish elite group. I have no
definite information on this point, but it is my impression that entry
into the Jewish Clite is as jealously controlled as that into any elite.
A final aspect of the place of Jews in this Southern city needs to be
mentioned, one that promises to become severely critical for the Jewish
community in a short time. The Jews, as has been noted, are a small
proportion of a multi-racial and multi-religious population in New
Orleans. It seems to me that in the past antisemitism has been relatively
weak, at least compared with Northern cities. To be sure, there does exist
the antisemitism expressed by the status ceiling but there has not been
much evidence of more aggressive antisemitic actions. A reasonable explanation for the absence of such prejudice can be said to lie in the large
proportion of Negroes in the dity and their inferior social position as
enforced by Southern traditions. It is as if the Negro has been continuously available to take the brunt of prejudice, whether it was expressed in the more.genteel manner of the upper-class master towards
a slave-become-servant, or in the more violent eruptions of the lower
classes generated by their own frustrations and failures. The Jew thereby
has avoided a good deal of social Conflict. The frustrated lower-class
person always has had the Negro, lower yet in the hierarchy, upon
whom he could vent his anger in an institutionalized and legitimate
form. The upper-class person has never been really threatened by the
Jew to whom he tould dcny access to his own Clite level by the irrational
expedient of the status ceiling. Nor has the Jew in New Orleans challenged the tradition as much as he has been willing to accept it.
The Supreme Court's decision in the school integration case in 1954
and in subsequent decisions has set into motion a heavy and obvious
process of change in the existing patterns of race relations and race
etiquette. These repercussions have been felt throughout the South, the
Jewish community included. The Southerner feels his status threatened
as well as other supports he has depended upon. His reaction in turning
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to the extreme right politically, for example, can be explained in terms
of the status threat that is becoming more real each day. The Jewish
community has been forced to take a position during this period of
racial conflict because it is impossible for any person, let alone a group,
to remain uncommitted in the South. The commitment has not been
forced by moral or ethical reasons alone. Just as important has been the
insistence by segregation leaders that people in the community be
counted, and not just once but as many times as the occasion demands.
The specttum of race attitudes that was once possible has quickly been
condensed into only two choices: either one is aggressively and publicly
for segregation, or it tenth to follow that one must be for integration.
The fine differences and shadings between those extremes, once possible,
are no longer tolerated. Caught in a crossfire deliberately planned by
segregation leaders acting to make the most political capital out of this
period of change, the Jew has come to experience the first signs of open
antisemitism. Racial segregation, extreme right-wing conservatism, and
now antisemitism are all part of the same pattern, and Southern leaders
of this growing movement have relied upon the resources and experience of antisemitic demagogues in other parts of the country.'2 Whatever the private attitude of the Jew may be towards segregation, he
finds himself more and more cast into what the Southern extremist
thinks of as an integrationist and therefore an enemy. The Jews' sense
of morality, ofjustice, and of equality tends to push them in the direction
of integration even though this is not always their wish.
How these events will treat the Jewish community in New Orleans is
impossible now to predict because there are many variables involved.
One thing, however, is certain: the Jewish community faces change in
its relationship to the larger community as surely as the South faces
changes in its accepted traditions. The pattern of adjustment that was
successful in the past will have to be altered to meet the demands of the
present. Given the differences that have been described within the
Jewish community, it is also certain that there is no unanimous future
course of adjustment that can be set. Different sectors of the community
have different degrees of Jewish identification and different degrees of
loyalty and attachment to the city. It is possible that the Jewish community can emerge stronger and more unified than ever before; that its
sense of identification willy-nilly will be forged by the events forced
upon them to produce a newer alloy of greater strength and durability.
NOTES
'Tl,e statistical data used in this my own and should not be interpreted
analysis are taken from my study, Profile as necessarily those of the Federation.
of a Community, prepared for and pub- Data were obtained by interviewing a solished by the Jewish Federation of New per-cent probability sample of all known
Orleans in 1958. I wish especially to Jewish households in the city obtained
stress that the views presented here are from a master list of organization niem122
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bership or otherwise known to the Federation.
2 One estimate is that the Jewish
community is almost 250 years old,
which is quite old by American standards. Leo Shpall, The Jews in Louisiana,
New Orleans: Steeg Printing and Publishing Co., 1936, p. 18.
Compare, for example, the congregational preferences of New Orleans with
those of Riverton, an eastern U.S. community reported on by M. Sklare and S.
Vosk in The RiUCTIOn Study, American
Jewish Committee, 1957, P. 16.
Congregafiona!
Preference

New Orleans

Riverton

1958

1957

Reform
Conservative
Orthodox
None
No Answer

6o6
iin
248
32
04

30
43
i6
4
7

Totals

woo

,00

0/
/0

0/
/0

'Not entirely painless, however. For
the last few years the attempt by a
majority of one Orthodox congregation
to institute mixed seating has led to
strife and legal action by the other side
who insist upon observing the original
charter. One related consequence has
been the formation of a new Conservative congregation, making it the seventh
synagogue in the city.
I realize that membership and identification are not the same thing. Nonetheless, the fact that about 8o per cent
of the community does belong to a synagogue cannot be dismissed as only a
paper membership.
6 The figure of io,000 used above is
fairly close to the estimated present size
in 2962. Earlier studies used in making
the estimate were: Julian B. Feibelman,
A Soda! and Economic Study of the New
Orleans Jewish Community, Philadelphia,
1941, reporting on a 1938 survey; also
Benjamin Goldman, The Jewish Population of New Orleans, 1953, New York:
Council of Jewish Federations and Welfare Funds.
The fertility raLio—the proportion
of children under five years to women
aged 20-44 per i,000 population—was

496-5 in 1953. Five years later this ratio
had risen to 5099. During the same
period, the average family size increased
from 2-83 to 320. Of course, these figures
include the effects of families, usually
with young children, who immigrated
to New Orleans during the period.
Ben B. Seligman and A. Antonovsky,
'Some Aspects of Jewish Demography',
in M. Sklare, ed., The Jews: Social Patterns of an American Group, Glencoc: The
Free Press, 1958, P. 51.
I know of no directly comparable
data from Jewish surveys in other cities
to allow some external assessment of the
New Orleans reactions. I believe that the
pattern of the responses in New Orleans
is a valid reflection of the identification
held by the population and I would urge
some application of the same question
to other populations to check its validity
further.
'° Age, education, occupation, and
income were found to be related to denominational affiliation, and it is this
relationship that is partly threaded
throughout the patterns of choice on this
question of Jewish identification.
"The description given here is based
upon a study by John C. Rosen, 'A Study
of Leadership in the New Orleans Jewish
Community', unpublished M.A. Thesis,
Tulane University, ig6o, which I
directed. Rosen interviewed those persons who were most frequently mentioned
as leaders by those in institutional posts
such as rabbis and executive directors of
the Federation and similar Jewish
organizations.
12 During the spring of '951, for example, at the time of the Eichmann trial,
there were leaflets and licence plates
in evidence with the phrase 'I like Eich'
(a reference to former President Eisenhower's campaign slogan, 'I like Ike').
I have seen more antisemitic literature
distributed in the last two years than in
all of my eight previous years in New
Orleans. Additionally, there have been
public accusations against the B'nai
Brith and its Anti-Defamation League.
These, too, are of recent origin. A good
deal of the literature distributed is published in New Jersey and California,
which indicates some co-operation between the antisemitic leadership in
New Orleans and that outside the state
and region.
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BOOK REVIEWS
ARIEH TARTAKOWER ON
JEWISH SOCIETY
Alexander Manor
(Review Article)

T

HE most significant effort to summarize the chanEes which have
occurred in Jewish society in the last few generations, and at the
same time to formulate the tasks confronting research workers in
this field, has been made in two recent works by Dr. Arieh Tartakower.
The first* is devoted to the sociology of the Jews in the Diaspora. It is a
most complete presentation of the essence ofJewish society and of its various
phenomena. The author explains the specific character of Jewish social life
and the ways in which it has developed. He investigates the basic questions
of Jewish demography, migration, economic and political life, assimilation
and nationalism, the struggle for Jewish rights, and problems of Jewish survival. The volume is an outstanding example of a sociological analysis in
which virtually nothing is left untouched. It is the first book of this kind in
Hebrew literature and in sociological literature in general. It is both a
scholarly treatise and one which can well be used as a textbook in the upper
grades of high schools and in universities.
Dr. Tartakower has also written a parallel volume on Israeli society.
Again, the specific character of this society is explained, and the author
presents the outlines of its history and discusses its main features: the various
population groups, immigration, economic life, and the essence of Israeli
sovereignty and democracy. He concludes with some fundamental remarks
on the future of Israel and its human significance.
From a formal point of view Israeli Society is the second volume of the
treatise on Jewish society, but it is really an independent work which can be
read without difficulty even by those who have not studied the previous
volume on Jewish society in the Diaspora.
Despite the voluminous literature on the various aspects of social life in
Israel which has been published (especially in the last few years), Dr.
Tartakower's is the first attempt to present the society of.Israel in its
totality. It is a courageous pioneer undertaking, the more so in view, of
the extremely quick tempo of the country's development. What is offered
here is very much more than a mere presentation of facts and their explana* Jewish Society, published by 'Massada', Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, 1957, 382 pp.
(Hebrew).
t Israeli Society, published by 'Massada', Tel Aviv and Jerusalem, 1959, 278 pp.
(Hebrew).
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tion: the author has tried at the same time to explain the logic of the development of Israeli society and the modes of its reaction.
A further remark must be made on the method of Dr. Tartakower's work,
which again is extremely characteristic of it. The author never fails to compare phenomena of Jewish and Israeli society with those of social life in
general. When speaking about Jewish nationalism he explains the general
theory of nationalism in its development during the last few generations, and
against this background he presents the facts and tendencies ofJewish life. In
order to bring the reader to a closer understanding of the essence of the
State of Israel, he first presents the outlines of the theory of the state in
general, and only then does he proceed to emphasize the specific character
of the state established in the land of Israel. The same is true with regard to
problems of agricultural settlement, demography, Israeli democracy, and
many more. This important method almost automatically shows the connexion between general sociology and the sociology of thejewish people, at the
same time making the specific character ofJewish social life more intelligible.
Dr. Tartakower's sociology gives much more than mere outlines of the
existing situation. No lcss important than the presentation of facts and figures
and explanation of their specific character, is the description of their development. This is true for both volumes. The author shows in a convincing way
the fundamental difference between the dynamics of Jewish society in previous generations and what happened in the last century and again in the
present generation. He also explains the impact of decisive events in Jewish
life, such as the catastrophe in the years of Nazi domination and the establishment of the State of Israel, which in many respects have been responsible
for new trends in Jewish social life.
The sociology of the Jews is a rather young branch of knowledge. It was
born as recently as the middle of the last century. Dr. Tartakower himself
informs us that a theory of Jewish social life was first presented in a scholarly
way by Nachman Krochmal and Ahad Ha'am, while Jewish demography
really began with Jacob Lestschinsky and Arthur Ruppin. To these two personalities Dr. Tartakower dedicates his Jewish Society, rightly considering
himself as their foremost successor while at the same time trying also to
strengthen the theoretical foundations ofJewish sociology.
The treatment of the dynamics of Jewish social life in Dr. Tartakower's
two volumes smacks little, if at all, of either exaggerated optimism or pessimism. The author presents a clear picture of the trend of development with
its positive sides and its weaknesses. He also devotes much attention to problems ofJewish social policy in its fundamental aspects. He explains first and
foremost the historical significance of Jewish statehood. He stresses the
positive meaning of the fact that the Jews ceased to be a nation of wanderers.
He considers the new aspects ofJewish demography, and especially the fact
that the downward trend of Jewish natural increase in the Diaspora disappeared as a result of a more positive approach to life and of a growing belief
in the future. He directs our attention to the fact that poverty and the
desperate struggle for a livelihood ceased to be a characteristic phenomenon
ofJewish social life, as it had been, especially in Eastern Europe, only a few
years before. He mentions the progress achieved in organizing the Jewish
people and in strengthening its national consciousness.
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But the treatment of these positive phenomena has not excluded that of the
negative ones. The great dispersion of the Jews, never before known on such
a scale, is clearly presented. The grave problems arising out of the growing
Jewish concentration in the big cities (the Jewish people in 'Megalopolis')
are brought to the attention of the reader. The dangers involved in the
anomaly of Jewish occupational structure, despite the present period of
'boom', are stressed; and, last but by no means least, assimilation as the foremost problem of Jewish life is discussed in the volume on Jewish society in
the Diaspora with much scholarly attention and ability. The author draws
a distinction between two fundamentally different kinds of assimilation,
which in Hebrew are called by different names. The first one (in Hebrew:
/zitbollut) means assimilation based on clear knowledge and will of the parties
concerned. Assimilation here means that the assimilated person accepts not
only the culture of another nation, but its peoplehood as well, thus casting
aside his former national allegiance. Not so the second kind of assimilation
(tmiah in Hebrew) which is a more or less automatic process independent of
the will of the parties and frequently even beyond their awareness. No change
of peoplehood is intended or involved. What matters here is loss of a previous
culture and acceptance of another. Assimilation in the first meaning is thus,
according to Dr. Tartakower, not only a cultural but a political phenomenon;
whereas in the second case it is a cultural phenomenon only. Not very much
is left today of Jewish political assimilation which a generation or two ago
was considered as one of the foremost problems ofJewish life; but the danger
of cultural assimilation is not less evident, especially in view of its evergrowing proportions.
There are, apart from the problem of assimilation, two fundamental facts
on which the future of the Jewish people may depend: (a) the tempo of
Jewish concentration in Israel, and (6) the position of the Jews in general
society and their ability to play a role in the development of civilization and
of new forms of social life. The second factor to a considerable degree depends
on the preservation of the unity of the Jewish people. A society of two or
even three million Jews in Israel will hardly be able to fulfil its mission
among the nations of the world unless backed by millions in the Diaspora
in a spirit of common responsibility and common effort.
To these great human aspects of Jewish life, and especially of Israeli
society, Dr. Tartakower devotes much attention. He brushes aside the argument according to which a small nation is unable to influence the course of
world development and ought to take care of its own interests only. There
are proofs enough to the contrary, especially in the history of the Middle
East, where in previous generations great nations disappear without leaving
any sign, whereas small nations like the Greeks or the Jews influenced the
development of mankind in the strongest way. This lesson of history remains
valid at the present. Faced with the great task of merging various groups of
inunigrants into one nation, Israel may at the same time be able to serve as
a bridge between East and West and to pave the way towards new forms
of human understanding and creative effort.
These concluding chapters by Dr. Tartakower may also be considered as
characterizing his approach and vision. His books cannot be recommended
too strongly to readers both in Israel and outside.
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JEWISH RECONSTRUCTION IN
GERMANY SINCE 194E
Hermann Levin Goldschmidt
(Review Article)

H

ARRY MAOR, born in Munich in 1914, emigrated to Palestine in
1933. He returned to Germany in 1953 and, for three years, was in

charge of the Youth Section of the Zentralwohlfahrtsstelle des ,Juden in
Deutsc/zland (Central Welfare Organization ofJews in Germany). During this

period he worked for a doctor's degree and wrote a thesis (accepted by Mainz
University in tg6i) entitled The Reconstruction of Jewish Communities in Germany,t a subject concerned with the immediate past. While this fact may

preclude an entirely unbiased approach, it does on the other hand add to the
topicality of the work. The varied personal experiences of the author and his
statisticalandsociological researches—bymeans of questionnaires,letters, conversations and observation of day-to-day life in Germany—endow this thesis
with the importance of first-class historical source material. No future student
of Jewish reconstruction in Germany since 1945 will be able to ignore this
work; and it is possible to subscribe even now to certain general conclusions,
either plainly stated by the author or implicit in the sociological data supplied by him (where, as he puts it, he confines himself to a description of the
facts).
Jewish reconstruction in Germany is an incontrovertible fact, though there
are differences of opinion regarding both its significance and its likely duration. It already has a history: there was an initial impetus during 1945 to
1948, followed by a downward trend (until 1952); a third stage of renewed
progress began in 1953, bringing us to the present stage which started about
igg when this impetus was again checked (though, outwardly, reconstruction seemed to have achieved more impressive results than ever before). At
the beginning of the period under review, the Jewish community of Germany
consisted of two distinct groups: the German-Jewish remnant of some 15,000
survivors who after 1945 re-established communities and on igjuly 1950 set
up their overall organization, the Zentra/rat der Juden in Deutschland (Central
Council of Jews in Germany), prompted partly by devotion to Judaism and
partly by the need for protection, support, and compensation; and in
addition, the 'East European Jewish refugees' or 'Displaced Persons', altogether some 200,000 Jews, for whose sake world Jewry had to deny itself the
satisfaction of breaking off relations with Germany altogether after 1945.
* Ueber den Wiederauftau derjüdischen Cemeinden in Deutichiand seit 195. vi ± 246 pp.,
Mainz, ig6i, DM. 20 (obtainable from the author, Freihcrr von Steinstrasse 9, Frankfurt am Main).
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While there were hardly any 'German Jews', there were 'Jews in Germany'
who, as such, were entitled to pursue a Jewish way of life, and who implemented this right with the tenacity of people who had survived the tortures
of the concentration camps.
The establishment of the State of Israel in 1948 made possible the dissolution in Germany of the East European Jewish communities whose members,
in their vast majority, had in any case looked upon their stay there as merely
transitional. As a iesult, we find that in 1952 there were no more than 17,427
Jews left in the country. But by that time we also encounter the phenomenon
known as the 'German economic miracle', a boom in which the Jews participated; besides, also in 1952, the German-Israeli Reparations Agreement
was signed, soon to be followed by a return movement ofJews to Germany.
Though only a few thousand Jews were concerned in this return, it meant an
increase of one-third for the small Jewish community left in the country. By
today—ig6 i—the number of these returned Jews has increased to such an
extent that they now account for half of the approximately 25,000 members
of all German Jewish communities. But around 1959 this re-immigration
(63 per cent of it composed of Israelis) came largely to a halt. The check,
together with other factors, contributed to a process of disintegration the
significance of which has not yet been properly grasped; a process which has
hardly been affected by the so-called reconstruction and by no means been
halted. Itshould be added, of course, that this disintegration, which continues
to affect and erode Jewish life, is not only rampant among German Jews
but among Jewry everywhere today.
Let us look at a few figures. What is the present numerical 'significance' of
the Jews in Germany for the country as a whole? We find that they amount
to 005 per cent of the total population; only in Yugoslavia and Finland (003
per cent), Norway and Albania (oo2) per cent, Spain and Portugal (ott per
cent) do the Jews form an even smaller proportion of the population. As to
distribution, there is a pronounced discrepancy between the sexes: a great
preponderance of men over women, owing to the fact that more men than
women survived concentration camps; as to age groups, 66 per cent of the
communities are composed of people over 40 as against the already no longer
'normal' age distribution of German Jewry in 1933 when those over 40
accounted for 37 per cent. In consequence, a total of only 2,478 Jewish men
and 889 Jewish women got married in the period 1951 to 1958; of these,
725 per cent of the men and 236 per cent of the women contracted mixed
marriages. The comparative figures for German Jews between igot and
1930 were ig6 and 122 per cent respectively—already fairly high figures.
According to official statistics, 496 children were born during 1955 to 1958
to parents of whom both were Jews, and 516 to parents of mixed marriages;
but only a total of 222 births were registered with the Jewish communal
organizations. 'One must inevitably come to the conclusion', Mabr writes,
'that the majority of the children of mixed marriages and a considerable
number of those with purely Jewish parents were deliberately not registered
with the community.' This and other evidence points to the conclusion, Maèr
adds, that
it is only too obvious that the present condition and development of the Jewish community in Germany has reached a point where the community's disappearance as
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an independent entity within less than a generation can be foreseen, even though a
downward trend in a genetic group does not necessarily imply a concomitant lack of
social viability.
Maór's detailed analysis of present-day communal organization is also very
revealing. He shows that the communities are unrepresentative and fail to
instil a feeling of pride and strength in their members. Of the trinity upon
which, according to Simon the Just, the world is based, i.e. doctrine, religiQus observance, and welfare work, only the last-mentioned pillar remains
standing. No less than 77 per cent of the communities' total budget is spent
on welfare and administrative expenses. Under the circumstances, it is not
surprising that one finds an 'almost complete absence ofJewish intellectuals
of any stature' in the Federal Republic.
There are individual Jewish actors, a fewJewish producers and publishers, hardly
any journalists, and not a single editor of an important West German newspaper..
One of the three Jewish members of the Bundestag has left Judaism. In mid-1959
there was oneJewi.th City Councillor each in Cologne, Berlin, Duesseldorf, and Fuerth.
The Jews play no part whatever in the leadership of the political Parties.
And 'when we examine the "statistical success" of Jewish appeals, we find
that the "upper ten thousand" of GermanJewry number—two thousand',
Maôr observes with some irony.
We also find that the Jewish community in Germany today is
largely led by men who did not arrive on the scene until 1945. . . . Only the vestiges
of a continuity exist between the erstwhile and present-day communities . . . What
dynamism is found at all in the new communities is motivated chiefly by the modem
principle of a community of interests shared by a group of people who have suffered
losses and been wronged... German Jews, in their vast majority, live by trade or on
pensions. They do not exercise any particular 'economic function' in Germany. The
fact that many communal officers are connected with trade must be regarded as harmful since this lowers the prestige of communal work, and those carrying it out have
hardly any status, nor can they act as a stabilizing factor or an impartial authority.
Since the existence of communities (even when their existence is not, as is frequently the
case, fictitious) must be safeguarded, if necessary without any organizational 'apparatus', we find in Germany the phenomenon of paid communal leaders who alone
guarantee the functioning of the communities. . . . Such communities are bound to
fail in efforts to foster a social sense among the many rootless Jews, unattached and
without relatives, who have settled in Germany, a fact which is particularly tragic
for the older generation. There is a great danger that the Jews in Germany will fail
even in their ultimate aim, an aim approved even by Jews outside and inimical to
German Jewry: to offer a refuge to the old and unintegrated re-immigrants
As against these gloomy conclusions may be cited the titles of two of my

own books, Das Vermaethtins des deutschen ,Judentums and Die Botsehaft des ,Judenturns. The universal significance of Judaism which is again being acknowledged, the indomitable living reality of the Jewish people, must, in the final
analysis, be an inspiration for German Jewry too. But the basic and universal
strength ofJudaism can, by the very stimulus which inapels it forward, also
lead into error, as happens when there is an insufficient realization of the
dangers facing it, as at present. We are indebted to Dr. Maàr for a challenging picture and a clarification of the dangers which menace the infinitely
precarious Jewish existence of our day.
1
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PAUL WINTER, On the Trial of Jesus, 216
Berlin, 1961, 405. or $5.50.

pp., WaIter de Gruyter. & Co.,

The trial ofJesus of Nazareth in Jerusalem in about C.E. 29, when Pontius Pilate was
Procurator and Caiaphas was high priest, is at once the most famous and among the
most obscure of all historical trials. There has been so much written upon it, from so
many different points of view, that one would imagine that there was nothing new
which could be said. That this is not true has been admirably demonstrated by Paul
Winter in his recent book. Even the most seasoned New Testament scholar is likely
to find in it some point which he had overlooked, some explanation of its puzzles and
contradictions which strikes him immediately as reasonable and illuminating.
Indeed in the present time, when so much New Testament scholarship, especially
on the Continent, is rigidly and ridiculously anti-historical, even a theologian can be
profoundly grateful for this exact and detailed historical analysis. But the work should
interest more than theologians or religious historians. The significance of the trial for
a student of Roman history is as great as it is for a student of the nature of evidence.
It is a trial which possesses the highest emotional content, which involves all the
psychology of relations between an empire and a subject people; and yet a trial which
had no eye-witnesses among those interested to record it. The cruder critical scholar
of the nineteenth century discovered the contradictions in the Gospels and proclaimed
the whole affair unhistorical. The wiser student of the twentieth century knows that
nothing would so clearly mark it as an invention as that all accounts of it tallied in
every detail. The human mind is not an exact recording instrument, especially when
its emotions are aroused.
The theory from which Winter works, and which is acceptable to almost all contemporary New Testament scholars, is this. The earliest communities of Jews or
Gentiles who accepted that Jesus of Nazareth was the messiah, were primarily
interested in the last week of his life, in his betrayal, arrest, crucifixion, and resurrection. It was on these events that their faith centred. Each church would have its own
account, built up from what evidence it could collect. These separate narratives
would tend to be elaborated, to be collated with each other, as churches grew and
communications developed between them, and as new situations arose and developed
new interests. Then, in the third stage, the makers of our Gospels collected and edited
what they had received. The result was often that a single event, which two churches
had placed at different stages of the story, would become two events. The contradiction is no evidence that the original story is an invention. But at what stage did it
happen? An excellent example of Winter's method is to be found in his treatment of
just such an incident.
If we combine our present narratives, it would appear that Jesus was mocked and
ill-treated five times during the period of his arrest. Luke says that the police picket
guarding him during the night was responsible. Mark says that it was members of
the high court at their night session. Luke reports a similar accompaniment to an
appearance of Jesus before Herod Antipas. John says that he was ill-treated before
Pilate sentenced him. Matthew says that he was mocked and scourged after his
condemnation, and Mark agrees with him.
Each incident is examined carefully, collated with the others, tested in terms of our
knowledge of the treatment of prisoners by the Romans, examined to see what was in
the mind of the evangelist and of the traditions behind him, and what part the
incident served in the whole tradition. Winter's final conclusion is that the mockery
and scourging is a genuine tradition, and that it took place after the condemnation
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and judgement by Pilate; and, having reached that conclusion, he turns back to
explain how the present stories arose. This one incident is enough to explain and
commend his method. The same meticulous, yet rarely pedantic, examination is
applied to every part of the story, sometimes—as in the case of Barabbas—with
surprising results or suggestions.
All this part of the book builds up an actual picture of what happened. But
underlying all the details remains one question which has been of immense
significance to the whole Jewish and Christian worlds for nearly two thousand years:
Who was responsible for the arrest and condemnation ofJesus Christ? Accepting, as
every honest examination must, that he was executed by the Romans and not by the
Jews, whatever their powers to carry out a capital sentence, there remains the
question of the initiative. Was it taken by the high-priestly faction, or was it taken by the
Romans? And on what basis was it taken—thatJesus offended Jewish law by claiming
to be a divine messiah, or that he endangered Roman security as a potential 'rabblerouser'? Winter comes down on the side of primary Roman responsibility, although
the actual arrest was, he thinks, carried out by Roman soldiery under the orders of
an officer of the high priest. This would have been a normal procedure, for the high
priest was responsible under the Procurator for the maintenance of order and the
arrest of malefactors. Among Winter's arguments that there was no trial before a
Jewish court, but only the preparation of an indictment, is the fact—which most
scholars would overlook—that the texts of the different Gospels make it clear that
none of the original traditions knew the name of the high priest involved. This is
possible only if he occupied a very secondary role at the beginning. It was only when
the Church was trying to ingratiate itself with the Roman authorities—which was
just at the period when traditions were crystallizing into our present Gospels—that
Pilate tended to be exonerated and 'the Jews' to be blamed.
Winter's is one of those valuable books which are well worth consulting and
pondering over, whether one agrees with him on each point or not, for everything
is documented, and he appears to have read everything worth examining in a large
variety of languages.
JAME5 PARKE5

Islam and the Integration of Society, Routledge &
Kegan Paul Ltd., London, 32s.

W. MONTGOMERY WATT,

In this treatise Dr. Watt puts Islam through an interrogatory, the terms of which owe
much to the writings of Karl Mannheim. Dr. Watt tries to find what features in
Islam have enabled it to 'integrate' a variety of peoples and races and to promote
among them 'a strong feeling of brotherhood and a measure of harmony'. But Dr.
Watt's concern is not merely with Islam as such; he is also interested in those 'general
laws and principles' which may be exemplified in the spread and acceptance of this
religion.
Dr. Watt's subject is highly interesting, but we must remember that to examine
Islam (or any other religion) in this way is to treat it not as a religion but as an engine
for the manufacture and propagation of social solidarity. It is LO adopt a sceptical
attitude towards religions and towards the claims of divine revelation which they
make and which their followers must, of necessity, accept. But the inescapable
scepticism which such an inquiry entails is, in this case, accompanied and perhaps
modified by a belief, derived from Mannheim, that 'utopian' ideas are beneficial,
welcome, and, in a sense, 'true' because they promote social change on the right lines.
Thus Dr. Watt writes (p. 52): 'The ideas, then, that are found in Muhammad's
preaching contain exaggerations, and to that extent are not wholly true. Their
exaggerations, however, do not affect their efficacy as bases for the transformation of
Arabian society. They are genuinely "utopian" (in Karl Mannheim's sense), and in
this respect true. To put it another way, they are the ideational complement of a social
movement which led to a transformation of Arabian society; and we adopt the standpoint that this new organization of society was better than the old, and more harmonious and better adjusted to the environment.' By contrast, for Dr. Watt, the
opposition of the Jews of Medina to Muhammad's teaching had an element of the
'ideological', of a deliberate refusal of 'truth' (in Mannheim's sense again); he writes
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(p. 63): 'It looks as if a case could be made out for holding that they made use of
religious ideas in order to maintain their worldly position; they had once dominated
the Medinan oasis, and some probably hoped to recover that position of dominance.'
The Jews lost and Muhammad won. Is it legitimate to infer, then, that truth is on the
side of the big battalions?
The risks, then, ofjudging ideas and their worth by their 'ideological' or 'utopian'
tendencies should be obvious. Not the least of such risks is that events are made to
bear a significance which neither those who took part in them nor their descendants
for many centuries discerned. Thus the author compares (pp. 64-5) Islam with other
possible catalysts of Arab unity and concludes that only Islam was suitable. 'Arab
unity' is, of course, a feature of modern middle eastern politics, but is it not misleading
to postulate a concern for this modern invention in the mind of a Messenger who
believed himself the mouthpiece of Divine Revelation, or in the minds of his followers
who thought themselves to be following the commands of God on this earth for the
sake of salvation hereafter? Or is it to be argued that 'Arab unity' was really the
fundamental urge in Mecca and Medina, and Islam the mere appearance and
phenomenon?
But, in any case, what is 'integration'? An individual 'integrated' with his society
feels at one with it, secure and unquestioning in his station, at peace with others, and
intimately convinced that his universe is both coherent and significant. 'Integration'
of this kind should then be best observed in small, isolated, primitive communities of
the kinds which anthropologists have traditionally studied. It is doubtful whether
such 'integration' can proceed very far in a sophisticated world-wide and complex
society such as that of Islam, for it entails a uniformity and conformity difficult to
establish and maintain in literate and urban societies open to all kinds of currents and
living under a variety of political dispensations. We are left in doubt whether Dr.
Watt thinks 'integration' in this sense possible or desirable. In one place (p. 154) he
writes: 'The European and American conception of a democratic state requires that
all inhabitants of a given territory should have equal political rights. Modern Islamic
states which claim to be democracies of the Western type have therefore to give equal
political rights to Muslims and non-Muslims. Even when this is done on paper, it
remains in conflict with the deep-seated Islamic attitude which restricts full citizenship to Muslims, and therefore is difficult to make effective in practice. The Islamic
conception, though it tends to perpetuate the distinctive character of minorities and
prevent their assimilation, has much to be said for it; and Western democracies', he
concludes, 'are beginning to realize that they cannot function unless a basic ideational
system is held by all citizens alike.' Does this mean that Dr. Watt believes religious
uniformity to be necessary for the health of society? We cannot be sure, for in another
place (p. 277), discussing the respective prospects of Islam and Christianity as world
religious, he observes: 'There seem to be objective grounds for thinking that the
retention of variety is a good thing. Insofar as Christianity is more concerned than
Islam about this, it is preferable as an agent of integration.'
This last reflection brings us to a further meaning of 'integration', according to
which the question to be discussed is not so much the individual's 'integration' in a
society, but rather the whole of humanity's into one society. This preoccupation is
well expressed in the epilogue where it is stated that 'nothing short of religion can
integrate world society'. The emphasis on the use of religion, characteristic of the book,
is here once again exhibited.
These fundamental ideas and preoccupations govern the structure of Dr. Watt's
book. His examination of Islamic history is conducted with the purpose of finding and
laying bare those elements in Islam which have been conducive to 'integration' and
those which have not. He thus considers integratory phenomena such as the creation
of Islamic mores and Islamic law, and disintegratory, ones such as the Kharijite
movement and the early Shi'ites. In all that he writes about Islamic historyflr. Watt
is painstaking, knowledgeable, and illuminating, and it is only about his general
scheme that doubts occur. For not only is there this ambiguity about the meaning of
'integration', but also there is the fact that at the end of his treatise Dr. Watt is still not
in a position to indicate—even approximately—those general laws and principles of
'integration' in search of which the project was initiated. And one wonders whether
they are to be found; for when one has given their due to accident, circumstance, and
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the unintended consequences of actions, how much is left for general laws and
principles? Over and above this, are religions engines of 'integration'? It seems
hazardous to believe this on the basis of Karl Mannheim's speculations. It may be
true in some cases that they helped a disintegrating society to take hold of itself: it is
said that Methodism did this (as Islam in Dr. Watt's view did for Arabia) for certain
parts of industrial England and Wales, but is this as clear in the case of Mormonism or
of Luther's reform?
One last point. Does it not seem unduly indulgent to vulgar prejudices even to
speculate, as the author does (p. 257), whether the work of European Orientalists is
'due mainly to the fact that the %Vest has been thinking imperialistically about the
Orient and believes that knowledge gives power'?
ELIE KEDOURIE

Migration and Belonging, A Study of Mental
Health and Personal Adjustment in Israel, xxsi + 402 pp., Martrnus

ABRAHAM A. WEINBERG,

Nijhoft The Hague, ig6i, 32 guilders.
Problems of migration have loomed large during the past two decades, and Israel is
no doubt one of the most promising places for studying the mental health and adjustment of immigrants. Hence one approaches this volume with high expectations, which
are unfortunately disappointed. The reason for this failure seems to have been the
lack of familiarity on the part of the psychiatrist conducting the study with the social
research techniques he decided to use; Dr. Weinberg also appears to have been
ill served by his advisers.
The major part of the material was obtained by interviewing about one hundred
students attending an Ulpan (institution providing Hebrew courses for immigrants).
This interview can only be called a mammoth depth interview, covering over 1,000
questions, and one has to admire the fortitude of those subjected to it, as well as that
of the interviewers. The topics dealt with by the questions ranged all the way from
conception and birth ('How was the birth?') via childhood, adolescence, and maturity
before immigration, to the most minute details of present life in Israel ('What was
your gross income from work during the last financial year? What are the deductions
from your income?'). The answers were coded and punched on to cards, some of them
being used to construct four indices, including mental health and general adjustment; incidentally, it is by no means clear how the crucial index of mental health was
actually arrived at.
This mass of data was fcd into the statistical mill for the computation of relationships between indices and the other variables. Regrettably, the results which emerged
and feature in the tables are marred by all kinds of errors. One concrete example will
be given: on p. 68 where the general statistical procedure is explained, there is a table
showing the relationship between general adjustment and mental health in childhood.
Now, first, the percentage figures in this table contain mistakes; second, some computations based on it are wrong; third, one of the methods applied (excluding the
medium responses) is indefensible; fourth, Table 12 on P. 367, allcgedly presenting
the identical data, contains quite different values of chi-squared. Examples could
be multiplied.
After this one becomes sceptical of the theoretical discussion based on such findings.
In particular, the author wrestles with the notoriously slippery concept of mental
health and tries to relate it to personal adjustment, of which he distinguishes various
forms. Handicapped by the need to Gt the concepts to the data, one feels that he is
driven to take refuge in somewhat ambiguous verbal formulae; e.g. we are variously
told that 'Satisfactory mental health is not to be conceived as a static form of mental
functioning but as a balanced psychodynamism' (p. 81), 'Mental health. . . is a
steady state and personal adjustment is the psychodynamism of the personality in
order to defend this steady psychic state' (p. 205) and finally 'Positive mental health
is the dynamic steady state of mind . . . characterized by adequate, positive, personal
adjustment' (p. 21
On the credit side, there is a concise summary of previous research on mental health
and immigration which workers in this field should find valuable. Moreover, the
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frequent appearance of heteroscedastic relations betweenvariables poses some interesting problems for future research; perhaps it ought to be mentioned that this depends
on the shape of the percentage distributions, thus being little affected by the earlier
criticisms. Altogether, however, one must view this work as an opportunity missed,
and can only hope that the expensive lesson has been learnt.
G. JAHODA
M.

J. FIELD, Search for Security: An Ethno-psychiatric study of Rural Ghana,
478 pp., Faber & Faber, London, 1960, 42s.

It would be a poor tribute from a fellow-professional to add yet another uncritical
encomium to those already lavished on Dr. Field's book by lay reviewers. Caserecords, which make up a large part of the book, even when they are concerned with
the mentally sick and are prcscnted as compassionately as these are, unfortunately
have an hypnotic attraction for the unscholarly. But they are only the raw material
for the hypotheses and generalizations which it is the proper task of scientific study to
establish. And in this respect, I feel bound to say, Dr. Field falls short of what we are
entitled to expect from her. For she is no ordinary ethnographic specialist. Thirty
years of experience of Ghana, as ethnographer, teacher, and student of men and
alfairs, lie behind this book. The problems investigated in it have been pursued by
Dr. Field throughout these years with rare application. How many anthropologists
would undergo the grind of a medical and psychiatric training in order to prepare for
investigations such as are here recorded? To say that Dr. Field is uniquely qualified
by her knowledge of the people and of their language and culture, as well as by her
professional skills, her talent, and her devotion, to undertake this enquiry, is an
understatement.
The thorough and imaginative field-work set out with such literary felicity in this
book testifics to this. What it is weak in is coherence and theoretical penetration. Dr.
Field ignores—where she does not implicitly mock at—other scholarly and scientific
research in her field. There is a long and irrelevant digression on possession among
Biblical prophets, interpreted on the model of Ashanti diviner-priests, but no consideration of the comprehensive and expert literature on shamanism. Mr. Robert
Graves is cited as an authority on the hallucinogenic use of mushrooms by the Delphic
oracles; Dr. Margaret Murray's debatable views on European witchcraft are
adduced; unnamed 'orthodox' anthropologists are credited with naïve notions; and
there is one slighting allusion to psychoanalysis. But no reference is made to recent
important studies of African witchcraft such as those of Wilson, Manvick, and
Mitchell, or even to the pioneer ethnopsychiatric investigations of B. J. F. Laubseher
(Sex, Cwstonz and Psychopat/wiogy, London, 1937). Consistently with this attitude, Dr.
Field is content with the established ethnographic and psychiatric categories. Thus
she makes no attempts to explain the preponderance of close maternal kin among
those attacked in the fantasies of her subjects, nor does she bring out the depthpsychological implications of her observations.
Dr. Field's book is concerned with a cult movement that has spread explosively in
Southern Ghana and elsewhere in West Africa in recent decades. Significantly
enough, as she notes in her ethnographic introduction, this has occurred in the more
urbanized, Christianized, literate, cocoa-exporting areas, and notably among the
matrilineal Man groups. The ideology of witchcraft, which is central to the movement, is alien to many of the non-Akan groups of Ghana, though social change is
affecting them equally, and mental illness is presumably not unknown among them.
Dr. Field notes this important problem incidentally but does not follow it up. There
are, as Dr. Field has ascertained, many thousands of cult centres in Southern Ghana
and popular ones may have a hundred supplicants on a taboo day. Shrines dedicated
to traditional Man deities are served by priests who divine in a state of possession.
Dr. Field's account of the priest's vocation, training, and self-discipline, and her
description of the state of possession, are first-rate. She deals less fully with the newer
fetishistic types of cult.
Establishing herself at an Ashanti cult centre, Dr. Field was able to observe and
interview many hundreds of the supplicants and patients who sought the protection
of the deities. Heavy fees are paid, which makes popular shrines highly profitable.
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Supplicants state their problem in public and the possessed priest divines its supernatural causes; and witchcraft is almost invariably imputed, except that adherents of
a shrine may have forfeited its protection by breach of its taboos. Help to achieve
wealth and success, to preserve health, to defeat supposed enemies, or to allay the
fears of unspecified threat from kin and circumstances that seem to pervade Akan
social life, is sought by people in all walks of life.
The witchcraft deemed to explain sickness and misfortune of every kind, as elsewhere in Africa, is thought of as a malign, unpredictable, what we should describe
as unconscious psychical force. Dr. Field's case-records provide a remarkable and
original body of information on this topic. And what is most striking is that the sick
and unfortunate are diagnosed to be the victims of their own, not, as is commoner in
Africa, other people's witchcraft. The treatment requires them to confess their witchcraft crimes of which, of course, they have not till then been aware. These confessions
are wholly incredible. They are reminiscent of the fantasies and delusions of the
mentally sick in our civilization; but they are, in fact, monotonously stereotyped and
conventional. This is another topic left unprobed by Dr. Field.
It is Dr. Field's contention that the majority of the sufferers who solicit help at the
shrines are mentally sick people. Her case-records are intended to document this
hypothesis. Depression, often connected with organic maladies, is the commonest
form of illness she identifies, but schizophrenic illnesses also occur. (They are shown
by Dr. Field, in a separate investigation, to have as high an incidence in the area she
studied as in civilized countries.) Schizophrenic illness appears to be recognized as
madness by the shrine priests whereas depression is attributed by them to selfinjuring witchcraft. Dr. Field cites cross-cousin parentage as the main factor in the
causation of mental illness in Ghana. But it does not need much knowledge of
statistics to have grave doubts about those she gives. She makes no attempt to
investigate such sociological and psychological variables as the degree of urbanization
experienced or the loss of parents in early childhood, though her case-records contain
some information on these topics.
However, the main point for Dr. Field is that she believes mental illness, and
primarily depression, to be the source of the witchcraft beliefs she has recorded.
Eliminate depressive illnesses, she seems to argue, and these beliefs and practices will
disappear; and there is even a hint that this can easily be attained by expanding
facilitics for electric-shock treatment; which is surely a counsel of despair.
The non sequitur in this argument hardly needs pointing out. Normal, ordinary
Ghanaians and the cult priests do not regard the witchcraft fantasies of the sick as
the ravings of madmen but as admission of facts. An alternative interpretation is that
the mentally sick in Ghana make use of the current, socially accepted notions of
witchcraft to clothe and express their delusions, just as, in our civilization, they use
notions of sin and uncleanness. And what is more, it is through using these notions
that they gain access to therapy. Here, too, there is a gap in Dr. Field's analysis.
Granted the difficulties such an enquiry would encounter, it would be of no little
importance to try to establish how effective the primitive psychotherapy of the cult
priests is.
I want to emphasize, again, that this is a notable book. It is a landmark in the
development of psychiatry in West Africa, hitherto the most neglected branch of
medicine in the whole of Africa. It also provides novel and significant data for
anthropological theory. That is why it merits scrupulous and critical examination.
MEYER FORTES

ALEKSANDER HERTZ, Zvdzi

w Kulturze Polski ef , 284 pp., Instytut Literacki,

Paris, 5961, 225.
Notwithstanding its title, which suggests that it is concerned with the contributions
of the Jews to Polish culture, the book under review deals primarily with the situation
of thejews in Polish society. Only one chapter is devoted to what normally goes under
the heading of contributions to a culture, and even this chapter deals mainly with
social mechanisms of inter-cultural mimesis, and only secondarily with the contents of
the interchange. The factual material incorporated in this rather slendcr.bc,ok is
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enormous, and in consequence the exposition is highly concentrated—a welcome and
rare quality in contemporary sociological literature. The style is free fromjargon, and
very distinguished throughout. The reflections of the author throw new light not only
on the Jewish community but on Polish society as a whole; indeed there are very few
studies of equal excellence of any of its aspects.
In order better to understand causes and effects of ethno-religious divisions and
strife in Poland, the author leans heavily upon his knowledge of the American studies
of equivalent topics, and the resulting comparative remarks constitute a valuable
feature of his book; particularly as the author is equally as careful to note differences as
similarities. For instance, in comparing American colour-bar with Polish antisemitism he carefully points out the basic difference between them, consisting in the
fact that whereas the exclusion effected by the colour-bar is unilateral, the barrier
between the Jews and the Gentiles is supported from both sides. Extremely interesting
are the author's remarks about differences between Jews from various countries: he
suggests, for instance, that the difficulties of their position fostered, among the educated
Polish Jews, iconoclasm, the faculty of incisive and rather cynical insight into human
conduct and sardonic wit, whereas these qualities do not abound among the American
Jews who, not being harassed, tend towards conformism.
Should this book be published in translation, it would require a considerable
expansion because as it stands it assumes a great deal of factual knowledge on the part
of the reader; so much, indeed, that even the younger Poles who do not remember
pre-war times may find some passages rather puzzling. Their perplexity may be
irremediable because there is neither bibliography nor footnotes; many writers are
mentioned without an indication of what it is that they have written.
This book is not a product of a research project but a fruit of life-long thought,
study and observation.
S. ANDREVSKI

The Yellow Star, 205 pp., Thomas Yoselofl
New York, London, 1961, 25s.

S. B. UNSDORFER,

Even Jewish history can offer no tragedy more terrible than that of the concentration
camps. But this is not the usual concentration camp record. For the author's experience is intimately connected with that of his martyred community; and, in fact, the
author's father, a rabbi in Bratislava (Czechoslovakia), had deliberately chosen his
martyrdom by rejecting a position in the United States rather than desert his
community at a critical moment.
This is the tale of a Jew who remained constant in his faith in the valley of the
shadow of death. And the account of his struggles to observe religious occasions in the
camps—to light a Hanukkah lamp, to bake three tiny Mazoth, to recite the Haggadah—
is one of the most moving passages in a moving book.
Judaism is, of course, attuned to catastrophe and there is a wealth of documentation relating to the acceptance of suffering throughout the ages. It sets one wondering
how other persecuted minorities have reacted to their tragedies.
SCHIFRA staizowEg
JACOB KATZ, Exclusiveness and Tolerance: Studies in Jewish-Gentile Relations
in Medieval and Modern Times, xv + 200 pp., Scripta Judaica,
Vol. [II, Oxford University Press, 1961, 21s.
Medieval men were not necessarily more virtuous than the men of today, but they
certainly took much more seriously their religious beliefs and the disciplines consequent thereon, and allowed these beliefs to determine their daily conduct. This
applies to Christians and Jews alike, and the results are of particular interest to the
sociologist when one—or both—of two conditions present themselves. There is an
inevitable social consequence when the religious pattern determines the conduct of
daily life, and so impinges on everyday things, whether social or economic. It is, for
example, obvious that the Christian control of seasons of abstinence affected the food
trades. But the life evolved by rabbinicJudaism went into far greater detail than that,
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and determined the behaviour of Jews, and their relation to the non-Jewish life
around them, in the minutest detail. A second field in which there are social consequences is to be found when the normal evolution of living is affected or distorted
by some clear-cut religious compulsion, and when a precise religious decision determines a matter which othenvise would be considered 'secular'. The result is the
production of some casuistic solution which may have immense social consequences.
The Christian interpretation of the prohibition of making a profit from moneylending is an excellent example of this; the seventeenth-century witchcraft trials are
another.
In the former case, economic development in the twelfth century demanded the
possibility of borrowing money to rise from hand-to-mouth subsistence agriculture to
a more profitable and specialized rural economy. Because of the attitude of the
Church this emergence of a natural and desirable demand produced on one side the
unfortunate Jewish moneylender with his uneconomic but fair system of usury, and
on the other side the preposterous system of Christian interest, with a joint by-product
of the monies pielaUs, none of which produced economic stability or creativity. In the
latter, a desirable social development and a humanizing of legal practice was forbidden in the interest of a literal fulfilment of a supposed divine command in the
Mosaic legislation: thou shalt not suffer a witch to live.
This is the field in which Professor Katz makes his extremely important contribution in the present book. The study of medieval Jewish-Christian relations from
the Christian side, or on the basis of the available Christian material, is already
considerable. But in the studyof it from the Jewish side, from the standpoint of the
development of the halakhists and their responsa in the European communities,
Professor Katz is a pioneer, and this is an indispensable work, at any rate so far as
the English language is concerned.
The situation which confronted these scholars was that Talmudic discussion had
covered the whole of daily life in meticulous detail, but it had presupposed entirely
different conditions of living; as well as a completely different environment. At the
time when the Mishnaic tractate of Abodal, Zara (Strange Worship) had been compiled, and during the whole period when it was being discussed by the Talmudic
rabbis, the environment of the Jewries of the East had been pagan, polytheistic, and
idolatrous. A new situation arose when the environment was Christian, and it is not
surprising that the halakhists could never quite make up their minds whether
Christianity was idolatry or not. The problem was a practical and not a theoretical
one, for Jews were heavily involved in pawnbroking, and the articles which they
received in pledge were often religious. If they were idolatrous, then Jews could not
receive them. Hence the need for definition.
Definition was equally necessary because the Talmudists had presupposed a
possibility of separation between Jewish and Gentile communities which was completely inapplicable in Europe. In Babylon or Israel Jews had lived in compact
masses, largely self-supporting, indeed autonomous, and could pick and choose in
their relationships with the world outside. The tiny European communities—often
no bigger than the essential minimum for a rninyan—were in a totally different situation. Jews were not allowed contact with an idolator for three days before and after
his feasts. Were the Christian festivals idolatrous? As many of the big fairs of Europe
were held at the time of the festivals, the issue was a vital economic one.
Much subtle reasoning was needed to adjust the fact that EuropeanJews, more and
more restricted and specialized in their activities, depended on Christians for their
food, for domestic service, and for the produce which they bought or sold. Could they
deal in wine? Could they drink wine which Christians had grown and made? To
what extent could the Jewish housewife allow a Christian domestic to run her house,
prepare and cook her food, and look after her children? All these were new issues,
and it is fascinating to watch how the scholars dealt with them. With their immense
veneration for the oral law as divine revelation they took infinite pains never to give
away a principle, but always to find some ad hoc reason for making just this or that
amendment to practice. The results, from a sociological point ofview, are interesting.
Respect for a divine authority forced them more and more into a conservative
position, and enabled them less and less freely to make creative adjustments to their
environment.
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In the second part of the book Dr. Katz discusses a number of medieval 'types and
attitudes'; and in the third part passes rapidly over the period of almost complete
separation which followed the Middle Ages, into the Age of Enlightenment and the
problems of a new symbiosis with emancipation. It is a most important study. The
ample footnotes with which the book is provided emphasize the increasing importance
of modern Hebrew for purely European and historical studies. It is to be hoped that
the success of this book will encourage the translation into English of some of the
specialized works mentioned in these notes. For they deal with a field which has a
wider interest than the purelyjewish, and few of the scholars who would profit from
them are likely to know Hebrew.
JAMES PARKE5

HARRY M. JOHNSON,

Sociology, A Systematic Introduction, xvii + 689 pp.,
Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd., London, 1961, 425.

With the passing of time and the increasing interest in sociological studies, large
numbers of introductions to the field have appeared, particularly in the U.S. Nevertheless the complaint is still frequently heard, above all among European sociologists,
that no text exists which is acceptable as the main dish for an introductory course in
sociology. The publication of Professor Johnson's book, praised in a foreword by
Professor Merton as achieving something like an optimum balance between sociological theory and empirical fact, should therefore be of considerable interest to
teacher and student alike.
Unfortunately Professor Johnson's book leaves us still without that over-all commendable text for which we seem to be waiting (probably in vain; it is not unlikely
that each teacher has to write his own version of the gospel). He does incorporate
much of the latest research done in various fields of sociology in an unusually appealing way, he manages to convey many theoretical ideas more lucidly than the original
proponents, and he can tie up disparate findings very neatly into a coherent package
—but still the book is an uneven one.
The main reason for this seems to be that throughout Johnson's main theoretical
guide is the Parsonian scheme of analysis. It must be remarked at the outset that no
exegesis of Parsons exists comparable in clarity and usefulness to the present one. All
who have struggled hard and seriously with the intentions of Professor Parsons and his
epigoni will find that Johnson admirably pulls the different strands together. But
then one might come to the conclusion that after better understanding sociological
theory in the Parsonian vein it becomes even less acceptable. As Professor Johnson is,
on the whole, a clear thinker he takes the implications of social systematics in many
cases to their logical conclusion. He also is an acute observer of empirical reality. The
result throws serious doubt on the heuristic value of the model: often the discrepancies
between theoretical analysis and empirical fact stand out for all (but Professor
Johnson?) to see. He then either, nonchalantly, drops whatever guide his theory
should provide and 'writes on the level of empirical generalization (e.g. much of the
chapter on social change), or he imports theoretical statements from different sources
and contradicts himself when these conflict with the implications of his own scheme
(thus the analysis of power in terms of Max Weber's conception clashes repeatedly
with what is taken over from Parsons).
At certain points we discover where an (over-) zealous application of the AGILscheme can lead. We are thus given to understand that the widespread social change
which accompanied the Meiji Restoration in Japan in i868 was not really 'fundamental' because it merely strengthened the already dominant political values.
Generally speaking the most 'important' kind of structural change is considered to be
a change in the value patterns olsociety (p. 627), change, that is, from the dominance
of values associated with one functional subsystem (e.g. goal-attainment) to that of
values associated with another functional subsystem (e.g. adaptation). When it is
realized that in terms of the tGIL scheme Tokugawa Japan and Soviet Russia have
(formally) similar dominant values (p. 89)—those of the goal-attainment subsystem,
i.e. 'political' values—the arbitrariness of using the level of abstraction of the
analytical scheme as the criterion for deciding on the importance of social change (or
on the comparability of societies) becomes evident. One is strengthened in this convic-
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tion when one is told (p. 320) that the societal goals are not necessarily agreed upon
by all members of society and that by referring to the goals of governmental activity
as the goals of society we should merely understand 'that the government acts to some
extent on behalf of all the people, decides on policies that at least affect all the people'.
This kind of analysis makes one wish that Lockwood's early remarks on 'The Social
System'—which Johnson regards as 'valuable to the student of sociological theory'
(p. 648)—had been taken more to heart.
There are also examples of the extensive muddles to which social systematics can
lead. The concept 'social system' (or subsystem) is used on an infinite number of
levels, and moreover there is a highly significant difference between structural subsystems and functional subsystems (which is admirably discussed in chapter 3).
Throughout the book no distinction is made between these different uses and there is
a constant shuttling back and forth between different levels—often within the same
sentence. The following quotation (dealing with contractual relationships) is a typical
illustration: 'At the same time that the contracting parties are representatives of
distinct social systems, they also compose a social system together; and this system,
like any other, has four subsystems' (p. 252). Further examples are to be found on
P. 214 (the analytical view of the economy) and in the attempt to determine the
functions and dysfunctions of social stratification or religion for different social (sub-)
systems. At one point we are even told (p. 461) that a particular movement may be
functional 'in the long run'—that is, for a future state of the social system. Unlimited
and undreamed-of vistas are thus opened up.
In the analysis of many social institutions the book also follows Parsons's empirical
writings closely, supplementing them, however, with a very wide and on the whole
very well-chosen range of other material. The reader will find the integration of much
monographic material in the text illuminating. Many descriptive and analytical
sections are helpful, particularly the chapter on culture, the résumé of Parsons's
writings on the American middle-class family, the chapters on the American economy
(though the occasional attempt to deal with the criticisms levelled at it from radical
quarters is most unconvincing), the many excellent references to the institutions of
feudalism, and the description of the American political system. In the discussion of
socialization Parsons is again closely followed. It is an interesting and provocative
fusion of Freudianism and social systematics, but its explanatory value seems more
limited than either Parsons or Johnson realizes: built up around the nuclear family
with two children of opposite sex it fails to offer an adequate explanation of the
socialization process in all those cases where the composition of the family departs
from this pattern (e.g. no father, no mother, no sibling of opposite sex, no siblings
at all).
The chapters on social stratification provide an excellent guide to one particular
school of analysis, but they present a decidedly one-sided picturc of the thinking on
the subject. A very short (and not very accurate) account of Marx's concept of class
is included as a courtesy to whatJohnson apparently considers a completely outmoded
approach; not a word is devoted to the refinements introduced by Max Weber, let
alone to more recent contributions in this tradition such as those of David Lockwood
and RaIf Dahrendorf. The integration of the classical tradition leaves much to be
desired at other points: Durkheim hardly emerges during the discussion of anomie,
while neither Marx nor Mannheim are mentioned in the chapter on ideology, which
in other respects is quite useful. The chapter on religious beliefs and rituals, on the
other hand, must be among the best short treatments of these subjects that exist.
Finally a word on those aspects of the book which might be of special interest to
readers of this Journal. As a textbook devoting particular attention to the social
structure of the U.S., it is disappointing in the sparse use made of material which
analyses the peculiarities of this structure in terms of the population's ethnic background. Thus, for example, the vast volume of sociological papers on the American
Jews edited by Marshall Sklare was not consulted. It is mainly through good discussions of the writings on antisemitism that we come in contact with contemporary
Jewry, and further through a number of references to problems connected with the
Israeli kibbutzim. Also useful is an excellent discussion, following Max \Veber, of the
effects of the international political situation on the religion of ancient Israel.
In summary, then, we can say that the book is very useful for two purposes: it
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may be selectively read as a textbook, and it provides more advanced students with
excellent opportunities to delve into the strength and weakness of Parsonian social
systematics.
EMANUEL J. DE KADT
DONALD G. MACRAE,

Ideology and Society, xii

+ 231 pp., Heinemann,

London, 1960, 25$.
In the past ten years or so Professor Donald MacRae has published a substantial
number of essays on rather widely divergent topics. Those which have been collected
in Ideology and Society appeared in many different journals, some readily accessible,
some comparatively obscure, and we must indeed be grateful for this opportunity to
survey a considerable portion of his work.
The book is divided into three parts: the first deals largely with British social
science, although it also contains two rather more general theoretical essays. Part II
is concerned, in Professor MacRae's own words, with 'samples of sociology'—it deals
with topics ranging from 'Advertising and Sociology', through 'Race and Sociology'
to two essays on social evolution. The final section deals with 'the area where personality, ideology and political reality all mingle'; it contains a number of critical semibiographical essays, the essay on the Bolshevik ideology (probably the best-known
essay in the book), a chapter on Sartre, and two on politics, one of which is a review
of a number of recent publications.
Professor MacRae is at his but when he writes about subjects which can be dealt
with in an historical perspective. The essays on the development of different aspects of
sociological thought—whether he deals with a country (Britain) or with an idea
(racism)—are contributions which should be read by all who are interested in the
now often forgotten antecedents of the subjects under discussion. From Professor
MacRae's unusual erudition we can learn a great deal not only about the Scottish
philosophers (this is not
remarkable, as he does, after all, confess to being a 'lokalpatriotic' Scotsman), but also about many comparatively obscure European social
thinkers, even though one is left with the impression that their obscurity is, on the
whole, well deserved. The chapters on Darwinism and social evolution are among the
best-written pleas against a wholesale rejection of this tradition in sociological thinking. Lasalle's personality and thought are attractively presented in a short essay (the
influence of his Jewish background is well sketched), and in the chapter on Sidney
and Beatrice Webb the reader will find not only many biographical facts but also
some revealing insights into British Labour politics, the part played in it by the
Webbs, and the intellectual and philosophical background of this brand of socialism.
Both essays which deal directly with the analysis of ideology are valuable, particularly the earlier one, 'The Bolshevik Ideology'. It discusses the emotional and
political needs met by this peculiar mixture of science and myth and is useful in
clarifying, in the context of the example under consideration, some general issues
about the status and analysis of ideologies. The changed situation within world
communism since igi should make us cautious about some of the more extreme
rigidities and irrationalities described by Professor MacRae, but as a sociological
analysis of certain aspects of Stalinism it is outstanding, and as such by no means
without contemporary relevance, particularly for the underdeveloped world.
In the middle group we find some other 'samples of sociology', not all of equal
strength. A good analysis of the role of religion in contemporary Africa is followed
by a rather indifferent sketch on race relations and preceded by an essay on advertising which may be 'deliberately unfashionable', but which is also rather one-sided in
its discussion of the social problems related to this new social force. That it was
originally a lecture delivered to a gathering of 'ad-men' makes this perhaps understandable. It is nonetheless regrettable, all the more so because hardly any serious
sociological analysis exists in this field.
It is perhaps in the direct and indirect writings on sociological theory that this
collection leaves us least satisfied. It is difficult to know whether this is caused by the
conscious omission of theoretical writings reserved for publication in a more integrated
work which is mentioned in the preface, but even so it is, for instance, disappointing
that the discussion of functionalism in chapter 3 is so summary and that the essay on
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Social Theory posits convergence in this area without analysing the trends in the
U.S. or Europe. Even though this was a conscious limitation of the scope, it reduces
the value of the analysis, as in this area little of consequence has recently emerged
from Britain. Professor MacRae does make it very obvious that he believes neither
in sterile empiricism nor in a sociology which is divorced from man's desire to bring
about a morally acceptable social reality (in the light of these repeated pleas his
complete lack of sympathy with the concern for the theme of 'alienation'—'a strange
God' which 'tempts the younger generation'—is difficult to understand). But his
conception of sociological theory per se does not emerge with particular clarity from
these essays. We may, perhaps, look forward to a more specific discussion in the future.
EMANUEL J. DE KADT
JOHN REX, Key Problems of Sociological Theory,

Routledge - & Kegan Paul,

London, 1961, 25s.
ed., Trends in Social Science, Philosophical Library,
New York, 1961, $4.75.

DONALD P. RAY,

Controversy so frequently centres on sociological theory that it would be useful to
have a synthetic account of the major discussions on recurring problems; Or. Rex's
attempt to produce this is highly laudable. Among the topics discussed are sociology
as a science, empiricism, the scope of sociology, functionalism, social change, conflict,
and class. The first chapter considers intelligently the relevance of the natural sciences
to sociology, and in particular the triad of classification, search for laws and establishment of causal relations. But the other chapters are disappointing: such subjects
require a precise, closely reasoned treatment, and the failure to confine argument to
the central problem is bound to result in some aimlessness.
Few readers would quarrel with one concern of the author: to make empirical
research amenable to substantiation. What is debatable is how much conceptual
analysis and theorizing is necessary to obtain precision. Perhaps it is salutary that the
author's attempt to construct a theoretical framework falls short of his own demands:
he outlines a model for analysing social systems through conflict situations (a potentially fruitful approach insufficiently used), yet he does not offer a definition of
'conflict'; in addition, his seven points for a model are far too vague to use as a basis
for empirical investigation.
However, this book does contain some useful discussions, and the only final criticism
is that the frequency of author's and printer's errors was a constant irritant.
Most of the contributions to Trends in Social Science are claimed to be the result of
residence at the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences. This is a very
mixed symposium. An excellent opening essay by Boulding should have been the
model for all the contributors; developments in economic theory in this century are
skilfully surveyed before considering the factors behind the current movement away
from traditional analysis and towards emphasizing the psychological and sociological springs of economic behaviour. Professor Boulding sees the development of
sophisticated techniques in these areas as a potent source for innovation in economic
theory. Of more limited value is Harold Laswell's imaginative and fanciful 'Research
in Politics, Government, and Law'; one's mind begins to go blank at grand schemes
of research that science, impersonally, or the reader, personally, is exhorted to adopt.
A useful critique is to be found in Professor Tukey's discursive assessment of statistical
techniques; this is followed by short, descriptive accounts of interdisciplinary research
at the Center, and the sources of social science research funds in the U.S.A.
An imaginative, controversial, yet unsubstantiated article by Edward Shils, suggesting that people are participating more in society, is surely irrelevant in a book of
this kind. Such an essay is especially unsatisfactory when history, anthropology, and
psychology are explicitly excluded from the symposium on the dubious grounds that
only those social sciences were included 'whose methodology indicates a high degree
of correlation . . . [and] ought to be acknowledged as the pure social sciences'. If
current trends in sociology are to be evaluated by this essay, then the 'Queen of the
Sciences' has a long wait for her coronation.
'. C. CANNON
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